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REGION III TESTIMONY

This testimony addresses League Contention 1A with regard to the

implementation of the Applicant's quality assurance (QA) program at

Byron during the construction and preoperational testing phase and

addresses several concerns raised in affidavits elicited by DAARE/ SAFE

from three construction workers at Byron. It makes the following points:

1. NRC's routine construction inspection program verifies, by means of
inspections done on a sampling basis, that a facility is
constructed in accordance with NRC requirements and Applicant
commitments. Nonroutine inspections are performed to determine the
validity of allegations or as a part of special team inspections.
Generally enforcement actions taken when noncompliances are
identified may include civil penalties, orders modifying,
suspending or revoking a license, or cease and desist orders.

2. The compliance history at Byron from January 1,1978 to present is
summarized in the Byron Inspection Chronology (Attachment A).
Although a number of noncompliances have been identified, the
Applicants overall QA program has assured that effective actions
are taken to correct identified deficiencies and there is
reasonable assurance that the facility has been constructed in
accordance with NRC requirements and Applicant commitments, and can
be operated safely without undue risk to the public health and
safety.

3. Based on inspections of the Applicant's preoperational testing
program conducted to date, there is reasonable assurance that
testing performed to date has been in accordance with NRC
requirements and Applicant commitments, and the plant can be safely
operated without undue risk to the public health and safety.

4. CECO's noncompliance history at its facilities (Attachment B)
compares favorably with the history of other applicants and
licensees. In addition, the SALP reports (Attachments C-D) issued
to date have rated CECO as average.

5. The NRC has not identified any CECO corporate policies or attitudes
which would lead the Staff to conclude that problems or
noncompliances at one CECO site will create similar problems at
other CEcc sites or Byron, in particular. The Applicant has
generally provided timely response and corrective action to items
of noncompliance identified by the NRC.
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6. Generally, there has been sufficient organizational independence of
the construction QA functions from other departments within the
company. A few instances of insufficient independence of
contractor construction QA functions have been identified,
addressed and corrected and the construction contractors involved
will not be involved in plant operation. Based on preoperational
testing done to date, the Applicant's operating QA program has
demonstrated sufficient organizational freedom and independence.

7. Region III inspectors conducted special inspections (Attachments
| E-H) to determine the validity of allegations identified in,

affidavits by Messrs. Stomfay-Stitz, Smith and Gallagher relative
to improper construction activities at Byron. Some allegations
were substantiated, in whole or in part. Other allegations were not
substantiated. See Answer 19.

8. A construction QA/QC assessment team inspection generally found that
; the QA program for the Byron Station was good (DAARE/ SAFE Reconsideration

Motion Exhibit D). The problems identified by the team were either
of minor significance (Severity Level V) or more than minor significance
(Severity Level IV). A large number of the items of noncompliance
and the unresolved or open. items have been corrected by the Applicant ~
and found acceptable by Region III inspections.

| 9. Problems identified with welds in main control panels, in part, resulted
'

in the issuance of IE Information Notice No. 82-34 (DAARE/ SAFE
Reconsideration Motion Exhibit E). QA/QC program deficiencies at
Systems Control Corporation (SCC), the Byron vendor, were corrected
and verified by Region IV inspectors. Correction of deficient
welds at Byron is part of the modifications resulting from Human
Factors Engineering review considerations imposed by NRC since the
panels were fabricated. The work is expected to be completed
within the next few weeks.

e

10. Under 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VII, applicants are required
to ensure that a contractor or subcontractor is required to examine
material or equipment for conformance to procurement documents.
However, an applicant is not required to conduct separate
inspections or disassemble the material or equipment to assure its
compliance with actual design criteria.

11. The investigation report regarding SCC (DAARE/ SAFE Financial
Qualifications Petition Exhibit Q) has been referred to the Justice
Department where prosecution is under consideration..

12. DAARE/ SAFE Financial Qualifications Petition Exhibit R documents the
agreement reached regarding the problems identified during the
inspection of e-lectrical construction activities (Exhibit S) at
Byron.

l
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13. The sumary of the areas inspected and the significant findings
regarding DAARE/ SAFE Financial Qualifications Exhibit T are
contained in Attachment A.-

14. DAARE/ SAFE Financial Qualifications Petition Exhibits U, V and W concern
problems at LaSalle are not directly applicable to Byron. Heating,
ventilation and airconditioning work at Byron will be inspected and
evaluated by Region III during subsequent inspection (s) and
finding (s) will be documented in accordance with routine inspection
program requirements.

15. Although there have been instances of noncompliance, the Staff
believes the Applicant has implemented an acceptable construction
QA program and has the ability and willingness to implement an
acceptable operating QA program. None of the QA noncompliances
identified have resulted in a plant condition which poses an
adverse risk to the public health and safety.

.
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TESTIMONY OF NRC
REGION III ON LEAGUE CONTENTION 1A*

Q.1. Would each of.the panel members please introduce themselves by
'

stating their names, employment affiliation, and professional

qualifications.

A.1. (Mr. Forney). My name is William L. Forney. I am employed

by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as a Senior Resident

Inspector in the Region III Office. A copy of my professional

qualifications is attached.

(Mr. Hayes). My name is D. W. Hayes. I am employed by the

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as Chief o,f a Reactor Projects

* Contention IA states:

Intervenors contend that Edison does not have the ability or the
willingness tc comply with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, to maintain
a quality assurance and quality control program, and to observe on
a continuing and adequate basis the applicable quality control and
quality assurance criteria and plans adopted pursuant thereto, as
is evidenced by Edison's and its architect-engineers' and its
contractors' past history of noncompliance at all Edison plants
(whether or not now operating). In addition, Applicant's quality
assurance program does not require sufficient independence of the
quality assurance functions from other functions within the Company.

|

|
|
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Section in the Region III Office. A copy of my professional

qualifications is attached.

(Mr. Konklin). My name is James E. Konklin. I am employed by

the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as Chief of a Reactor

Projects Section in the Region III Office. A copy of my pro-
.

fessional qualifications is attached. -

(Mr. Williams). My name is Cordell C. Williams. I -am employed

by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as Chief of the Plant'

Systems Section in the Region III Office. A copy of my pro-

fessional qualifications is attached.

(Mr. Yin). My name is Isa T. Yin. I am employed by the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission as a Senior Mechanical Engineer
,

in the Region III Office. A copy of my professional

qualifications is attached.

Q.2. Could each of the panel members describe their responsibilities

with respect to the Byron operating license proceeding.

A.2. (Mr. Forney). I have been the assigned Senior Resident

Inspector.(SRI) for the Byron Station since October 1981.

My duties as SRI are to coordinate and perform inspections

of construction and preoperational test activities at the

Byron Station, Units 1 and 2.

(Mr. Hayes). I have project responsibility as a Section Chief,

for the Byron Plant. My duties as the Project Section Chief

are basically to manage, through others, the accomplishment of
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the inspection program requirements for the Byron Plant as well

as for other assigned facilities.

(Mr. Konklin). . I was the assigned pro.iect inspector for the

Byron Plant for the period from April 9,1978 to February 15,

1981. During that period my duties as a project inspector

included coordinating inspections by specialist inspectors,

and at times assisting them, while they performed inspections

of ongoing work activities and associated procedures and

records. In addition, I performed independent inspections tJ

verify implementation of quality assurance programs and to

review design, procurement and inspection activities.

(Mr. Williams). I have first level supervisory responsibility

for civil, electrical, and fire protection inspections in

Region III. Over the course of construction at the Byron

Plant, I have been assigned as Engineering Support Inspector,

Project Inspector, and Supervisor of Project Inspectors for

the Byron site.

(Mr. Yin). I have provided technical assistance to Region III

inspectors at Cyron regarding mechanical engineering and have

conducted inspections at Byron primarily in regard to the

design, installation, testing, maintenance, and repair of

supports, restraints and seismic shock suppressors in piping

systems.

Q.3. Has the panel selected a lead member for the purposes of the

Region III testimony on Contention 1A?

A.3. (Mr. Hayes). Yes, I am the lead member.
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Q.4 Cou'ld you briefly describe the contents of this testimony?

A.4. (Mr. Hayes). The testimony which follows discusses construction

activities and the implementation of the quality assurance / quality

control program at the Byron Station during the construction and

preoperational testing phase and addresses the concerns

raised in affidavits elicited on behalf of DAARE/ SAFE from three

construction workers on this matter. Discussion of the implementa-

tion of the QA/QC program is done primarily in terms of the

inspection history compiled by the NRC Region III Office for the

Byron Plant.

This testimony is accompanied by 8 attachments. Attachment "A"

provides a chronology of inspections performed at the Byron site

from 1978 to present; Attachment "B-1" provides a summary of civil

penalties imposed at CECO sites and other sites; Attachment

B-2 is a chart of total noncompliances for Region III

construction sites during 1976-82; Attachment B.3 is a chart

of noncompliances at Region III construction sites during 1982

l only; Attachment "C" provides a summary of Systematic Assessment

of Licensee Performance findings for the period ~7/1/79 to 6/30/80

| (SALP-1); Attachments "D-1" and "D-2" provide a summary of SALP-2
i
i findings (7/1/80 to 12/31/81); Attachments "E-H" constitute

| inspection reports regarding the special inspection into cast

construction worker allegations contained in September 1982
.

affidavits filed in this case.

0.5. Could you or anyone on the panel briefly describe the scope of
|

the Office's construction inspection program?

._ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _
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A.5. (Mr. Konklin). Yes. The purpose of the NRC's construction

inspection program is to verify, by means of inspections done

on a sampling basis, that a nuclear. facility, in this case

.

the Byron facility, is constructed in accordance with NRC

requirements and the Applicant's commitments. The keystone

of the NRC's inspection program is verification that the

Applicant has an adequate QA Program and that the QA Program
,

is being effectively implemented. The NRC Program consists

of (1) review of the Applicant's QA ~ Program, from the corporate

QA manual to the basic work and inspection procedures,

including the QA programs of the various site contractors;

(2) observation, on a sampling basis, of the'actu,al work and

inspection activities in the field; and (3) review, again

on a sampling basis, of the records which document both the

work accomplished and the results of the OA/QC inspections

and audits.

The intent of the NRC inspections is not to identify every

deficiency in materials or workmanship, which is not practic-i

able considering the resource limitations of the NRC, but to

ensure that the QA program in effect at the site is identify-

ing and requiring correction of significant construction

deficiencies. This approach, coupled with the multiple

s levels of safety which are designed into the plant through

redundancy of safety systems and margins of safety in structural

design, is meant to ensure that any unidentified deficiencies

in construction will not be of a significance, type, or

quantity which will compromise the overall safety of the olant

during future operation.

.

_ , _ _ _ - _ _ _
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Does the NRC oerform inspections other than those in the routineQ.6.
-

inspection program?

A.6. (Mr. Forney). Yes. From time to time we recaive allegations

or concerns from present or former site employees or from other

members of the public regarding construction or inspection

activities. Every allegation or concern received by the NRC is

evaluated for substance and, if there is substance, an investi-

qatinn or inspection is performed. Allegations received from

Messrs. Stomfay-Stitz, Gallagher, and Smith in September 1982

and the findings and conclusions of the Region III special

inspections conducted are discussed in answer to questions 18

and 19.

Three additional persons have provided allegations related to

work performed or being performed by the Hatfield Electric

Company and these allegations are now under NRC irivestigation.

These allegations are in the areas of records, OC inspector
'

qualification and certification, hardware, design and drawing

control, corrective action, housekeeping, and inspector indepen-

dence. Approximately half of these allegations were previously
*

identitied by routine and nonroutine inspections, and will be

resolved by routine inspector followup. The remaining allega-

tions are being evaluated jointly and severally by the Office

of Investigation and Region III. The results of the inspections
Otheror investigations will be documented at some future time.

nonroutine inspections include special team inspections by

regional or headquarter groups, such as the Regional Construction

Assessment review performed at Byron in March and April 1982.
.

-~ _ _ - _ . _ - . _ _ _ _ _ . .~__
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Q.7. Could someone on the panel define the nature of enforcement actions

utilized by the NRC to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements?

A.7. (Mr. Forney). Yes. With few exceptions, when a noncompliance

with NRC requirements is identified, enforcement action is taken.
'

For most noncompliances, a Notice of Violation is sent from the NRC

Regional Office, requiring a formal response from the licensee /

applicant describing corrective action. For a relatively small

number of cases involving more serious violations, elevated enforce-

ment action is taken which may include (1) the imposition of civil
,

penalties, (2) the issuance of orders modifying, suspending or
'

revoking a license, or (3) the issuance of orders to cease and

desist from designated actions.

Enforcement actions are utilized by NRC to ensure licensee / applicant

compliance with regulatory requirements. Regulatory requirements

are legally binding requirements or prohibitions imposed on a

| licensee / applicant via the Code of Federal Regulations, permits,
I

license, or commitments contained in the application. Failure to

comply (noncompliance) with these requirements establishes the

basis for enforcement action (s). Noncompliance items are cate-
,

|
! gorized into severity levels. Prior to 1980, the NRC used three

categories of noncompliances and imposed fines based on the

j severity of the noncompliance. The three categories in order of

increasing severity were deficiency, infraction and violation.

The maximum fine that could be imposed was $5,000 per violation

and the total civil per;alties for any 30 day period was limited

to $25,000. In 1980 and 1981, the NRC used six categories of non-

compliance and imposed fines based on the severity level of non-
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compliance. The six categories of noncompliance in order of de-

creasing severity were Level I, II, III, IV, V and VI. The

maximum fine that could be imposed varied with the severity level,

the largest being $100,000 per day. Since 1982, the NRC has used

five categories of noncompliance and imposes fines based on the

level of noncompliance. The five categories of noncompliance in
!

order of decreasing severity are Level I, II, III, IV, V. The

maximum fine that can be imposed varies with the severity level,

the largest being $100,000 per day.

Q.8. Could someone on the panel summarize the NRC's inspection effort

at Byron since issuance of the construction permi.t?

A.8. (Mr. Hayes). Yes. From the initial NRC inspection in October

1973 through December 1982, the NRC had performed one hundred

twenty-five (125) construction-related inspections. To accomplish
.

that program, experienced inspectors spent about 4800 hours

(600 man days) at the construction site, corporate offices,
I
; and vendor manufactilring facilities. The great ma.icrity of the

NRC inspections involved observation of actual installed

equipment and work activities or review of associated pro-

cedures and records. Two in-depth reviews of the Applicant's

OA Program, one in 1979 and one in 1982, were also conducted.

The results of these reviews are discussed in Attachment A at
1

! reports 454/79-14 and 454/82-05.

| Q.9. Could someone on the panel summarize the compliance history at

Byron Station from January 1,1978 to the present?

s
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A.9. (Mr. Forney). Yes. Nuclear Regulatory Comission inspections

and related findings, including areas inspected, inspector-hours #

involved, items of noncompliance, unresolved items,-and open items

are summarized in the Byron Inspection Chronology (Attachment A).

The current status of each open item,'each unresolved. item and

NRC follow-up of actions taken to correct each item of noncomoliance

is also presented in Attachment A by reference to the applicable

report.

0.10. Could someone on the panel explain the significance of an item of

noncompliance?

A.10. (Mr. Forney). Yes. Items of noncompliance are analyzed on an

indivdual basis by both the Applicant and the NRC. The NRC assess-

ment of significance provides the basis for categorization of the

noncompliances and subsequent enforcement actions as described in

my response to question 7. In assessing the significance of an item

of noncompliance, and evaluating the adeouacy of proposed corrective

actions, consideration is given as to whether or not the item is:

(1) a programatic weakness rendering compliance indeterminate;

(2) a programmatic waakness reouiring evaluation to detennine the

extentofcompliance;(3)occurrencesindicativeofeither(1)or

(2); or (4) isolated occurrences.:

Regardless of whether the items are characterized as (1), (2), (3),

or (4)., corrective action must provide assurance of compliance

and assurance that the facility has been constructed in accordance

|

|

___
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with applicable requirements and thus can be operated without
~

posing undue risk to the public health and safety under the terms

and conditions of the NRC operating license.

Q.11. Could someone on the panel summarize the Office's position on the-

Applicant's overall' quality assurance performance during construction?

A.11. (Mr. Hayes). Yes. Although a number of noncompliances with

NRC requirements have been identified by NRC inspectors during the
'

nearly eight years of construction activity at the Byron site, the

Applicant's Quality Assurance Program has assured that effective

actions are taken to correct identified deficiencies before they

develop into major construction problem areas. Based on the in-

spections conducted to date in accordance siith NRC requirements,

which included selective examination of procedures and records,

interviews with craftsmen and other personnel, and in-depth observa-

tions by the inspectors in specialized technical areas, there is

reasonable assurance that the Byron Plant has been constructed

| in accordance with NRC requirements and the Applicant's
|

| commitments, and can be operated safely without undue risk to the
,

health and safety of the public.

Q.12. Could someone on the panel summarize the Office's position on

the overall quality assurance performance during preoperational

! testing?

| A.12. (Mr. Forney). Yes. Of the sixty-six preoperational tests identi-

| fied, twenty-two have been performed. The Staff review of the
!

- -
- . __ _ _ _ _ ___-__
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procedure content, conduct of test performance and evaluation of

test results have identified several problem areas. The Applicant's

commitments related to these items will be reviewed and documented

in subsequent inspection reports. The balance of the preoperational

tests will be inspected by the Staff in accordance with.I&E Manual

requirements as the Applicant performs these tests.

Based on the inspections conducted to date in accordance with

the NRC's preoperational test program, which included selective

examination of procedures and records, interviews with station

personnel and in-depth observations by the inspectors of the

conduct.of preoperational test performance, there is a reasonable

assurance that the Ryron Plant preoperational testing performed

to date has been in accordance with the N,RC's requirements and

the Applicant's commitments, and that the plant can be operat?t'

safely without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

Q.13. Could someone on the panel compare the Applicant's noncompliance

history with those of other applicants / licensees? '

A.13. (Mr. Forney). Yes. I have compared the number of violations
,

or items of noncompliance per nuclear unit at Ceco facilities and

their severity as indicated by the amount of the civil penalties

(i.e. - fines imposed) with those of other facilities. As shown

in Attachment B-1, fines levied on CECO facilities vary depending

on the particular facility. For the most recent period (1979 -

1982), all CECO facilities were below the national and regional
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averages for civil penalties. It is also important to note that

CECO has more years of reactor operation than the majority of

utility licensees and thus has been subjected to more inspections

than other utility licensees.

I have compared the number of noncompliances per nuclear unit

at CECO facilities under construction with the number at other

Region III plants under construction. As shown in Attachment

B-2, noncompliances at CECO facilities vary depending upon the

particular facility or unit. For the period 1976-1982, CECO

facilities on the average compare favorably with other Region III

plants. Byron Unit I noncompliances are above the Region III

average, however, this is a result of increased inspection

activity at Unit 1 during the preoperational testing phase.

For the most recent period, as shown in Attachment 8-3, the
,

average number of noncompliances at CECO facilities is

slightly higher than the average for all Region III

construction sites. While noncompliances at Byron Unit 1 are
!

about three times the Region average, Region III does not

believe it is indicative of a systematic failure because a

large number of the noncompliances are related to inspection

; of preoperational testing activities which primarily took
|
i place in 1982.

Q.14. Could someone on the panel discuss the Systematic Assessment of -

Licensee Performance (SALP) reports issued for CECO sites?

|

|

__
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- A.14. (Mr. Forney). Yes. The SALP program is an integrated

NRC staff effort to collect available observations on an annual-

basis and evaluate licensee performance based on those

observations. The SALP process-is oriented toward furthering

. NRC's understanding of the manner in which: (a)thelicensee'

:j.
!

management directs, guides, and provides resources for
|

assuring plant safety and (b) licensee resources are used and
.

applied. -The integrated SALP assessment is intended to be
,

sufficiently diagnostic to provide a rational basis for

allocating NRC resources and to provide meaningful-quidance to.

licensee management.-

The SALP-1 report concludes that the Applicant's operatina

plants and construction sites are average performers as~

compared to those of other licensees both in Region III and

nationwide. Attachment C provides a summary of- this comparison.*

1

Although SALP-2 ratings were not intended as a tool to compare

utilities, the CECO SALP-2 demonstrates that.the Applicant is
i

in the average range on a regional level. Attachment D

provides a summary of the ratings provided for Region III sites.

The SALP-3 reports have not been prepared and issued at this time.

Q.15. Have any of the Applicant's corporate policies or attitudes

led the Staff to consider that problems or noncompliance at one

Ceco site will create similar problems at other CECO sites.
.

A.15. (Mr. Forney). No. The NRC has not identified any Ceco corporate

policies or attitudes which would lead the Staff to consider that
:

. problems or noncompliances at one CECO site will create similar

}

!
_
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problems at other CECO sites, notably Byron, nor has Staff,

determined that problems at one unit of a multi-unit site can be',

predicted to' occur at the other unit (s) at the~ site.,

Contrary to Contention IA, Ceco Corporate management has

exhibited a commitment to nuclear safety with regard to its '

-facilities. An example of management's commitment is the-

| establishment of an organization within the CECO corporate
' structure to address problems at CECO facilities with emphasis

upon preventing their reoccurren'ce at other sites. The Office of

Nuclear Safety (ONS) has an overall objective to assure that-

i all aspects of nuclear safety are properly recognized and

addressed in the design, construction'and operation of CECO

nuclear power _ plants. This function is accomplished by ONS

participation in providing operational ~ assessment of

b experience within the company, in other plants world-wide and

in the industry in order to provide advance alerts to

potential trouble spnts..

Q.16. Could someone on the panel summarize the Applicant's responsiveness

to items of noncompliance?

'A.16. (Mr. Forney). Yes. Where the NRC has identified items of

l noncompliance the Applicant has generally provided timely response
'

L
I and corrective action.

! There have been a few examples of untimely or inadequate

! licensee actions which have resulted in additional items of

noncompliance. The Applicant has provided response to Region

| III regarding corrective measures to be implemented. These
l
,

- _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ - . , , . . _ , . . . . _ - , . . - . . _ _ _ _ . . _ , . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ , . _ . , , _ _ _ . _ _ . , - . _ _ _
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measu'res will be reviewed and evaluated during subsequent

inspections and documented in accordance with I&E manual

requirements.

Q.17. Has there been sufficient organizational independence of the

construction quality assurance functions from other

departments within the company and contractors at the Byron

site as questioned in Contention IA?

A.17. (Mr. Forney). Generally, yes. The Staff inspects the

Applicant's compliance with quality assurance program

commitments provided in the Safety Analysis Report. A

discussion of the NRC review of the Applicant's operational

quality assurance program is provided in the separate Staff

testimony of Mr. John Spraul.

. A few instances of insufficient independence of contractor
t

construction quality assurance functions have been identified

at Byron by NRC and Applicant inspections and audits. The
; . -

items have been addressed and corrected. It should be noted

that the constructinn contractors involved will not be involved
i

l in plant operation. The NRC considers that the Applicant's

construction quality assurance program provides sufficient

independence of function from other departments. On the basis

of the preoperational testing done to date, the Applicant's

operational quality assurance program has demonstrated sufficient

organizational freedom and independence.
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Q.18. Could someone on the panel summarize the NRC Region III inspection

into allegations contained in the affidavits of former construction |

wurkers which constitute exhibits A, B, C to the September 23,

1982 DAARE/ SAFE motion to reconsider summary disposition? '

A.18. (Mr. Hayes). Yes. Allegations relative to improper construc-

tion practices at Byron Station are contained in affidavits by
i

Messrs. Stomfay-Stitz, Smith and Gallagher, all former construction

workers at the Byron plant. Messrs. Stomfay-Stitz and Gallagher '

worked for Blount Brothers Corporation, a general contractor
.

primarily responsible for production and placement of concrete,

post tensioning work and erection of containment structural steel.

Mr. Smith worked for Hunter Corporation, the principal piping

contractor.
.

During the period of December 1,1982 through January 28, 1983,

four Region III inspectors conducted special inspections to

determine the validity of allegations identified in the affidavits.

In addition to interviews with Messrs. Stomfay-Stitz, Smith and

Gallagher, and telephone conversations with two of their co-workers,

the inspections consisted of discussions with Applicant and

contractor personnel, review of records and examination of

| completed work.
l
'

The inspection results are documented in NRC Region III Report

Nos. 50-454/82-25, 50-455/82-19; 50-454/82-28, 50-455/82-22;

50-454/82-26, 50-455/82-20; and 50-454/83-02, 50-455/83-02.

Each of the areas of concern were investigated and the

findings documented in the inspection reports. Copies of
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these inspect' ion reports are attached as Attachments E, F, G

and H to this testimony.
i

The affidavit allegations can be summarized as follows:

A. Stomfay-Stitz Affidavit.

(1) Po'st-tensioning tendons were improperly protected

during shipping, transfer and storage and buttonhead

cracks existed such that some nonconforming tendons

may not have been completely repaired;

' (2) Testing practices for concrete aggregate were improper

and some, if not all, condemned aggregate was used on

safety-related concrete, including that used in the

containment building; -

(3) Many times masonry blocks would arrive wet or dirty

and supposedly were to be used only in Category II con- .

struction but possibly were used in Category I construction;

(4) Design plans were altered so that structures, as

constructed, would appear to have met design speci-

fications. For example, support beams were left out

and rather than correcting the problem, design plans

'were altered;
.

(5) Training for inspecting structural steel bolting was

inadequate. Rolts which required inspection often weres

not inspected; and,

(6) Blount Brothers QA/QC staff at Byron was not separate

and independent from production.
-

B. Gallagher Affidavit.

(1) Concrete from the back-up mix system and used in

safety related structures was not uniformly mixed;
.
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(2) Aggregate used in production of concrete for safety

related structures did not meet the specified requirements;

(3) Water in excess of specification limits was often

added to concrete batches;
.

(4) Oil was leaking into the concrete mixture from the

blower used by the cement tender; and

(S) Quality Control personnel lied to the NRC investiaa-

tors about concrete batch plant maintenance checks and

stretched the truth on a variety of quality control

practices.

C. (Mr. Yin). Smith Affidavit.

(1) Problem areas were identified due to the fact that

the QA manual contained no stringent guidelines and workers

were given too much freedom.. For examp.le, policies regard-

ing CEA's (Concrete Expansion Anchors) and piping supports

inadequately defined installation and inspections;,

(2) The inspecto'rs would inspect only the welding process

and not the location of any piping support. Inspectors

could not verify location because they had no tools.

Prior to the audit (059-3) and chan'ges in 0A procedures

stemming from the audit many pipe supports may not have

been properly inspected except for the welds. To his

knowledge piping locations were never verified prior to the

audit of July 97 to August 28, 1979 (Audit Report 059-3);

(3) In October and November 1979, one piping support had

no documentation and a more extensive audit (Audit Report

059) of 100 to 150 support,s drawn out at random showed

._-
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|

100% noncompliance with the proper locations indicated by
!

the design drawings; -

|

| (4) No.one had given the QA department any as-built ;

I

data. A follow-up, audit verified that in most cases tne
i

; drawings and documentation for each support were changed
\ -

to show as-built data and proparly signed. In the cases

! where it was not done, noncompliance reports were written;

(5) The QA supervisor would change audit reports such

| that the report would have less of an impact than the

problem deserved;
!

| (6) Because pipe supports are not in the exact locations

the engineers had designed, he questioned how mucn stress

j the joints and pipes can take in their present position;

(7) The follow-up audit (059-3) did not satisfy the

concern stated in (6) because the design engineers had

not approved the altered location of the pipe supports,

_

(8) During Mr. Smith's tenure at Hunter Corporation, he

was kept at a distance from NRC inspectors on site; and

j Q.19. Could you summarize the NRC Region III findings reached as a
,

result of these investigations?

A.19. (Mr. Hayes). Yes.

s

, . . . - - -- . . - - . . . _ . - . _ _ _ - . . , .- -
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A. Stomfay-Stitz Findings

Allegation A(1)

In regard to improper protection of tendons and possible

use of nonconforming tendons these allegations could not'

be substantiated. Some tendons'were damaged or had the

potential to be damaged during shipping and transfer. No

j instance could be found, however, where these tendons had

not been identified, .the problem was documented and the

tendons returned to the manufacturer for re-inspection and
'

t'

repair.
,

Concerning protection of tendons during storage, no

adverse storage conditions were documented on any of the. :
'

storage inspection reports issued by Mr. Stomfay-Stitz.

Subsequent to Mr. Stomfay-Stitz's employment with Blount

Brothers, rusting was identified on a-significant number of
i

Unit 1 tendons. This finding was documented in Deviation

Report- No. 415, dated August- 20,1979,' and was properly

resolved by Ceco and the tendon manufacturer, INRYCO.

In regard to buttonhead cracks and the allegation that

some nonconforming tendons may not have been completely,

i

repaired, no evidence could be found to substantiate

the allegations. Tendon shop buttonhead cracks exceeding
,

initial criteria were discovered. This problem was

identified in INRYC0 Nonconformance Report No. 781-9 and
:

( was reported to the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55(e).
1

Mr. Stomfay-Stitz was notified of this fact by memo from
|.

e

- . - . . _ _ _ _ _ _
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his manager, dated December 1,1978, and told to verify

" hold" status of tendons in storage. Resolution of this

problem is documented in INRYC0 NCR No. 781-9 and in NRC

- Region III Report Nos. 50-454 and 455/79-01, 79-03, 79-04

and 79-17.

Allegation A(2)

In regard to the allegation concerning improper testing

practices for concrete aggregate and use'of condemned

aggregate in concrete for safety related structures, no

evidence could be found to support these contentions.
'

Mr. Stomfay-Stitz, during his interview on lanuary 29,

1983, could provide nc specific information on these

allegations and had no direct or indirect knowledge that,

such practices, as alleged, took place.

Allegation A(3)
i

- Region III could not verify Mr. Stomfay-Stitz's allega-

tions that masonry blocks would many times arrive wet'or

dirty or that blocks identified to be used in Category II

construction were used for Category I construction.

All receiving and storage inspection reports signed

by Mr. Stor.f?y-Stitz indicated that the blocks met all

applicable inspection requirements. No entries were made

on any of these reports r' elative to wet or dirty blocks.y

!

Based on Mr. Stomfay-Stitz's statements during his inter-

| veiw on January 29, 1983, his belief th'at Category II
i

| blocks were used in Category I construction was apparently
;

i
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,

based on his assumption that it would be easier for

workers to take Category II blocks from where they were

stored than getting Categor'y I blocks from where they were

stored even though the Category II blocks storage area was

identified and marked with yellow tape.

: Allegation A(4)

In regard to altered design plans, no evidence could

be found to indicate design changes (alterations) were not

properly controlled, reviewed and approved nor could

Mr.- Stomfay-Stitz provide definitive information during

his interview to support his allegation. However, further

inspection into this area is planned based on Mr. Stomfay-

Stitz's statement during the January 29, 1983 interview

that he had personally, on several occasions, contacted

an engineer in the Chicago Sargent and Lundy Offices

(Architect Encineering office) and obtained statements and

| commitments such as " Delete it. I will send you a memo"

or "It will be changed to Category II. I will send you a

memo." Mr. Stomfay-Stitz could not recall the engineer's

name nor the specific problems other than that they
i
' primarily concerned missing structural steel bolting.

Allegation A(5)

Mr. Stomfay-Stitz's alleaation that the training he

received for inspecting structural steel bolting was inade-

quate was substantiated. Training was provided but the
|

| person conducting the training was himself only a Level I

. _ . _ _ __
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Inspector and was not-certified to conduct inspections of

structural steel bolting. The Applicant has initiated a
'

re-inspection nrogram for all structural steel bolting in

both the containment building as well as other areas
,

because of questionable qualifications of some quality

control inspectors and changes-in acceptance criteria.

Allegation A(6)

Concerning the allegation that inadequate separation
.

and independence existed between Blount Brothers QA/0C$

Staff and production, no evidence could be found to

indicate that the Blount Brothers OA/QC staff did not have

sufficient authority and organizational freedom to identify _

quality problems and bring about solutions.

B. Gallagher Findings.

Allegation B(1)

The allegation that concrete used in safety related

structures was not uniformly mixed was_not substantiated.

No safety related concrete batched in the Ross plant

(back-up-plant) was transported in trucks without tested

ASTM C-94 uniform mixing capability.

|
Allegation B(2)

The allegation that nonconfonning aggregate was used in

the production of safety related concrete was substantiated

[ in part. Excessive fine material in the No. 57 coarse
1

i aggregate was identified during December 1975 and March 1979.

| The problems were properly documented in Deviation Reports.

. _ .. _ .. __ _ _ . _ ._ _ . _ . _ _ , _ ._ __ -_ ._. __ , ,
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Corrective measures were engineered by Sargent and Lundy

and implemented by the contractor and the licensee.

Based on an engineering evaluation, some of the

aggregrate received in December 1975 was used in concrete
.

for safety related structures. The aggregate identified

as nonconforming, in March 1979, was segregated and

eventually used as backfill.

Allegation B(3)

No evidence could be found to support the allegation

that water, in excess of that allowed by the specification,

was added to batched concrete.

Allegation B(4)

The allegation that oil leaked into the concrete

- mixture from a blower was substantiated in part. Small

amounts of oil may have gotten into the cement through the

blower when it was used to blow the cement from the mobile

storage tank into the site storage silo. Considering the

small amount of cement contained in each batch, and the

quantity of oil which could potentially be involved, the

'

unit contamination would be extremely low. Concrete

strength test data did not reflect any concrete below

design values.

Allegation B(5)

In regard to quality control personnel lying to the

NRC inspectors, no evidence could be developed to verify

this allegation. Based on the interview with Mr. Gallagher
|

F

-, , , - - _ - -
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* on November 24, 1982,'his allegation concerning batch

plant maintenance checks was apparently due to a misunder-

standing. -The NRC inspector's questions were in regard to

required equipment calibration or inspections, not routine -

maintenance and servicing checks.

C. (Mr. Yin). Smith Findings.
~

Allegation C(1)

The~ allegation that policies regarding Concrete

Expansion Anchors (CEA) and piping supports were
'

inadequately defined in the areas of installation and

inspection was substantiated in part.

It is true that there had been inadequate QC

inspection program for CEA and piping supports at the time
,

of Mr. Smith's employment at the site. The inspector,
,

however, could not substantiate that the CEA installation

procedure being used at the time was insufficient.

Allegation C(2)

The allecation that QC inspection only covered welding

process and not the locations of the pipe supports was

substantiated. Similar findings were identified by the

NRC Region III inspection staff in March 1980, two months

after Mr. Smith's employment termination at the site. The

licensee corrective action was verified to be effective.
,

Allegation C(3)

The allegation that in October and November 1979 one'

support was found without any documentation was not sub-

stantiated. Concerning the allegation that there had been

'

i
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100% non-compliance with the proper design _ locations at

the 100-150 supports checked by Mr. Smith, the inspector

concluded that Mr. Smith's ' observation could be factual

based on the fact that, at the time, the DC inspection

program including application of design tolerances and

documentation of as-built support configurations and loca-

tions was not formally established and implemer. Led.

Allegation C(4)

The allegation that no one had given the QA department

any as-built data was substantiated. In examination of

the implications of this deficiency, it was concluded

that at the time of Mr. Smith's employment at the site,

the procedure used -- requiring (1) production personnel

to document the as-builts and (2) OC to verify these

as-builts -- was not formally reviewed and approved for use.

The 'first formal site procedure requiring QC inspectors -

to document their observations in the as-built drawings

was issued in March,1980 after Mr. Smith's employment

termination at the site. The present as-built documenta-
'

tion requirements are being implemented effectively by

|
Hunter Corporation. No further follow-up of the allega-

tion is planned. -

Allegation C(5)

The allegation that the QA supervisor would change

audit reports such that the report would have less of an |
1

impact than the problem deserved was substantiated in

I

i

i

I
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part. The investigative review concluded that editorial

changes had been made on Mr. Smith and other auditor's

report write-uns. However, based on the fact that the

audit reports did address the audits' findings, and that

the deleted paragraphs were mostly personal concerns,

there have not been any safety impacts as a result of

these editorial deletions.
'

Allegation C(6),

The allegation that supports are not in the exact-

locations the engineers had designed, and thus the amount
1

of stress the joints and pipes can take in their present

positions is questionable, was substantiated. The verifi-

cation and evaluation of installation deviations from the

design locations are a part of NRC the Region III inspection

program, and will be carried out at the appropriate time

by various responsible organizations.

Allegation C(7)

The allegation that the design engineers had not

approved the altered locations, and the S&L design

| engineer at the site did not think it was serious enough
1

to be dealt with was not substantiated. The design engi-

neer that Mr. Smith referred to was not assigned any

design related responsibilities including making clarifi-

cation and interpretation of design drawing requirements.

The altered locations need no engineering approval if

they are within the design installation tolerances.

|

|
. - __ _
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Otherwise, enaineering concurrence will have to be obtained

prior to actual installation. The system implementation has

been audited by the inspector in the past site inspections.

Allegation C(8)

The NRC was unable to substantiate the allegation

that Mr. Smith was kept away from NRC inspectors. It is

not the policy of CECO or Hunter Corporation to

discourage contact with NRC.

Q.20. Could someone on the panel discuss the balance of the exbibits

(D, E, F) to the DAARE/ SAFE reconsideration motion?

A.20. (Mr. Forney). Yes. Reconsideration mdtion Exhibit 0 is a

June 24, 1982 NRC letter to the Applicant which reported the results

of a construction QA/QC assessment team inspection that was performed

by six Region III inspectors and one Region III supervisor. The

inspection involved 662 inspector-hours onsite evaluating the

Applicant's QA program; compliance history and corrective action;

corrective action system; design control; material traceability;

electrical work activities; in-process inspections; weld rod control;

and QC inspector effectiveness. Within the areas inspected, the

inspection consisted of a selective examination of procedures and

representative records, observations, and interviews with personnel.

Generally, within the areas inspected, the QA program for the Byron

Station appeared good. Examples of program implementation

deficiencies were identified which required corrective action

by the Applicant.

The report documented nine items of noncompliance (four Severity

Level IV and five Severity Level VI and ten unresolved or open

items. The corrective action taken by the Applicant for four of
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the nine items of noncompliance have been reviewed by Region III

inspectors, found acceptable and closed by subsequent inspection

reports. Five of the ten open or unresolved items have been

reviewed by Region III inspectors, found acceptable and

closed by subsequent inspection reports.<

The inspection report forwarded by the June 24, 1932 letter

illuminated the circumstances associated with the items of non-

compliance and open and unresolved items. However, the signifi-

cance of these items relative to the health and safety of the
,

public are established by the Severity Level assigned. Severity

Level IV violations are of more than, minor significance whereas

Severity Level V involve deficiencies of minor. significance.
.

(Mr. Williams). Reconsideration motion Exhibit E is an

Information Notice (82-34) concerning potentially defective

welds in main control panels supplied to Byron and other<

facilities. Review of Region III file information indicates

that the Applicant discovered problems with Systems Control

Corporation (SCC) equipment, checklists, training, procedures,

qualifications and vendor QA/QC programs in 1977. The Applicant

( pursued the matter through early 1980.

In February 1980, Region III telephonically received allegations

that local instrument panels from SCC may have nonconforming welds.

| As a result of these allegations, an investigation was initiated at

Systems Control Corporation and at the Byron site. Concurrent

!

- . _ . . _ , - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ , _ _ _ - .
_
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with this investigation, a Region IV inspector conducted an

. inspection at Systems' Control Corporation. The results of the,

' inspection are documented in a Vendor Inspection Report No.

99900712/80-01. It is this report along with reports of

Region IV inspections at Reliance Electric and Comsip that

resulted in the issuance of IE Information Notice No. 82-34

The results of the investigation, which include some of the

inspection findings, is documented in Reports No. 50-454/80-04

and No. 50-455/80-04. This report is financial qualifications-

petition Exhibit 0 which is discussed in Question 21 below.

Subsequent to the inspectior., the QA/QC program deficiencies at

the Systems Control Corporation were corrected and verified by

Region IV inspectors in a follow-up inspection. Since early

1980, both the Applicant and' the NRC have been and are

continuing to assure problems associated with equipment

supplied'to Byron (and Braidwood) by Systems Control.

Corporation have been corrected.

In regard to correcting any deficient welds on the main

control panels at Byron, this' work is enveloped in panel

modifications resulting from Human Factors Engineering review

considerations imposed by the NRC since the panels were

fabricated. This modification work has also invalidated the

Systems Control Corporation seismic analysis for these

panel s. The modification work including seismic re-evaluation

by Westinghouse Corporation still in progress and is expected

to be completed within the next few weeks.
:

|

l
!

. . . . - _ .
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(Mr. Williams). Reconsideration motion Exhibit F makes note

- f an unidentified newspaper quotation of an Edison spokesmano

who made a sta'tement that Edison' does not inspect at least some

kinds-of supplier's equipment for use at Edison plants, but

instead relies on the OA/QC. program of suppliers. 10 CFR 50, I

Appendix B, Criterion VII, provides guidelines to applicants

for the " Control of Purchased Material, Equipment, and
_

Services." This criterion states, in part:

Measures . . . to assure that purchased . . . equipment-
. . . conform to the procurement documents . . . shall'1

include . . . inspection at the contractor or subcontractor
source, and examination of products upon delivery . . . .
The effectiveness of the control of quality by contractors
and subcontractors shall be assessed by the. applicant or
designee at intervals consistent with the importance,
complexity, and quantity of the product or services. -

This clearly requires an applicant to ensure that a contractor

or subcontractor establishes and executes a quality as'surance

program and an applicant is required to examine material or

equipment upon receipt for conformance -to procurement documents.

However, an applicant is not required to conduct separate

| inspections or disassemble the material or equipment to assure

its compliance with actual design criteria.

Q.21. Can a member of the panel discuss the importance of Exhibits Q

! through W of the July 30, 1982 DAARE/SARE financial
l .

| qualifications petition?

A.21. (Mr. Williams) Yes. Financial qualifications petition

Exhibit Q is a December 30, 1980 NRC inspection report of an

investigation conducted in response to allegations received by
i

.

> - - - - . , - -, ,.
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.the Region regarding the Systems Control Corporation'which is
|

one of the vendors supplying components to Byron Station.

With respect to Exhibit Q, that investigation report has been

referred to, and is being actively pursued by, the Justice

Department. A copy of the report was provided to DAARE/ SAFE

inadvertently.

Financial qualifications petition Exhibit R is a January 13,

1981 NRC Immediate Action Letter which resulted from the

inspection findings later documented in the April 17, 1981

inspection reports cited as petition Exhibit S. Following

the inspection, documented in Exhibit S, meetings between

the NRC and the Applicant were conducted on December 31,

1980 and January 9, 1981. These meetings were held to reach

an agreement that electrical construction activities would be

stopped in those areas where significant problems had been

identified during the inspection and on the corrective

measures, both programmatic and specific, that would be

developed and accepted by the NRC before work would resume.

Exhibit R documents the understanding reached during these

meetings.

Financial qualifications petition Exhibit T (T1 - T10) are all

NRC inspection reports of inspections conducted in accordance

with the routine inspection program. A summary of the areas

; inspected and any sinnificant findings of those inspections are

contained in Attachment A at 454/82-07,82-05,82-02,81-11,

81-09, 81-08, 81-03, 80-24, 80-18, 80-16, and 80-12.,0

!

|
_ _ __ .- . -. __ - -- - - - - - . - -
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Financial qualifications petition Exhibits U, V and W concern the

adequacy of the quality assurance records of materials and work-

manship utilized in the construction of the heating, ventilation

and air conditioning (HVAC) system at the LaSalle Station. To my

knowledge, nothing in these exhibits are directly applicable to

the Byron Station. The heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

systems at Byron Station was fabricated .and installed- by a

different vendor and contractor. It should be noted, however,

that on Janury 5,1983, Conuncnwealth Edison Company, pursuant

to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55(e), reported to Region III

that the safety related heating, ventilation and air conditioning

installation work at Byron Station was not in accordance with

dimensional tolerances and typical details on the design

drawings. This may indicate problems relative to the implemen-

tation of the Byron HVAC contractor's OA program. The Apolicant

has initiated a corrective action program that will be inspected

and evaluated by Region III during a subsequent inspection (s)

and the findings will be documented in accordance with routine

| inspection program requirements.
.

Q.22. Could someone on the panel discuss the Staff overall position

on Contention 1A?

A.22. (Mr. Hayes). Yes. Although there have been instances

in which the Applicant has not complied with the quality

assurance requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, at Byron,

given the nature and extent of these noncompliances, the Staff

.

. , , , , , . , _ , , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---
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believes that the Applicant has implemented an acceptable

construction quality assurance program and has the ability

and willingness to implement an acceptable operational quality

assuring program at Byron. None of the OA noncomoliances

identified during construction or preoperational testing at

Byron have resulted in a plant condition which poses an

adverse risk to the public health and safety from potential

future operation. '

,

N
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

WILLIAM L. FORNEY

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

I am employed as a- Senior Resident Inspector at the Byron Station, in the
Region III, Division of Projects and Resident Programs,. Branch 1, Section 1B.

,

I received a B.S. degree in Management Science from California State
University, Hayward, Cal 4fornia, in 1974.

.': -I was assi~gned as the Senior Resident Inspector at Byron on October 5,1981.
~

In-this capacity I have performed inspections of construction and testing
activities during the construction and preoperational test phases to

( ascertain licensee conformance with NRC regulatory requirements, FSAR
commitments, and locally prepared administrative and technical documents.
Prior-to assignment at Byron, I was the Senior Resident Inspector at the
Lacrosse facility. In this capacity I performed inspections of operational,
testing, refueling, security, rad-chemistry, and facility modification
activities to ascertain licensee's conformance with NRC regulatory
requirements, FSAR commitments, technical specification requirements and
locally prepared operational, administrative and technical documents.

Prior to joining the Commission in January 1980, I worked 13 years for
,

the Department of Defense, U.S. Navy, Mare Island Naval Shipyard, Vallejo,
California. I held the position of Senior Nuclear Ship Superintendent,
Senior Refueling Engineer and Reactor Plant Test Manager.

From September 1959 to January 1967 I was in the United States Navy. While
in the Navy, I was nuclear and submarine qualified.

,
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

OF
~

D. W. HAYES

REGION III, UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCHNISSION

Mr. Hayes is Chief, Reactor Project Section 1B, Division of Project and
Resident Programs, NRC, Region III, Glen Ellyn, Illinois. Mr. Hayes is
responsible for supervision of six reactor inspectors in the conduct of
a prescribed inspection program at nuclear power facilities under cemstruction
within the State of Illinois.

Mr. Hayes attended Illinois Institute of Technology under the Navy V-12
and ROTC programs, majoring in Electrical Engineering.

L Prior Work History
_

Mr. Hayes has been in his present or similar positions since September,
1973. From August 1970 until September 1973, he was assigned and performed
the duties of a reactor inspector, Division of Compliance, Region III, U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission (Office of Inspection and Enforcement United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission). Mr. Hayes has conducted, or partici-
pated in over 100 inspections of reactor facilities under construction,
including special investigative inspections at North Anna Nuclear Power
Facility, Midland Power Facility, Marble Hill the South Texas Project and
Clinton.

Prior to his employment with the Atomic Energy Commission, Mr. Hayes worked
for the Battelle Northwest Laboratory from January 1965 until August 1970,

I as a Senior Research Engineer and as a Control Engineer. In addition, from
1948 until January 1965, Mr. Hayes was employed by the General Electric
Company in various positions relating to nuclear energy, including Reactor
Engineer, Maintenance Manager, Supervisor, Planning and Scheduling and
Maintenance Foreman, Multicraft Crews.
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JAMES E. KONKLIN' * .

/ Organization: V. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III'

Title: Chief, Reactor Projeci:s section 1A '

.

, .

'

Grade: CS-15 ,

'

Dirth Date: April 5,1935 -

.

Education: 3. S., Engineering Physics, University of Oklahoma,1958
Westingbouse Bettis School of Reactor Technology,
Certificate,,1959

. .
.

Experience:

1981 - Present Chief. Reactor Projects Section I A. Division of Resident and

Project Inspection - Responsible for coordinating and
controlling inspection and enforcement activities related to
construction and operation of assigned nuclear power plants.
Supervises seven resident inspectors. Represents the RRC
to state and local officials and the news media.

!

2/1981 - 12/1981 Acting Chief. Reactor Pro $ects Section 2A. Division of'

Resident and Proiect Inspection - Responsible for coordinating-

.

! and controlling inspection and enforcement activities related
to construction and operation of assigned facilities. Superviso*

.

seven resident' inspectors and one project inspector.

1977 - 2/1981 Troject Inspector - Construction Project Section -
Responsible for inspection and reporting of licensee work

.

( activities and documentation related to the construction
| of nuclear facilities. (NRC)

'

1968 - 1977 Branch Chief. Idaho Operations Office - Supervised four to
seven project engineers in various branches, including the
Troject Management Branch (1974-1976). (ERDA/AEC)

l
'

1966 - 1968 Project Engineer - Idsho operations office - Responsible'for
control of contractor activities related to design and con-
struction of the loss of Fluid Test (LOFI) Tacility. (AEC)

1965 - 1966 Chief. Isotopic Development Programs Branch. New York

| Operations Office - Supervised six project engineers and.

contract administrators in controlling contractor R&D

activities. (AEC)

1962 - 1965 .Sen or Research Engineer - Responsible for analyses ofi

advanced nuc1 car space power systems. (Atomics International)

1.ead Engineer - Primary components, naval reactors. Responsib11958 - 1962
_

for controlling design and procurement of major naval nuclear
P ant components. (AEC/ Navy)l

,
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CORDELL C. WILLIAMS

Organizationt Region III
.

Title: Chief, Plant Systens Section

Grade: CS-15

Birth Date: November 28, 1939

Education: Cumulative 2 years college; University of Texas.
Austin, Texas

Contra Costa College, Contra Costs. CA (Engineering)
Numerous engineering specialty courses annociated

with AEC/NRC, U.S. Navy regarding construction and
operation of Nuclear Power Planta. ,

Experience:

1/24/82 - Present Chief. P1 ant Systems Section - Engineering Inspectios
Branch. Supervises engineering support inspectors
with responsibility for program inspections, investiga-

i

| tions, and inquires to determine, for facilities under-
Construction and Operations, if management's operations'

and construction are accomplished in a manner to protect
health and safety of the public. Recommend action to

~

cause a licenses to achicyc compliance with requirements,*

t

; 8/81 - 1/82 Acting Chief. Engin_eerinn Inspection Branch - Manages a
I branch consisting of four sections having a staff of

approximately 35 professionals with diverse engineering!

backgrounds. The branch is responsible for routine
and reactive inspections of facilities under construc-

|
tion, during preoperational testing =nd'during
operation. Manages the regional program for evaluation
of matterm regarding specialized engineering skills.

1981 chief. Plant systems section
,

|
| 1979 - 1980 Chief. Projects _Section No. 2 - Reactor Construction

and Engineering Support nrsach. Supervises project
inspectors with responsibility for program inspec-
tions, investigations, and inquiries to determine,
for facilities under construction, if management and
construction are accomplished in a mannce to protect-

health and safety of the public. Reconnnend action
to cause a licensee to achieve compliance with require-
ments. (NRC),

.

rw y,-. - - - . . , . . . , _
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1975 - 1979 Reactor Inspector - Engineering and Project Inspector.
Reactor Construction and Engineering Support Branch.
Inspects nuclear power plants under construction and
operations (in-service inspection). (NRC/AEC)

1974 - 1975 _ Contractor Inspector - Performed quality assurance '

audits and component evaluations of suppliers of
parts and components used in the construction of
nuclear power plants. (AEC/IE/RIV)

3910 - 1974 Reactor Inspect _or - Performed QA/QC audits and component
i

materials, and service inspections for nuclear power
plants under construction and operations. (AEC/NRC/RIII)

| 1968 - 1970 Steel Inspector - QA/QC nondestructive test auditor.
;

(State of California, Department of Water Resources.
Sacramento, California)

1960 - 1968 Supervisor Nondestructive Testing - Various inspection
titles and responsibilities in the Quality and Reli-*

ability Assurance Division relative to the construction
of nuclear powered and conventionally powered naval
vessels. (San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard)

|
t

I
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. PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

OF
P

I. T. YIN

REGION III, UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'

; Mr. Yin is Senior Mechanical Engineer, Materials and Processes Section,
- Division of Engineering, NRC, Region III, Glen Ellyn,. Illinois.- Mr. Yin's
specialty is mechanical engineering with special expertise in design,
installation, testing, maintenance and repair of supports, restraints, and
seismic. shock suppressors in piping systems at nuclear power facilities
under construction and in operation within the midwestern states under-
Region III's jurisdiction.

.

Mr. Yin received a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering
in ]965 from California State Polytechnic University.

Prior Work History

Mr. Yin has been in his present position since May,'1982. From September
]974 until May 1982, he was assigned and performed the duties of a reactor
inspector, Office of Inspection and Enforcement,-United States. Nuclear- s

Regulatory Connission. Mr. Yin has conducted, or participated in over'

200 inspections and investigations of reactor facilities under construc-
tion and in operation-including a special' assignment to assist Korea and
the Republic of China in the development of their piping suspension pro-
gram from June to July, 1978.+

s

Prior to his emp).oyment with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Atomic
Energy Commission), Mr. Yin worked for General Electric Company, BWR Systems
Division from July, 1972 until September, 1974 as a design engineer. From
June, 1970 to July, 1972, Mr. Yin was employed by Ralph M. Parsons as ae

refinery and chemical piping and equipment system stress analyst. From
April, 1966 to June, 1970, Mr. Yin was employed by the Bechtel Corporation
as an engineer in various positions including design of nuclear power plant

| piping systems. From June, 1976 to April, 1966, Mr. Yin was employed by
. Buonacconsi'and Associates as a designer in hospital system design.'

|

|
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ATTACHMENT A

BYRON INSPECTION CHRONOLOGY

i

Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/78-01 3/7/78 - 12 Construction & Storage None
455/78-01 3/8/78 Activities

Defective welding of Licensee evaluation
HVAC hangers & duct- acceptable
work companion flanges

'' Defective Integrated Review of documenta--

Circuit Chips for tion - item closed
Process Control Systems

.

454/78-02 4/11/78 - 25 QA Program (U)454/78-02-01 78-07
455/78-02 4/14/78 (Electrical) 455/78-02-01

Minimum qualifi-
cation require-
ments of ANSI
N45.2.6

Quality records & None
drawings

| Cable pan instal- (U)454/78-02-02 78-07
1ations 455/78-02-02

Clearance between
cable pan supports

|_ & pipes

Fire protection / None,

j prevention
'

l'
. 454/78-03 5/4/78 - 14 Construction & Storage None

455/78-03 5/4/78 Activities

Results of (U)454/78-03-01 79-01
statistical analysis 455/78-03-01
& core tests Statistical analysis

on core tests

,

control circuit (0)454/78-03-02 78-11

| deficiencies found 455/78-;: T
on Harnischfeger Corrective action'

cranes on Harnischfeger
cranes

l
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/78-04 5/24/78 - 52 Contairunent Penetration (U)454/78-04-01 78-07
455/78-04 5/25/78 Consumable insert

left unconsumed on
contairiment pene-
tration

Safety related None
components

Reactor vessel (U) 454/78-04-02 78-07
installation 455/78-04-02

Calibration of PDM
Densitometer

Safety-related None
iP ping

Safety-related None
piping welding

(U) 454/78-04-03 78-07
455/78-04-03

Certification of
Hunter Inspection
Personnel

454/78-05 6/20/78 - 22 Piping Procedure None
455/78-05 6/22/78 Review

Piping - Observa- None
j tion of activities
o

a Noncompliance 78-08
454/78-05-01
455/78-05-01
Unit 1 & 2
Trumplates Not
clean

454/78-06 7/12/78 - 32 Construction (U)454/78-06-02
455/78-06 7/14/78 activities 455/78-06-02

Soundness of concrete
behind embedments -
results on Sonoscrope
appeared to show that

concrete is sound -
review of final report
on the subject by WJE

i

L -
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

Procedures, work (O)454/78-06-01 78-09
activities, quality 455/78-06-01
records relative to Hunter QA Program
reactor vessel
installation, welding
of safety-related
components, piping
penetrations

454/78-07 8/8/78 - 100 Work activities & (U) 454/78-07-01 79-01
455/78-07 8/10/78 quality records 455/78-07-01

relative to safety- ' Lack of require-o

related structures ments to measure
weld offset

,

(U) 454/78-07-02 79-06
455/78-07-02

Certification of
component cooling
system valve

'
(U)454/78-07-03 79-01
Repair of under-
sized cable tray
support weld,

(U) 454/78-07-04 79-01
455/78-07-04

Deviation from
,. ASU Dl-1 criteria
!! on weld leg over-

size and weld
lengths-

Electrical imple- (U) 454/78-07-05 79-03
menting procedures 455/78-07-05
and cable hanger Grounding of Class
installation IE Electrical
activities Equipnent

Noncompliance 79-03
454/78-07-06
455/78-07-06
Hatfield &
Reliable Sheet
Metal - Failure
to Document Re-
quirements for
compliance with
ANSI N45.2.6

. . - _. - _ . - - _ . ..
-
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

Implementing pro- None
cedures related to
pressure boundary
iiP P ng

Reactor vessel Nane
installation pro-
cedures

safety-related None
component storage
& quality records<

,

ongoing site con- None
struction activities ;

454/78-08 10/4/78 - 14 construction (U) 454/78-08-01 79-01 !;

455/78-08 10/5/78 Activities 455/78-08-01
| Cracks in Unit 1

t s 2 Tendon
Galleries -

454/78-09 10/31/78 - 57 Procedures and work (U) 454/78-09-02 79-12
| 455/78-09 11/2/78 activities relative 455/78-09-02

to reactor coolant Hunter weld pro-
pressure boundary and cedure deficiencies
safety related piping,
valves and welding Noncompliance 79-12

454/78-09-03
455/78-09-03,

.j No inspection of

dessicant in w/
:' carbon steel valves

Deviation 79-12
454/78-09-04'

455/78-09-04
|

Hunter weld
| Procedure No.

HC-WPSS' Deficiencies

Safety related (U)454/78-09-01 79-06
electrical cable 455/78-09-01
activities Essential Service

Water Nakeup Pumps -
Qualification of
Cable s Splices

._ . - _ _ _ _ _ . . . - _ _ _ -_-_ , _ _ _ . . ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
neport No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

Work activities 5- (U)454/78-09-05 79-033

records relating to 455/78-09-05
concrete concrete constituents

Activities atlating Mone
to reactor vessel
internals

; 454/78-10 12/12/78 21 Routine, unannounced None
''

; 455/78-10 12/19/78 environmental pro-

1/3/79 tection inspection
a

i Review of onsite None
meteorological monitor-
ing program

Implementation of the (0)454/78-10-01 80-18
| environmental protection 455/78-10-01

program Licensee internal
audits, some: ,

i deficiencies have
not been corrected

,

Quality control of (0)454/78-10-02 80-18>

analytical measurements 455/78-10-02
| of groundwater samples Licensee agreed to

from site monitoring Establish a Formal

||.
wells Action Guide List

! regarding harmful

|{ effect to ground-
'

I water

:

454/78-11 12/14/78 12 Licensee corrective Some resolved /scue
! 455/78-11 actions relative to still open

reportable deficiencies
per 10 CFR 50.55

Licensee actions rela IE Bulletin 78-04
tive to the handling left open
ar4 resolution of IE
Bulletins

Licensee corrective Item left open.

actions relative to
reportable deficiencies
per 10 CFR 21

,

I

|
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

j 454/79-01 1/9/79 - 72 Licensee actions (0)454/79-01-01 79-06
' 455/79-01 1/11/79 relative to pre- 455/79-01-01

viously identified Verification of
| noncompliances, unre- corrective action

solved items, items- on HVAC Ductwork
per 10 CFR 50.55(e) Defys

Procedures, work Noncompliance 80-02
activities & QA 454/79-01-02,

{ records relative 455/79-01-02
to electrical cables Lack of measures

i, s terminations to insure offactive
implementai. ion of
design changes -
Hatfield

-

Work activities & (U) 454/79-01-03 79-17
QA records relative _ 455/79-01-03
to safety-related Additional infor-
structures a relative mation required on

,

|. to welding of safety- Reliable Sheet Metal
related structures Works QA Manual &

Procedures

454/79-02 1/23/79 - 17 Reactor coolant None
455/79-02 1/25/79 pressure boundary
. piping welding

u Safety-related piping Noncompliance 79-16
|; work activity & 454/79-02-01j welding 455/79-02-01j A. Inadquate
a control of

consumable insert.

B. No acceptance
criteria for split

' backing ring gap
openings

I (U) 454/79-02-02 79-16
455/79-02-02

Hunter WPS-40,
meaning of " Nominal"u .

|
weld root opening

|
not clear

|

_ . _ _ . _ _ . . - _ - _ _ _ - - - _ _ . _ - - . _ _ _ _ - - - - --
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/79-03 2/7/79 - 48 Observation of pro- (0)454/79-03-02 80-08
455/79-03 2/9/79 tective coatings 455/79-03-02

work - reviewed Midway Corp, - Freq
QA progrant for pro- of concrete coating
tective coatings & inspections
post-tensioning -
reviewed protective
coatings & post-
tensioning quality
records

(0)454/79-03-01 80-02,.

455/79 03-01
" Temporary
Installed" IE
Cables

454/79-04 1/19/79 30 Observation of None

455/79-04 2/1/79 tendon system per-
2/5/79 formance tests -

2/6/79 review proposed
tendon performance
test program

Observation of CECO None
audit of Inryco, Inc.

454/79-05 3/21/79 - 40 Observation of hanger (U)454/79-05-01 79-17
455/79-05 3/23/79 installation & review 455/79-05-01

of hanger procedures Hunter - Certi-
|; & records review - fication of Hilti

concrete anchor Concrete Expansion
installation, records Anchors

,

& procedures

Storage of hangers None

! & restraints

Calibration of test None
equipment

Training records None
review

,

-
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/79-06 4/4/79 - 35 Ongoing site con- Nonoompliance 79-10
455/79-06 4/11/79 struction activities 454/79-06-01

455/79-06-01
Improper storage
of mechanical
(piping) pene-
tration assemblies

Implementing pro- (U)454/79-06-02 79-10
cedures, work 455/79-06-02
activities & quality Test results on
records relative to prestressing tendon
containment pre- assemblies
stressing

454/79-07 5/1/79 - 20 Pittsburgh Testing (U) 454/79-07-01 82-01
455/79-07 5/3/79 Laboratory non- 455/79-07-01

destructive examin- Review of answer
~

ation procedures, by ASME on radio-
work activities, graphy code inquiry
personnel certifi-
cations, and radio-
graphs of field &

, shop welds ~

\

454/79-08 5/8/79 - 30 Plant construction Noncompliance 79-17
455/79-08 5/9/79 activities & storage 454/79-08-01

of components & 455/79-08-01
materials Inadequate measures

to maintain clean-

[ liness & pro-
L tection of com-

ponents

(U) 454/79-08-02 79-17
455/79-08-02

Surface pit on
Unit 1 upper core
barrel

Licensee followup (U)454/79-08-03 79-17
| on Part 21 report 455/79-08-03
| relating to defective Limitorque valve

| limitorque valve actuators - Jamesbury
! actuators Evaluation of re-
, sponsibility per
' 10 CFR 50.55(e)

!
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/79-09 5/21/79 Special announced None
455/79-09 meeting to discuss

performance of the
3 Conunonwealth Edison
Nuclear Stations under
construction

454/79-10 6/19/79 - 30 Ongoing site con- None
455/79-10 6/20/79 struction activi-

ties

''
Licensee actions to None,

previously identi-
fled nresolved items
and nm. compliance
items & resolution
of IE Bulletin 78-10

454/79-11 7/3/79 15 Licensee actions (O)454/79-11-01 80-02
455/79-11 7/5/79 taken to IE Bulletins 455/79-11-01

7/6/79 Complete review
,

on IE Bulletins
.

Implementation of the (U)454/79-ll-02 80-02
Hatfield QA program - 455/79-11-02
installation of elec- Revised cable

! trical penetration installation pro-
& electrical cables, cedure-

review of overall
electrical construction
status

! 454/79-12 7/23/70 - 26 Reactor Coolant Pressure (U)454/79-12-01 79-16
455/79-12 7/26/79 Boundary & Safety 455/79-12-01', Related Piping work Pipe Storage

actirity & welding
quality records Noncompliance 79-16

454/79-12-02
W 299A Hold
Point Pa'ssed

| Noncompliance 79-16
454/79-12-03
455/79-12-02
Document Control
Welding
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/79-13 8/23/79 - 13 Routine, unannounced None

455/79-13 8/24/79 inspection, review
of procedures &
observation of
containment post
tensioning tendon
installation,
button-heading,
stressing & greasing,

review of tendon QA
records, observa-
tion of containment-

structural concrete
work.

454/79-l'4 9/11/79 - 172 Site quality assurance None

455/79-14 9/28/79 including auditing,
trending, surveillance
activities, control of

*
noncomformances

Procurement, including Noncompliance 80-01
procedures, purchasing 454/79-14-01
activities, auditing 455/79-14-01
of materials suppliers. CECO field engineers

not qualified to
Control of purchased ANSI N45.2.6
materials, including
procedures, receipt Inad Procedures for
inspection, storage Contractor QC Person-
& maintenance & nel qualifications

surveillance of site
Failure to followcontractors

,

procedures -

Design & design Personnel qualifi-

changes, including cations

design document
control, incorpor- Noncompliance 80-01
ation of engineering 454/79-14-02
changes 455/79-14-02

CECO QA failure to'

signoff on station
construction sur-
veillance reports
Inaccurate status
tracking of field
change requests
(PCRS)

t
|

_ , .
- -
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

- (U)454/79-14-03 80-02
455/79-14-03

Control of FCR's
by Hatfield

454/79-15 10/10/79 - 28 Licensee actions Noncompliance 80-13
455/79-15 10/11/79 relative to the 454/79-15-01

control of IE. 455/79-15-01
Bulletins & IE Lack of pro-
Circulars cedure for,

control of IE
Bulletins &'

,

Circulars

454/79-16 10/23/79 - 20 Reactor Coolant (U)454/79-16-01 80-03
455/79-16 10/25/79 Pressure Boundary Audits at Westing-

& Safety Related house were performed

!.
Piping work activi- by CECO Home Office
ty s welding, parsonnel hence not

' - quality records all the supporting
& procedures documents were

available on site.
Licensee stated

[' those documents
I can be made avail-

able

'

Noncompliance 80-03
454/79-16-02
The inspector
determined that
(1) procedure>

No. HCWP-52 does
not contain weld

| end detail (sock-
|. 0-let joined by a

full penetration
corner weld) appli-
cable to weld No. 216
and (2) fit-up s weld
end preparation was
inspected and accepted
by a QC inspector

454/79-17 12/11/79 - 21 Site construction None

| 455/79-17 12/12/79 activities, licensee
! actions relative to-

resolution of previously

|
identified items,

,

.

h- n.
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

resolution of report-
able deficiencies per
10 CFR 50.55(e) &
10 CFR 21, reactor
coolant pressure
boundary & other
safety related piping
work activities

454/79-18 8/28/79 60 Investigation con- Noncompliance
455/79-18 9/27/79 - ducted'in response 454/79-18-01 81-12

9/28/'/9 to allegations 455/79-18-01-

10/11/79 - .made by former Control room cable

10/12/79 electrical con- terminations, speci-

11/5/79 tractor QA engineer, fications, action to
review of records, correct installations
inspection of not documented on
installed equip- controlled documents
ment, & interviews contrary to 10 CFR 50
with various con-
tractor personnel Noncompliance

454/79-18-02 81-07
455/79-18-02 81-06
Failure to use
control documents
to disposition s
nonconformance,
contrary to 10 CFR 50

f Noncompliance
454/79-18-03 81-07

f|; 455/79-18-03 81-06
|' Failure to inspect

concrete expansion'

anchors to the
|

approve specifi-
cation

i
.

i

i-
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period _ Hours Inspected- Findings Closed

454/80-01 1/16/80 - 14 Licensee actions (U)454/80-01-01 80-08
455/80-01 1/17/80 relative to resolution 455/80-01-01

of noncompliances citedReview of "Qualifi-
during RIII Mid- cation of Inspection
term QA Inspection Personnel" for CECO,

Hatfield Electric,
Blount Bros. Left
from mid-term QA

454/80-02 2/7/80- 36 Licensee actions (U)454/80-02-01 80-17
455/80-02 2/8/80 relative to reported Unit 1 contain-

10 CFR 50.55(e) de- ment system pre-
ficiency on contain- stressing anchor.

ment tendon anchor- head failure.
heads Studies of fail-

ures & analyses
are in progress

Storage of safety- None ,

related mechanical
& electrical materials
& components.

Electrical cable None i

installation
activities

454/80-03 2/20/80 - 13 Reactor Coolant None
455/80-03 2/21/80 Pressure Boundary

f 2/27/80 Piping work activi-
ties, welding & pro-
cedures

454/80-04 3/24/80 - 107 Investigation was Noncompliance
455/80-04 5/19/80 initiated after an 454/80-04-01

alleger stated that 455/80-04-01
the vendor was im- Failure of licensee
properly implementin9 to take effective

! its QA/QC program & timely actions to
assure that deficiencies
in the Systems Control
Corporation (SCC)
Quality Assurance Program
& equipment fabrication
activities were corrected

i

, - - - - - . _ . - __ _ _._ . _ _
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/80-05 3/25/80.- 15 Inspection of safety knecepliance 81-09
455/80-05 3/26/80 related hangers s 454/80-05-01

snebers including 455/80-05-01
(1) design drawing Inspector considers
review (2) instal- Hunter procedures
lation procedure ' incomplete,

| review (3) QC in-
spection program Noncompliance
(4) procedure re- 454/80-05-02
vision control (5) 455/80-05-02
protection of in- (a) no specific
stalled snubbers (6) time limitation
QA audit program placed for QC in-
(7) storage of spection of hangers
snubbers s snubber instal-

lations
(b) No specific
inspection reqmts
established to
verify location,
configuration,

'

hanger location.

Noncompliance 81-09
454/80-05-03
455/80-05-03
Use of inter-

- company corres-
i pondence to
L document changes

to procedure S.I.P.
No. 4.002 bypassed
document control

|

Noncompliance
454/80-05-04-

! 455/80-05-04
l (a) SsL drawing

state snubber is

,

not adjustable,

| however, it requires
adjustment in the

;
i field

(b) Design pin
dimensions exceed
ITI-C Manual
PHD-7594-1

- - _ - - - .__ _ - - . . _ - - - .-.- .-
_ - _ - - - -
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' Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

Noncompliance 81-09 ;

454/80-05-05 j

455/80-05-05
Deficiencies such

,

)
| as rod damage, ex- '

cessive dirt, and
bound up snuhber
are considered to
result from a lack
of protection of ,

'

these items after
!* installation

Noncompliance 81-09
454/80-05-06
455/80-05-06
No comprehensive
CECO QA audit has
been performed on
S. R. snubbers or
hangers:

454/80-06 3/28/80 24 A special announced (O)454/80-06-01
455/80-06 meeting conducted 455/80-06-01

to discuss the Corporate meeting
status of the 3 with CECO on LaSalle,
Commonwealth Edison Byron, Braidwood -

|. Nuclear Stations further discussions
under construction will be held between

! CECO & RIII regarding
installation of hangers,
supports, & snubbers

,

| 454/80-07 4/8/80 - 19 Reactor coolant (U) 454/80-07-01 80-16

| 4/10/80 pressure boundary Shop weld of bel-
; & safety related lows to pipe of

piping work activi- expanion joint in
ties, welding, & valve containment
procedures assembly I.D. No.

1RHOlSA-36" is not
flush with the pipe

f-
spool

|

454/80-08 5/8/80 - 11 Status of the None |

455/80-07 5/9/80 erection of the i
heating, ventilating, !

'

& air conditioning
(HVAC) system

_ _ . . _ - ,
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/80-09 5/20/80 - 10 Observation of in- Noncompliance
455/80-08 5/21/80 stalled safety re- 454/80-09-01

lated equipment & 455/80-08-01
hangers, review of Pre-requirements
records of specification

2831 were in-
adquately speci-
fied in Spec 2815
and the PSAR. Re-
quirements were
misquoted in
Spec 2831

454/90-10 6/9/80 - 24 Status of the None

455/80-09 6/12/80 corrective action
regarding previous
reported inspection
findings & an ex-
tensive tour of the
construction site &
observation of con-
struction activities
in progress

454/80-11 6/13/00 Results of Commonwealth.

455/80-10 Edison Company & INRYCO
Steel Company investi-
gation into the causes.

of the material failure
of the containment
post-tension system
anchor heads and the,

'I remedial measures to
i be taken to correct

* ' 454/80-12 6/17/80 - 24 Observation of in- Noncompliance

| 455/80-11 6/19/80 stalled safety re- 454/80-12-01
1ated electrical 455/80-11-01

<

equipnent and cable Supply & discharge
f terminations, ongoing cooling water pipes
(! Reactor Coolant Piping for D.G. EOBGlA is

welding activities, routed thru D.G. DGB-1B
Multi-Wythe masonry A connon event could
wall; review of records disrupt both lines

.

. . - , . . . - , . _ - - - - - _ , - - _ _ , _ _ _ _ . _ , , , _y. ,., _. .,-__y-_ _ , _ , . - --.w,-- -- -v--,g-
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

(U)454/80-12-02 80-15
455/80-11-02 80-14

Class 1 masionery
wall at elevation*

364' in Aux Bldg
at 17 line between

,

| Q and Q.B lines
! being constructed

with mortar no
test cubes - adding
water

.

(U)454/80-12-03 82-17
455/80-11-03 82-12

Welds attaching
equipment hanger
supports, etc.,
to embeds were
not protceted with
the proper coating

(U)454/80-12-04 80-24
455/80-11-04 80-22

Observation of
Unit 2 ESW Pump
diesel foundation
indicated several ,

dent anchor bolts
for the FDN base
plate Unit 1 base-3
plate had been
grouted

,

(U)454/80-12-05
455/80-11-05

NRC questions
amount of rework-

at Byron & will
review design
& engine'ering
functions

. - - . _- -
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/80-13 7/22/B0 43 Licensee actions
455/80-12 7/24/80 - relative to the

7/25/80 control of IE
Bulletins & IE
Circulars & a
management meeting

454/80-14 7/28/80 - 26 Licensee audits (U) 454/80-14-01 80-21
455/80-13 7/29/80 relative to instal- Debris in annulus

lation of the NSSS between RPV in-
Systems records of sulation & biological
the setting & align- shield. Also trash

,

ment of the Unit 1 on the floor of
reactor pressure tunnel
vessel (RPV); records

of the Unit 1 & 2 RPV (U) 455/80-13-02 80-18
internals & storage RPV-2 head required

#
of the Unit 2 RPV cleaning
head. Observed Unit I
cavity liner & instal-
lation of the in-core
flux tubes. Observed
welds previously
rejected by the
testing laboratory
on instrument cabinets
manufactured by

,

Westinghouse &
Systems Control'

454/80-15 8/5/80 - 26 Observation of in- Noncompliance
455/80-14 8/7/80 stalled safety related 454/80-15-01 81-16'

8/12/80 electrical equip- 455/80-14-01 81-12.;
ment, instrumenta- (a) Failure to.;
tion, & nondestructive identify (tag) non-'

examination of in- conforming instru-
I
' strument line welds ments (b) Failure
i to establish

measures to con-
.

duct inspections
.- | in a timely manners

i.e. instrument
racks (c) 125V
battery racks were
supplied without
specific measures
established to
protect the hardware
from acid corrosion

.

]- _ , - -: - :.c :::_: . _ . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _.-
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

(U)454/80-15-02 80-25
455/80-14-02 80-23

Pressurizer |
|heater unit

. substations back- )
up groups IRYOIEA,
IRYOIEB, IRYOIED,

& IRYOIEC were
identified as !'

safety related but
were fed from
distribution-

cabinets not
safety related

'454/80-16 8/6/80 - 18 Reactor Coolant None

455/80-15 8/8/80 Pressure Boundary
& Safety Related
Piping work activi-
ties, welding,
procedures &
records

454/80-17 8/20/80 - 14 Ongoing site con- (U)454/80-17-01 80-24

455/80-16 8/21/80 struction activi- 455/80-16-01 80-22
ties; Unit 1 con- Heavy grease coat-
tainment post- ing most of the
tensionings repair floor, walls, &

of local instrument access ladders to
panels; warehouse Unit 1 tendon gallery

j

'i storage of NSSS

.' equipment (U) 454/80-17-02 80-24
455/80-16-02 80-22

8

Reactor reflective
I

insulation was
piled randomly
within the shipping'

crate

454/80-18 9/15/80 - 22 Announced environ- Noncompliance'

455/80-17 9/16/80 mental protection 454/80-18-01 82-20
;^

9/19/80 inspection.for both 455/80-17-01 82-15

9/22/80 - units, including pre- Failure to make
9/23/80 operational environ- certain daily &

mental monitoring; monthly checks as
review of onsite required & document'

meteorological results
:

-. . . . - - . ..- .. . . ~-
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours. Inspected Findings Closed

monitoring programs Noncompliance
implementation of the 454/80-18-02 82-20
environmental pro- 455/80-17-02 82-15
tection program for Erosion was
onsite construction observed near
& a tour of the site Northwest corner
construction activi- .of site
ties

(O)454/80-16-03
455/80-17-03

Murray & Trettel
conducted an audit-

of the meteoro-
logical monitoring
program. Actions
to correct defici-
encies identified
in this audit will
be reviewed during
a future inspection

454/80-19 9/10/80 - 27 Status of previous None

455/80-18 9/12/80 identified unresolved

9/30/80 items; status of
action, resolution
& documentation of
items reported per
10 CFR 50.55(e)

454/80-20 10/7/80- 16 Reviewed records for (U)454/80-20-01 81-12
455/80-19 10/9/80 modification of 4 Incomplete welds'

steam generators, 14 in 3" & 4"
Unit 1; inspected piping, boric acid

hardware & QC docu- lines. Representa-
mentation for safety tive welds are W-51,
related. components, W -68, & 93A
Units 1 & 2; reviewed

fabrication & QC
records for flux
tube instrumentation
lines, Unit 1

454/80-21 10/22/80- 20 Status of previous (U)455/80-20-01 80-22
455/80-20 10/24/80 identified unresolved Dirt & debris in

items; tour of the , Unit 2 core barrel

cor.struction site in- outlet nozzle & hot
cluding equipment lay leg piping
down (storage) yard.

|
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed j

Also, status of the . U)454/80-21-01 80-24(
post-tensioning work 455/80-20-02 80-22
s observed button General housekeeping
heads being formed. poor

454/80-22 11/25/80 Management meeting
455/80-21 held at the NRC's

request to discuss
the regulatory per-
formance of the activi-
ties at Byron, Braidwood,

e LaSalle County Stations
as concluded in the
Systematic Assessment
of Licensee Performance
(SALP) program

454/80-23 12/10/80 - 85 Routine announced in- (0)454/80-23-01 81-06
12/12/80 spection of preopera- Licensee agreed

1/29/81 - tional test program to review preopera-

1/30/81 administration; pre- tional test problems
operational document encountered at other
control; administrative plants
control of cleanliness,

training, procedure (O)454/80-23-02 81-06
development, temporary An instruction on
leads, out-of-service valve & switch line-,-

; procedures, test equip-ups should be developed
ment, preoperational test
procedures, and role of (0) 454/80-23-03 81-06

,

quality assurance during Reword the startup'

preoperational testing. manual to have major
& minor (or "all")-

test procedure
changes incorporated
into all " approved
for test" copies

(0)454/80-23-04 81-06
Examine the need for

,

a procedure to control
such things as removal
of temporary strainers.

|
'

.

i

_ . - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

(O)454/80-23-05 81-11
Inspectors reviewed
the startup guide-
lines with respect
to the startup
manual and indicated
to the licensee
those areas of the
guidelines which
would be more
appropriately
contained in the

,

startup manual.
Inspector review
of startup manual
vs startup guide-
lines resulted in
comments.

(0)454/80-23-06 81-06
Maintaining consistency
in the systems which
overlap such as with
the Startup Manual &
Startup Guidelines

(0)454/80-23-07
Test Procedures -
Licensee agreed to
revise the procedures
& factor in the inspectors
comments - Inspector
review of Test 2.21.10
(125 V DC Dist.) &
resulting comments.
Item remains open pending
Licensee acceptance of
test.

(O)454/80-23-08 81-11
Licensee plans to
prepare procedures
covering housekeeping.

(0)454/80-23-09 81-11
Test & measurement
equipment program
& procedures

|

!

!

o_ __ . _ _ . . . . . _ _ . . . . . _ . _ , ..
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed'

454/80-24 12/9/80 - 24 'Ibur of the construc- Noncompliance 81-07
455/80-22 12/12/80 tion area; status of -454/80-24-01

construction; status 455/80-22-01 81-06
of previous identi- Unresolved item
fied unresolved upgraded to item
items s documenta- of noncompliance
tion concerning tendon i.e., bent anchor
post-tensioning & bolts installed to
tendon anchor head fasten ESW pump &
replacement diesel drive to

foundation
.

(U)454/80-24-02
Wald history &

QC records are at
CBI & were not
available on site
for review

454/80-25 12/15/80 - 144 Review of electrical (U)454/80-25-01 81-07
455/80-23 12/19/80 contractors QA 455/80-23-01 81-06

12/22/80 - implementing pro- No provision on
12/23/80 cedures, observa- electrical check-
1/9/81 tion of electrical list for QC veri-
1/12/81 installation activi- fication that con-
3/27/81 ties, review of non- duits have been

conformance reports, prepared for cable
review of QA records, pulling
review of instrumenta-

! tion installation Noncompliance
specifications & 454/80-25-02 81-07
procedures & observa- 455/80-23-02 81-06
tion of installed Lack of procedure
instrument lines for cold weather

cable preconditioning

Noncompliance*

454/80-25-03 81-07
455/80-23-03 81-06
Lack of a'eceptance/
rejection criteria for
cable inspection

Noncompliance
454/80-25-04 81-07
455/80-23-04 81-06
Overfill of cable-
trays, cables
above siderails

,

-- . _.e --
- - _ - - . . _ , , , - - _ _ _ - - - - . - , - -
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)'

Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

Noncompliance
454/80-25-05 81-12
Cable routing
deviations

Noncompliance
454/80-25-06 81-07
Failure to seal
cable ends

-

Noncompliance
454/80-25-07 81-07,

Inspection of
cable trays for
conditions that
might damage
cables

Noncompliance
454/80-25-08 81-07
Debris in cable
trays

Noncompliance'

454/80-25-09 82-17
455/80-23-05 82-12
Cable separation
in lower spreading

roem

k Noncompliance
454/80-25-10 81-07
Conduit support

not on both sides
.

of berd

Noncompliance
454/80-25-11 81-07
Violation of
minimum bend radius

Noncompliance
454/80-25-12 81-12
Failure to apply
hold tages to
non-conforming items

i
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Inspection Inspection ' Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

Noncontpliance
454/80-25-13
Failure to apply
hold tags on cable
trays

Noncenipliance
454/80-25-14 81-07
Cable entrance
frames purchased
without engineering

'

or QA approval

(U)454/80-25-15 81-16
455/80-23-06 81-12
Incomplete cable
documentation

Noncompliance
454/80-25-16 81-16
Separation criteria
for instrumentation
IiP P n9

Noncompliance
454/80-25-17 81-12
Failure to identify
instrument lines

j according to speci-
p fication

|
D
>:

|t
'

,

t
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/81-01 1/6/81 - 12 Inspector accompa- None
455/81-01 1/7/81 nied the Case Load

Forecast Panel,
Office of Management
& Program Analysis,
NRC during tour of
construction site &
participated in dis-
cussion with CECO
personnel concern-
ing construction

, completion schedule

454/81-02 1/29/81 26 Special announced Licensee released
455/81-02 2/4/81 inspection to review on 2/4/81 to resume

licensee's corrective electrical instal-
actions in response lation activities

i to RIII Immediate
! Action Letter of

1/13/81 which related
to safety-related
electrical instal-
lation activities

; 454/81-03 3/19/81 21 Reactor coolant pres- Noncompliance
455/81-03 3/25/81 sure boundary piping 454/81-03-01- 81-04

3/26/81 & safety related 455/81-03-01 81-04,

piping observation Failure to comply (rescinded)
of work, welding, with ASME Code*

gj NDE, & related radiographic

R[ record reviews con- technique require-
tainment post tension- ments

'i ing procedure review

454/81-04 4/24/81 7 Evaluation of radio- Evaluation of radio-
| 455/81-04 5/1/81 graphic records of graphic records indi-

primary coolant loop cated that the,

piping for Units 1 " Notice of Violation"
&2 was in error in IR

No. 454/81-03 &
455/81-03. Violation
is rescinded.

| 454/81-05 5/25/81 - 23 Review of preservice None
( 455/81-05 5/27/81 inspection procedures,

6/24/81 - work activities, non-

6/25/81 destructive examination
personnel certifications

.

|

l'
. - _- _ . - _
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

'

sdatas review of
Pittsburgh Testing
Laboratory site NDE
activities; reactor
coolant pressure
boundary & other
safety related piping
record review

454/81-06 6/2/81 - 39 Routine announced in- (0)454/81-06-01 81-11
6/3/81 spection to review Inspectors ob-

preoperational test served that the. , ,

procedures previous audit procedures
open items relating are not conducive
to the preoperational to the preoperational
test programs & pre- test programs in
operational testing specific areas
quality assurance

(0)454/81-06-02 81-11
Inspectors were un-
able to verify that
the licensee has
established pro-
cedures for im-
plementing the
QA program for
specific job
related activities

'

or the specific
,

.
training require-

[ ments for individuals

454/81-07 6/9/81 - 18 Follow up licensee's Closed item on tendons
,

455/81-06 6/11/81 actions relative to & anchor bolts
items reported
pursuant to 10 CFR
50.55(e), IsE
Bulletins, & items
previously identified

I 454/81-08 7/7/81 - 76 Observation of elec- (U)454/81-08-01 82-17
455/81-07 7/10/81 trical installation 455/81-07-01 82-12

|
activities, review Cable tray separation

| of electrical con- Elev 414, Area 5,

tractor's QA im- Aux Bldg as identi-
plementing pro- fied on FCR 3403
cedures, review of
electrical inspection, Noncompliance
test, & nonconformance 454/81-08-02 82-17
reports, review of Failure to properly
vendor's documentation calibrate at specified

G ___

- .
_ , - . , . - . ,-_
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|

| Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Clesed

for Class lE equip- periods - in-
ment. Observation struments used in
of contairunent post- activities affect-
tensioning work ing quality

| activities, review
) of post-tensioning (U) 454/81-08-03

QA implementing 455/81-07-02
procedures & review Awaiting NRR position
of QA records statement as to docu-

mentation requirements
for installation or
use of material &

,

equipment

(U)454/81-08-04 82-17
1 455/81-07-03 82-12
j Requirement for QC to

witness or verify
torquing of bolts
during termination
activities

(U)454/81-08-05 82-17
455/81-07-04 82-12 '

Cable separation
inside panels,
cabinets & switch-
gear

(U)454/81-08-06 81-13
455/81-07-05 81-11

Evaluate proper
engineering dis-

,

position of a

| specification change
in buttonheading
tolerances

454/81-09 7/29/81 - 48 Inspection of in- Noncompliance
455/81-08 7/31-81 stalled piping 454/81-09-01

suspension system Lack of timely
components & re- QC inspection
view of instal-
lation & inspection Noncompliance
records 454/81-09-02

Performing design
modifications prior
to FCR review &
approval

- _ - _ _ _ _ . - _ _ - _ - _ -- --_
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/81-10 7/21/81 - 16 Documentation & None

455/81-09 7/23/81 installation of
penetrations -
Units 1 & 2; docu-

mentation & instal-
lation of supports
for NSSS equipnent;
handling of valves;
observation of
Internals work

454/81-11 7/27/81 31 Routine announced Noncompliance

8/26/81 - inspection to re- 454/81-11-01 82-02,

8/28/81 view preoperational Licensee failed
test procedures & to perform adequate
results; previous review of change to

open items relating startup manual re-

to the preoperational sulting in con-
test program & the tradictory wording

cold hydrostatic test
procedure for the Noncompliance
reactor coolant 454/81-11-02 82-02
system Licensee failed to

verify instruments
within current

. calibration interval
i in accordance with

procedure (Hydro)
Licensee exceeded
pressure band of
test procedure

I Licensee failed to
verify instruments
within current
calibration interval
in accordance with

I procedure (125V DC)
'

Licensee's cor- Noncompliance
454/81-12 8/12/U - t

455/81-10 8/13/81 rective action re- 454/81-12-01 82-27
lative to previous Scrap pipe & welding
inspection dindings. equipment stored on
Followup I&E Bulletin RPS instruments
action. Followup
items reported pursuant
to 10 CFR PD.55(e).
Reactor Protaccive
System instrumentation
work activities & records

i
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/81-13 8/19/81 - 24 Observation of con- Closed 1 un-
455/81-11 8/21/81 tainment post- resolved item

tensioning work regarding button-
activities, review heading tolerances
of post-tensioning
QA implementing
procedures, review
of QA post-tensioning
records; followup on
previously identified
post-tensioning un-
resolved items &

'

licensee actions
,
'

relative to IE
Bulletins

454/81-14 9/11/81 6 Routine, announced None
initial management
meeting to discuss
the preoperational
s routine operational
inspection program in

'
the radiation pro-

| taction & radwaste
management areas

,

454/81-15 CANCEILED (never
issued)

'

454/81-16 9/22/81 - 30 Follow-up or previous- Noncompliance
455/81-12 9/25/81 ly identificd in- 454/81-16-01'

si.ection findings; 455/81-12-01i

review of electrical Separation violations
procedures & records between safety & non-

~

safety cables in free
air. Procedure not
being implemented."

Paceways not being
properly marked -
procedure not being
implemented

f

(U)454/81-16-02 82-17
455/81-12-02 82-12

,

' Hatfield chose not
to implement pro-
cedure 9E after it
had been reviewed s
accepted by S&L

- - . - - . ., - . .-, . .. .. -... - . . . . . . - .
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

(U)454/81-16-03 |

455/81-12-03
Hatfield Procedure
10, Issue 2 did

not address how the
Licensee was going
to verify that the
maximum cable pulling
tension had not been
exceeded when small
cable and/or instru-
mentation cables were
pulled

(U)454/81-16-04
455/81-12-04

Main control room
safety related
switches, instru-
ments, recorders,
etc. were not dis-
tinctly identified
as being in the pro-
tection system

(U)454/81-16-05
455/81-12-05

Review of S&L cal-
culations for all

,

; safety-related/non
! safety-related sepa-

ration requirements
i

where they deviate,

from the criteria
established in IEEE-384

454/81-17 10/21/81 - 18 Observation of None
455/81-13 10/23/81 containment post-

tensioning work
activities & re-'

view of quality
I' records; observa-

tion of coating ,

'

work activities
& review of
quality records;
observation of con-
tainment cadweld
operations'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Repor.t No. Period Hrurs Inspected Findings Closed

454/81-18 10/5/81 - 66 Routine safety in- (0)454/81-18-01 82-03
455/81-14 10/31/81 spection to review 455/81-14-01 82-02

contairunent tendon Welding operations
prestressing work were being conducted
activities, fire without complying

,

protection activi- with the require- '

ties, preoperational ments of the pro-
test activities; cedure
followup on items
of noncompliance
& establish the
NRC RI Office

,

e

b

iI
t'

ii

, .
_

- . _ - ~ - .
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/82-01 1/12/82 13 Review of preservice Noncompliance
455/82-01 1/14/82 inspection (PSI) 454/82-01-01

procedures, work Penetrameters
activities, non- placed on weld
destructive exami-
nation (NDE) person-
nel certifications
and data. Review of
shop & field weld
radiographs

454/82-02 1/25/82 - 98 Routine announced (O)454/82-02-01 82-12
,,

1/27/82 inspection to review Test procedures not
1/29/82 preoperational test providing acceptance
2/2/82 - procedures, witness values & tolerance

2/3/82 the performance of ranges for data

2/16/82 - preoperational such as alarms &

2/19/82 testing, review the trip points being
evaluation of pre- checked by the test
operational test
results & review (0)454/82-02-02 82-12
open items Diesel generator

,

test, 2.22.10 re-
viewed against Reg
Guides 1.108 Rev. 1
dated 1/1977 and 1.9,

Rev C dated 3/1971,

& IEEE Std 387-1972.
Inspector discussed
comments primarily;,jj dealing with where &

a' how the regulatory

i positions of the

;; . above standards were
satisfied'

h| Noncompliance
;; 454/82-02-03 82-12

? Failure to adequately

L! specify system status
i! & failure to provide

jI adequate measures
|* for de cue &
|t' preservation of

safety-related
equipment

,

em

.

1

'

1-+ - _ _ . _ . _ . _ , -_ .. . , _ . . . . . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ .
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

Noncompliance
454/82-02-04 82-12
Lack of a program
to ensure proper
care s preservation
of safety related

,

equipment as re-
quired by ANSI
NUS.2.2 is incon-
sistent with QA
manual

'

.

454/82-03 11/2/81 - 51 Routine safety in- (0)454/82-03-01 82-15
455/92-02 11/4/81 spection to review 455/82-02-01 82-10

12/1/81 - containment tendon Paragraph
12/4/81 post tensioning 4.1.4.1.4.4.4.4.2

12/11/81 work activities; of the startup

12/14/81 preoperational manual did not

1/6/82 - test activities; ensure all informa-

1/31/82 followup on items tion provided to the
of noncompliance startup group on a->

E open inspection deficiency form would
items receive a deficiency

number & become a
part of the official
records

454/82-04 2/1/82 - 32 Routine safety in- (0)454/82-04-01
455/82-03 2/19/82 spection to review 455/82-03-01

preoperational test Plant maintenance'

ii activities, mainten- procedures are pre-
ance procedures & pared to adequately

,.

C other plant activi- control maintenance
ties of safety related

systems within
applicable reg-
ulatory require-
ments

(0)454/82-04-02 82-22
455/82-03-02 82-16

Issue a change to
the jumper / lifter

log procedure to
include specific
requirements for
two party verification

,- subsequent to component
! restoration

,

i

y - - -- ei--r,- ,m ., ---- ---- - r - - - . - - - - -- - - ----m ------ - ---
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Inspection . Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/82-05 3/29/82 - 662 'QA program inter- - Noncompliance
455/82-04 3/31/82 faces & overview; 454/82-05-01 82-16

4/1/82 - corrective action 455/82-04-01 82-11
4/2/82 systems; design Contractor quality
4/5/82 - change control; assurance personnel
4/9/82 material trace- were shown reporting
4/12/82 - ability of installed to production person-
4/14/82 structures & ccm- nel; Quality assurance
5/11/82 ponents; electrical activities do not show

cable installation; the required independ-
inprocess inspections; ence from cost &

a, QC inspector effective-schedule; Quality
~

ness assurance organizations
of contractors were not
as described in their
quality assurance manuals

(U) 454/82-05-02 82-16
455/82-04-02 82-11

Quality assurance orga-
nizations of contractors
lack definition con-
cerning backshift
coverage & production
related activities

'

(0)454/82-05-03 82-16
455/82-04-03 82-11

Licensee's ef-;
fectiveness in4

!. staffing the'

!i , ~- quality assurance
organization is

' questionable

(0)454/82-05-04 82-16
455/82-04-04 82-11

The definition of
the interface be-
tween the production
& the quality
assurance orga-
nizations is lacking

Noncompliance
454/82-05-05 82-16''

455/82-04-05 82-11
'

Midway industrial con-
-

tractors failed to
guard quality records,;

against larceny & vandalism

_ . _ _ - - . - - .- . _ _ . . .. _ - - - - . _ .-. .- -
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

(U) 454/82-05-06 82-16
55/82-04-06 82-11.

Ability of the Halan
System to function
in some record
storage vaults has
not been determined

(0)454/82-05-07 82-16
455/82-04-07 82-11

Surveillances have
been canitted without'

-

substantiating docu-
mentation

Noncompliance
454/82-05-08 82-16
455/82-04-08 82-11
Contractors were
failing to control
the issuance of
drawings

Noncompliance
454/82-05-09 82-16
455/82-04-09 82-11
Activities af- (a only)
fecting quality
were accomplished
without procedural

i: 3
control
Hatfield procedures
do not address cor-
rective action to
prevent a recurrence
of nonconformances
Procedures do not
address sidewall
pressure & cable
rework

Noncompliance
454/82-05-10 82-16
455/82-04-10 82-11
Audit reports did
not contain the
required elements
of ANSI N45.2.12-1977

i
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspecte_d Findings Closed

Noncompliance
454/82-05-11 82-16
455/82-04-11- 82-11
Measuring & test (a, b,

equipnent was not & c only)
controlled according
to procedures
Storage conditions
in warehouses 1 & 5
were noc in accordance

', with procedures
Storage of rejected
material in warehouse
5 was not in accordance
with procedures
PAP NCRS did not contain
corrective action to
prevent recurrence

(0)454/82-05-12
455/82-04-12

NCRS open for an
extended period*

of time, i.e.

longer than 1 year
;

Noncompliance

f 454/82-05-13
455/82-04-13y CECO & Hatfield
improperly voided
or closed NCRS

.

(0)454/82-05-14
455/82-04-14I

Procedures do not
f include actual weld
j rod issue & return

times

I (0)454/82-05-15
455/82-04-15

Procedures do not
address pan F. riser
cover installation

|.
|

|
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

(U)454/82-05-16
455/82-04-16

Procedures for
marking of risers
is contrary IEEE 384

| Noncompliance
i 454/82-05-17

455/82-04-17
Weld paras:ecer sheets
not located at pre-
scribed activity.

(0)454/82-05-18
455/82-04-18

QC inspector aware-
ness of stop work
responsibility

Koncompliance
454/82-05-19

1 455/82-04-19
QA/QC supervisors
& inspectors not*

'

adequately qualified

and/or trained

454/82-06 5/3/82 - 30 Routine unannounced (0)454/82-06-01 82-12
5/6/82 inspection to review Project engineering

preoperational test evaluation of ecm-
.

! procedures, witness pleted preop test
'' the performance of 2.73.11 not complete

preoperational
'

testing, review the (0)454/82-06-02 82-21
evaluation of pre- Project engineering
operational test to provide L/D

|
results, review results correlation
previous open items to table 14.2.31 of

FSAR objectives &
acceptance criteria

(0)454/82-06-03 82-21
Procedure 2.73.11'

does not contain
tolerance ranges
for other than FSAR
acceptance criteria
data

!

- - . . . . ...,n.. . , - . . ,. ... . . . - - . .-- ,
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

(0)454/82-06-04 82-14
Licensee to show
the method of ensuring
operating procedures
to be verified during
test program will get
verification even if
not issued at time of
preop performance

(U)454/82-06-05 82-12
Evaluation of

,

deficiencies associated
with tests which were
completed prior to
turn over testing
deficiency form
revision

(0)454/82-06-06 82-14
Inspector comments
on test procedure
2.18.10

(O)454/82-06-07
Project engineering
evaluation of diesel'

' generator crankcase
explosion with re-
spect to 50.55(e);.

,i i
l! (0)454/82-06-08 82-14
ij Licensee to resolve (Error - same

inspector comment on item asu;
~ FSAR Tables 14.2-47 454/82-06-0('

,

and 14.2-48 versus
test procedure
2.18.10 CVC System

; 454/82-07 3/22/82 - 52 Routine safety Noncompliance
;! 455/82-05 4/30/82 inspection to 454/82-07-01 82-27

| review preopera- Personnel not briefed,

Li tional test procedural require-
| activities, IE ments not followed,
i Circulars & procedures not main-

other activities tained at test contro]
stations, watch &
reliefs not adequate,'

data not properly,.
l recorded

.

I
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings -Closed

(0)454/82-07-02
No quality assurance
personnel observing
test to monitor &
ensure that pro-
ceduraJ requirements
were met. Data taken
& properly recoded &
deficient conditions
identified & docu-
mented

.,

(0)454/82-07-03
Foreman did not
meet the require-
ments of ANSI 18.1-
1971 for supervisors

454/82-08 5/24/82 - 25 Routine, unannounced None
5/26/82 inspection of initial

preoperational radi-
ati n protection
program for Unit 1
& for the byproduct
material license
authorizing various
sources for storage,
instrument, response
& calibration. In-
spection included
organization &

'

staffing, training,
radiation protection
procedures, facilities,.

instruments & equip-
ment, & respiratory

|
protection program.

454/82-09 5/18/82 - 13 Review of preservice Noncompliance
455/82-06 5/19/82 inspection (PSI) (previous) left

procedures, work open on radiographs
activities, non- that had penetrameters
destructive exami- in the welds

! nation (NDE) person-
nel certifications
G data. Review of
shop & field weld
radiographs.

I
L
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/82-10 5/1/82 - 173 Routine safety in- Noncompliance

455/82-07 6/18/82 spection to review 454/82-10-01 82-27
preoperational test Minor & major
activities, IE changes incorpora-
Circulars, Fire Pro- ted in test pro-

tection, Quality cedures s only

Assurance Procedure properly marked &
Control, Construction updated copies are
Leficiency Reporting, used for testing
s other construction
activites (U)454/82-10-02

455/82-07-01
Conditions not.

consistent with
National Fire
Protection
Standards

(U) 454/82-10-03 82-22
455/82-07-02 82-16

Proper quality
control records
did not exist to
verify correct

-

final settings of
ste ua generators

(U)454/82-10-04 82-15''

455/82-07-03
Damage to shock

s
arrestors

h:! (0)454/82-10-05 82-22
p 455/82-07-04 82-16

More positive'

control of pro-
cedural changes

(U) 454/82-10-06 82-22
455/82-07-05 82-16

Definition of
prior to between
inspection & in-
sulation of piping

-

7 ; -. 3 -~__|e-______.-_ _ _ - _ _ - - _ - - 2 - ~ . ~; . . .. ;_ -~ , ;- ._
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)~
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/82-11 6/2/82 - 24 Routine unannounce8 Closed 5 circulars

4 5~. '82-08 6/4/82 safety inspection to
review followup
licensee action
relative to IE
Bulletins & IE
Circulars; inspector

|
identified problems
& unresolved items &
other activities

.

&

B:

i

'

1

|

w., - - . . .-- - - -

_ . _
-' - - - - - - --

___ ,__
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/82-12 6/3/82 82 Routine unannounced Noncompliance
6/4/82 inspection to re- 454/82-12-01
6/7/82 view preoperational Failure to

6/8/82 test procedures, develop measures
6/10/82 witness the per- to assure the

6/11/82 formance of pre- performance of
6/16/82 - operational testing an adequate
6/18/82 & review previous evaluation of

6/23/82 - open items a potentially

6/25/82 reportable

7/1/82 deficiency

7/2/82
(0)454/82-12-02 82-21
Implementation of
controls (stop-
watches /Timirg

Devices)

(O)454/82-12-03
Adequacy of the
CCW System

(0)454/82-12-04
No provisions to
ensure proper
valve alignment

-
following automatic
start of a CCW
pump

(0)454/82-12-05
Procedure did not
contain operability'

or capacity verifi-
cation for relief
valves

Noncompliance
454/82-12-06
Failure to follow
out-of-service
procedures

i

Noncompliance
454/82-12-07 |
Failure to develop |
an adequate program j

for documentation of
deficiencies

- - _ - . -. - . . - - . . . .. . _ . - - - - . - - - . - - - .
- - -
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/82-14 7/8/82 97 Routine unannounced -(0)454/82-14-01 82-21
7/9/82 inspection to re- Inspector comments
7/12/82 - view preoperational on test procedure
7/16/82 test procedures, 2.66.10 contain-
7/27/82 - witness the per- ment Drain -
7/30/82 formance of pre- Licensee to demon-

operational testing, strate containment
& review previcus drain system ca-
open items pability to meet

leak detection
design criteria
of IGPM within.

1 hr from FSAR
paragraph 5.2.5.1.A

(U)454/82-14-02
Pending licensee
demonstration of
system capability
to meet leak de-
tection design
criteria of 1 gym
within one hour

(0)454/82-14-03 82-21
Inspector comments
on text procedure

..

2.8.10 Boron
i Thermal Regenera-
. tion
!

Noncompliance
li 454/82-14-04

Failure to follow.

re-entry control
procedures

..

A. Component cooling
i lines to waste gas

', compressor heat ex-
change were found'

blanked without test
engineer concurrance
B. Two relief valves.

* OCC9425A & B were
' found removed without

test engineer con-
* currance

,

i .

.

, , _ , . . . . . . . # -<= = , % .- - --v-
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

Noncompliance
454/82-14-05
Failure to ade-
quately document
inecaplete instal-
lation
A. Three ofirices
were found missing
from component
cooling system
during post flush

'. flow verification
B. Weir plate
found missing
from reactor
cavity sump on
initial conditions
verification

454/82-15 7/12/82 - 150 acutine, unannounced (0)454/82-15-01
455/82-10 8/31/82 safety inspection to Air operated

review preoperational valves did not
test r/:tivities; IE have blue pre-
Circulars, plant op tape affixed
procedures review; & some valves
follow-up of pre- were not in the
viously identified required full

items & other open position
activities

(0)454/82-15-02:!
j Pending completion

of Section 9.4
'; 9.5, 9.8 &

. resolution of
unresolved de-

I

|f ficiencies -

! Preoperational
Test 2.24.10

(0)454/82-15-03 82-22
455/82-10-01; Actions identi-

fled in the file
response were not
being tracked by
the licensee on
the commitment
action item
record (CAIR)
system

c
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

(0)454/82-15-04
455/82-10-02

Plant procedures
for control of
daily orders

(BAP 300-3) &
| standing orders

(BAP 1500-2)
did not provide
adequate controls
limiting their
scope-

454/82-16 9/1/82 14 Licensee action Noncompliance
455/82-11 9/2/82 on previously 454/82-10-01 82-27

identified un- 455/82-11-01 82-21
resolved items, Contrary to
open items, & 10 CFR 50,

noncompliances Appendix B,
Criterion VI,

Hatfield Electric
Company did not
distribute re-
visions of the

QA manual to the
site

(U) 454/82-16-02.

] 455/02-11-02
|! The Licensee is to
| obtain radiograph

,! storage require-
I ments from the

f
manufacturer

i

I

!

:
6

I

't
[

e

I

h

. _ . . . _ . _ _ . . _ . . . .- , _ . _ _ _ . _ , . -_.
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/82-17 8/16/82 - 102 Special inspection (U)454/82-17-01
455/82-12 8/20/82 was initiated follow- 455/82-12-01

8/23/82 - ing receipt of al- Licensee perform

8/27/82 legations & concerns, an indepth review
primarily relating to of on-site con-
safety-related electri-tractors that
cal work.- The in- utilize craft

spection consisted of personnel as QC
an examination of inspectors to

pertinent procedures determine if any

& records, observa- " craft" QC in-
tions, & interviews spectors have ever.

-

of personnel. inspected any item
he/she may have
worked on.

(U) 454/82-17-02
455/82-12-02

Licensee evaluate
the above torque

! values & determine
if they are accept-

'

able for the life
of the plant.

(0)454/82-17-03
455/82-12-03

Licensee was re-
| quested to resolve:

| | the conflict between

|[| the SAR commitment
,_

to the 1972 edition
Ii of the AWS Dl.1 code

and the implementation-

of the 1975 edition.
,

(U)454/82-17-04
455/82-12-04,

'

| Review of informa-
! tion pert'aining to,

i the reinspection
j program required by
i, NCR 407 submitted to
i ' the Licensee & the
| Licensee's evaluation,

i of this data.
'.

. . .

!e
i i

i

. .. , -- - . - - . - . - _. - ._ ._. ___ _ _
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

Noncompliance
454/82-17-05
455/82-12-05
Cable tray
separation
violations

Noncompliance
454/82-17-06
455/82-12-06
Electrical cable
separation vio-'

.

lations inside
equipment are
not being promptly
identified &
corrected or
analyzed.

(U)454/82-17-07
455/82-12-07

Corrective action
for the weld identi-
fled on the DR was
adequate & corrective
action to prevent
recurrence was to
retrain the welders -
see if training was
effective. s.

454/82-18 4/20/82 - 147 Visual inspection Noncompliance
455/82-13 4/23/82 of completed con- 454/82-18-01

4/27/82 - crete works overview 455/82-13-01
4/30/82 of field engineering Failure to correctly
5/4/82 - activities; review translate regulatory
5/7/82 of concrete pour requirements into
5/11/82 - packages; review specifications,
5/14/82 of civil / structural drawings, procedures,
3/19/82 procedures & speci- & instructions
5/20/82 fications; review of

5/25/32 - surveillar.ces & audit

5/28/82 procedures.

12/7/82
12/8/82

i

- - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .___ _______ . - -
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/82-19 9/16/82 28 Routine unannounced Noncompliance
455/82-14 9/17/82 inspection to ob- 454/82-19-01

9/21/82 serve cable instal- 455/82-14-01
9/22/82 lation activities & Safety related

review of as-built cables 25X345,
raceway installation IVA156 & IVE034

were not installed
in accordance with
the cable pull
cards

Noncompliance''
,

454/82-19-02
455/82-14-02
Failure to identify
safety related
cables separated
from non-safety
cables by less
than 12 inches in
free air

Noncompliance
454/82-19-03
455/82-14-03
Class lE and non-
class lE cable
trays separated
by less than one
inch in violationq
of IEEE 384-1974li!
B. Lack of design
interface resul.ing'
in safety related

-

tray supporting an
!

HVAC duct
'
,

(0)454/82-19-04
455/82-14-04

'i
Excessive buildup of

~f
cables above the side

' rails of the cable
trays

(0)454/82-19-05
455/82-14-05

-|
Separation of safety

-~
& non-safety trays is

|

'

I
i

: f
.
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

less than FSAR
commitments.
Licensee has
stated that cor-
rective action
will be taken
prior to itel
load

454/82-20 9/30/82 14 Routine announced (0)454/82-20-01
455/82-15 10/1/82 environmental pro- 455/82-15-01

', tection inspection Incorrect keys for
for both units, in- . air samplers at

cluding preoperational plant & unsuitable
radiological environ- ladder for air
mental monitoring samplers were

program & placement found
of thermoluminescent
dosimeters (TLD's) (0)454/82-20-02
around the siter 455/82-15-02
implementation of the Installation of
environmental pro- several more air
tection program samplers
for onsite con-
structions a tour
of the site &
chemical laboratory
facilities & review
of correction action
taken on previous
items of noncompliance

454/82-21 10/6/82 - 108 Routine' unannounced (0)454/82-21-01
10/8/82 inspection to review Inspector conunents

10/13/82 - preoperational test against Test Pro- 1

10/15/82 procedures, witness the cedure 115.10 control I

10/19/82 - performance of pre- room chilled water

10/22/82 operational testing, acceptance criteria
10/26/82 - review preoperational & expected valves.
10/29/82 test results evaluations,

review previous open
items & review the- (U)454/82-21-02
implementation of Licensee to demon-
the preoperational strate containment
test program, drain system capabil-

ity to detect 1GPM
leakage within 1 hr

- - _ . ..
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

as stated in
FSAR Paragraph
5.2.5.1.A with oil
separator included
in system.

(0)454/82-21-03
Project engineering
review not completed
for test procedure
24.11 diesel fuel
oil to ESW makeup
Pumps

(0)454/82-21-04
Adequacy of demon-
stration of ability
of diesel fuel oil
system to supply
fuel for an adequate
time to the diesel
driven ESW makeup 1

pumps in the event j

of an accident.

(0)454/82-21-05
Licensee determination
of adequacy of completed
data recorded from

i

sonic flowmeter
.
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/82-22 9/1/82 - 313 Routine unannounced Noncompliance
455/82-16 10/31/82 nafety inspection to 454/82-22-01

review preoperational Weir Plate mounting
testing; IE Bulletin bolts not installed
responses; IE Circular deficiency-solution
file responses; incomplete
quality assurance /
quality control docu- Noncompliance
mentation pertaining 454/82-22-02
to the installation A. Containment
of selected Unit 1 spray - discrepancy
NSSS components; between drawing &-

implementation of test procedure -
housekeeping re- not documented
quirements; licensee B. Required de-
actions on previously ficiency not cleared
identified items, before testing
training & other
activities (U) 454/82-22-03

455/82-16-01
Documentation to
include sufficient

'

information so that
the potential for
damage to safety
related equipment
could be evaluated.

(0)454/82-22-04 |

455/82-16-02
Timeliness of pre- :

,

test reviews
a

Noncompliance
454/82-22-05
455/82-16-03
Piping end covers
damaged or missing

Noncompilance
454/82-22-06
A. Steam generators
Omission of required

'
quality control In-
spection
B. Grouting per-
formed without re-
quired quality
control S. I.
accumulators

i
|
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

C. Reactor coolant
pumps - required
quality control
inspections not
signed ofi as
having been per-

| formed.

I
t 454/82-23 11/16/82 - 36- Routine, announced Closed 2 circulars

455/82-17 11/19/82 inspection of pre- & 1 bulletin
operational radiation

|, protection program
for Units 1 and 2.
Inspection in-
cluded organization

| & staffing, training
radiation protection
procedures, facili-
ties, instruments
& equipment, res-
piratory protection
program, & review
of IE Circulars /
Bulletins

454/82-24 11/30/82 - 32 Routine unannounced Noncompliance
455/82-18 12/3/82 safety inspection to 454/82-24-01

review procurement, 455/82-18-01
receiving & storage; violation of
IE Circular file 10 CFR 50,
response; implementa- Appendix B,4

:' tion of housekeeping Criterion XIII
requirements; & other & ANSI N45.2.2
activities. A. Inadequate

temperature &
humidity control
in storage.
B. Failure to
maintain cleanliness *

levels.
C. Failure to
ensure access to
stored items.
D. Failure to
control hazardous
materials.
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Inspection Inspection Area (s)
Report No. Period Hours Inspected Findings Closed

454/82-27 11/1/82 - 251 Routine, unannounced Noncompliance
455/82-21 12/31/82 safety inspection to 454/82-27-01

review preoperational 455/82-21-01
testing, IE Circular Failure of S&L
file responses; im- to properly trans-
plementation of house- late FSAR connitments
keeping requirements / to installation

i care & preservation of design drawings &
safety related com- procedures
ponents; lifting of ' '

Unit 1 reactor pressure
| vessel upper headr Noncompliance

,
'

adequacy of specifi- 454/82-27-02 '

| cations for structural 455/82-21-02
l bolted connections Oontractor failure
L Licensee actions on to install hangers

previously identified in accordance with
items design requirements |

& failure to provide |
quality control in- ),

i spection, failure j
to have written pro-
cedures for instal-
lation of bolted
connections !

(U)454/82-27-03 1

455/82-21-03 ;

Failure of S&L to |

!properly translate,

SAR commitments to
installation drawings

: & procedures appears
to be reportable l

under 10 CFR 50.55(e) i

I !

Noncompliance .

454/82-27-04 |
455/82-21-04

'

Lifting of Unit 1 )
& Unit 2 reactor

|

j' components without a i

procedure

l
;

i

\.

l ,

l

I

. - - . - -
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ATTACIMENT B-1'

,

'

.

SUMMARY OF CIVIL PENALTIES IMPOSED

Total Fines Commonwealth Edison Company

1974 - 1978 1979 - 1982

Facility Total Fines Average Fines Total Fines _ Average Fines

Dresden (2) $ 46,500 $ 23,250 (3) $ 102,000 $ 34,000

Quad-Cities (1) 25,000 25,000 (1) 4,000 4,000

Zion (2) 34,000 17,000 (1) 100,000 100,000

.

LaSalle -0- -0- -0- -0-'

Byron -0- -0- -0- -0-

Braidwood -0- -0- -0- -0-

All Power (28)395,250 14,100 (70)4,073,000 58,185
Reactors

Total-RIII (8) 141,500 17,687 (13) 624,000 48,000
Power Reactors

CECO Power (5) 105,500 21.100 (5) 206,000 41,200y

| Reactors
;

i
u;

i

,

$

!

|
|

|

- --- - - ....mo,, . . . . . , _ . . . , , _ . . . . .
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KEY TO ATTACHENT B-2

TOTAL ITEMS OF NONCOMPLIANCE

'

Average of Region III plants. (Including._._._.

83 all of La Salle 1 and Marble Hill)

Average of Region III plants. (Including-----------

82 all of Marble Hill and La Salle 1 when
itwasunderconstruction)

Average of all Ceco plants. (Including. ...........

75 La Salle 1 only when it was under con-
struction. Operating License was issued
on April 17,1982)

i' Average of Region III plants excluding
87 MarbleHill(Constructionstarted8/24/77).

|| Including La Salle 1 when site was under
con;truction.

,

,
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|

*
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SALP 1 Information Sumary
-

.

(forthePeriod 7/1/79-6/30/80)
Reactor Sites Under Construction

i

Site Rating -

,

Byroa Units 1 & 2 e Average
Braidwood Units 1&2 Average .

.

i LaSalle Units 182 Average

Nationally Region 111
,

Ratings Number of Sites Percentage Number of Sites Percentage

Above Average 0 0 0 0''

Average 36 83.7 7 70
Below Average 7 16.3 3 30

.

Operating Reactors

Site Rating
'

Dresden Units 1. 2&3 Average

Quad Cities Units 1&2 Average
Zion Units 1&2 Average

Nationally Region til
Ratings Number of Sites Percentage Number of Sites Percentage

Above Average 9 18 2 15.4
.:
!! Average 26 52 9 69.2.

15 30 2 15.4Below Average ;
-

a
|.
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e

e

-
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e

4
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SALP 2 SUMMARY RAYINGS '!;

.

A RacIbn III casrancTIon stras jj,,,

1;-

!. ,.
-

.

- .

d i8 I
'.& = !-

Q- 9 > ~
. a u .

g e i
runctional ; d 1 a t ::

g a e N N e
j 1.

a o

$ d a 3 f a 2 j.Ar e =

| *:
t l.
| iquality Assurance 3 2 NR 2 2 2 2 NR 3

|. '.
,

|
-

i.

Soils and Foundations NR NR 2 NR NR 2 3 NR NR .f
t?

- g;
Icentstament ' 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 NR

i

Piping Systems 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 NR [
p|*

I:
.

Safety Components 2 2 2 NR 2 2 2 2 NR
' '

(['
<

Support Systems 2 NR NR NR NR 2 1 2 NR ,I

\l-

,

Electrical 2 3 3 NR 2 2 3 3 N1
,

l'

*

.i.

16C Systems 2 2 NR 2 2 NR NR 2 NR [
l

Licensing Activities 2 2 1 2 2 NR 2 1 - 2
!j'
r;.

. ..

!NR - Not Rated. i.

. i'',
. ;

.

F.

.6
_ _ - - - _ _ _ _ __
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SALP 2 SUtenRY RATINGS
4

,

'ci REGION III OPERATDIG FIJITS -

*

|(|. n .

Flaats $ 3d
,. ,, i ,

I:
S IE $ # '

eo
b U I# " U* ti:* *

a e Ej E o 4 g
,

e w he =go
g 4 t # :-Functional A

* . .e e :,

Areas J.T ) S y V % S 1 j
~ '

.-< . .

3 4 8 8 8 3 5 & 2 2 E- & u ;,
-

.

l'.

Operations 1 2 2 3 3 1 3 1 2 2. 1 1 2
.

j e
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UNITED STATES# / ',
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONs ,,,

{ } REstoms us
.

. J vos noossvest mono

%...../ etsw sttyw.ntasomestar
)
:

February 7,1983 ;

!

.. .'

Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATIN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

'

Gentlemen:-

This refers to the special inspection conducted by 18r. D. W. Nayes of this
office on December 2, 5, 7, 8 and 27-29, 1982 and January 4-6 and 14, 1983,
of activities at the Byron Station Units 1 and 2 authorised by NRC Gon-
struction Permits No. CPPR-130 and No. CPPR-131. H is also refers to the
discussion of our findings with Messrs. k'allace Tuetken. De1 George and
others of your staff during a seating in our offices on January 14, 1983. '

he purpose of this special inspection was to deterstne the involvement
of Mr. Peter E. Stoefsy-Stitz in certain safety related activities at the
Byron station. Mr. Stoefay-Stitz, who was a former worker at the Byron
site, exp.tessed concerns relative to the construction of Syron station in
an affidavit dated September 23, 1582. This inspection also addressed some
of the specific concerns (allegations) contained in the affidavit.

During this inspection, no new items of noncompliance with NRC requirements
were identified, however, another example of inadequats training and quali-
fication/ certification of QC inspectors was identified as described in the
enclosed report. In view of the fact that this activity took place in 1979,
your current program for reinspection of structure steel bolting and your'

actions taken or being taken relative to qualification of quality control
inspectors in response to our Inspection Reports No. 50-454/82-05;
50-455/82-04, no reply to this example is required.
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Commonwealth Edison Company 2 February 7, 1983

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure (s)
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,
by telephone, within ten days of the date of this letter and submit written
application to withhold information contained therein within thirty days of
the date of this letter. Such application must be consistent with the re-
quirements of 2.790(b)(1). If we do not hear from you in this regard within
the.specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter and the enclosed
inspection soport will be placed in the Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.

| Sincerely,

ffc dyk
'

C. E. Norelius, Director
Division of Projects and

Resident Programs,

|

Enclosures:
1. Inspection Reports

| No. 50-454/82-25(DPRP)
and No. 50-455/82-19(DPRP)

2. Appendix A

cc w/encls:
Louis 0. De1 George, Director

cf Nuclear Licensing
.

V. I. Schlosser Project Manager
| Gunner Sorensen, Site Project
I Superintendent
| R. E. Quario, Station
| Superintendent

'

DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII Byron
Resident Inspector, RIII

Braidwood
Karen Borgstadt, Office of
Assistant Attorney General

Myron M. Cherry
Diane Chevez, DAARE/ SAFE
Steve Goldberg, ELD

RIII III RIII

/sv a ,op
'

2/3/83 J/7 ,
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Reports No. 50-454/82-25(DPRP); 50 455/82-19(DPRP)
..

Docket Nos. 50-454; 50-455 Licenses No. CPPR-130 CPPR-131

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

i
,

Facility Name: Syron Station |

|Inspection At: Byron Construction Site, Byron, IL |

.

Inspection Conducted: December 2, 3, 7, 8, 27-29, 1982 and January 4-6
and 14, 1983

V 2 /7/8 'SWInspector: D. W. e
/g( ,14

Approved By: R. C. Knop, Chief 1 - 7- Y 3
Projects Branch 1

Inspection Summary

Inspection on December 2. 3. 7. 8, 27-29, 1982 and January 4-6 and 14. 1983 |
(Reports No. 50-454/82-25(DPRP): 50-455/82-19(DPRP)) '

Areas Inspected: Receipt inspection records for tendons, tendon accessories ;
and masonry block; storage inspection records for tondons, tendon accessories,
masonry biccks and concrete aggregate and field inspection records for struc-
tural steel bolting. The inspection involved a total of 70 inspector-hours
onsite by one NRC inspector.
Results: Of the areas inspected no new items of noncompliance were identified.

.
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A. Purpose of Inspection

The purpose of this specia' inspection was to determine the involvementl

of Mr. Peter E. Stomfay-Stitz in certain safety related activities at
the Byron Station. Mr. Stonfay-Stitz is one of three former workers at
the Byron site who expressed concerns relative to the construction of
Byron Station in affidavits filed in support of "DAARE/ SAFE's Motion to

.. , Reconsider Summary Disposition of Contention 1 With Respect to Quality
Assurance and Quality Control" (September 23, 1982). The results of
this inspection also provided background information and identified the
scope and areas where further inspection effort was needed to determine
the validity of Mr. Stomfay-Stitz's concerns (allegations). These
allegations as understood by the NRC are listed in Appendix A to this
report.

Persons Contacted

! Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO)

G. Sorensen, Project Superintendent
R. Tuetken, Assistant Project Superintendent
J. J. dihovilovich, Structural Supervisor
M. A. Stanish, QA Superintendent
R. B. Klingler, QA Supervisor

Blount Brothera Corporation (BBC)

Dan Wilson, QA Manager (Corporate)
R. H. Bay, QA/QC Manager
R. Donica, Former QA/QC Manager (by telephone)
R. Barnhart, Project Engineer

The inspector also contacted and interviewed other licensee and contractor
personnel during the inspection.

B. General Information

i
1. Work Activities

.

Mr. Stoefay-Stitz, following graduation from high school in June
1978, started work with tt Blount Brothers Corporation, a general

*

contractor at the Byron construction site. From June 13, 1978 to
October 28, 1978 Mr. Stoefay-Stitz's job title was Time Checker.
On October 28, 1978 he was certified as a QA/QC trainee for a
material controller position. On January 9, 1979 he was certified

| as a Level I QA/QC inspector in that position. On April 4, 1979,.

| he terminated his employment with Blount Brothers.
|

Since Mr. Stoefay-Stitz's job as a Time Checker did not involve
, safety related activities under the jurisdiction of the NRC, this

report covers only his activities as a QA/QC inspector in those ,
areas he expressed concern.

.
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Mr. Stoefay-Stitz's activities as a QA/QC inspector involved material
Receipt and Storage inspections and Field inspections relative to the
concrete batch plant and structural steel in the containment buildings.

2. Requirements

a. Sargent and Lundy specification No. F2722 is applicable to the. ..

work performed by the Blount Brothers Corporation at the Byron
Station. Sargent and Lundy (S&L) is the architect engineer.

b. Specificatica F2722 spells out the quality requirements that
must be met by Blount Brothers and commits them to other S&L
standard specifications including form BY/BR/NW which involves
masonry work and Form 1705-R which involves erection of
structural steel.

The Bloant Brothers' procedures applicable to the activitiesc.
. .

performed by Mr. Stomfay-Stitz were:

No.10 Revision 3 Titled, " Receiving, Storage and Handling".

No. 31 Revision 0 and Revision 1, Titled, " Receiving Storing.

and Inspection of Post Tensioning Tendons" (This procedure
supplements No. 10)

No. 21 Revision 2. Titled, Structural Steel Erection.

d. The Blount Brothers' Quality Assurance Program required for the
time period in question (October 1978 to April 1979) that the
qualification of inspection examination and testing personnel be

! accomplished in accordance with ANSI N45.2.6.1973. Blount
Brothers' procedure No. 33. Titled, " Personnel Qualification and
Certification Procedure" implements this requirement.

Section 3 of ANSI N45.2.6 defines the qualification requirements
and Paragraph 3.2 spells out the specific required capabilities,
both physical and technical.

e. The Blount Brothers' QA Program Manual Revision 1 Issue 2 in
Paragraph 2.6 defines the responsibilities of a Quality Control
Material Inspector (also called a Material Controller) as
follows:

(1) Supervise incoming inspection

(2) Review acceptability of vendor supplied documentation
,

(3) Arranges and monitors storage and handling of construction.

itsms and performs related functions as indicated in Quality
Control Programs

t

.
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3. Trainina and Certification

The CECO and BBC Quality Assurance programs and ANSI N45.2.6 requires .

that each person who verifies conformance of work activities to |quality requirements shall be certified as being qualified to parform !

his assigned work. This certification must be supported by appropri-
ate measures such as education or training, testing, evaluation and. . .

periodic review to assure the initial and continued proficiency. A- 1

review of Mr. Stoefay-Stitz's educatios, experience and training file
indicates that he met the minimum requirements for the activities he
was certified to perform.

Mr. Stomfay-Stitz's file also indicates he received over 15 hours of
training on structural steel bolting on the following dates:
November 2, 9, 10, 13 and December 15, 1978. In addition a memoa

dated January 8,1979, signed by Mr. Stoefay-Stits stated he had
studied BBC QA/QC work procedures including No. 21 which is the-

procedure for structural steel erection. However, a review of the
inspector's file who provided the training indicated that he was
certified only as a Level I inspector and his certification at that
time did not include structural steel erection. Thus the adequacy
of the training received by Mr. Stoefay-Stitz on structural steel
erection is questionable.

His allegation in this area is substantiated. (Appendix A Ites 13).

NRC Region III Inspection Reports No. 50-454/83-02; 50-455/83-02
provides additional information relative to structure steel bolting.

It should be noted that Mr. Stoefsy-Stitz's certification as a
Level I QC Material Inspector did not include etructural steel
erection. Further, as stated above, the BBC inspector performing the
review and evaluation of the results of 6 of the 8 inspections con-
ducted by Mr. Stomfay-Stitz in this ares was also not certified for
this activity. This is contrary to the requirements af 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, ANSI N45.2.6 and CECO and BBC quality assurance programs
and is another example of an item of noncompliance concerning
inadequate training and qualification / certification of QC inspectors
as documented in the Appendix to the transmittal letter for Reports
No. 50-454/82-05; 50-455/82-04. Resolution of this matter will be
accomplished pursuant to that for Reports No. 50-454/82-05;
50-455/82-04.

Discussions with CECO and BBC personnel indicate the structural steel
inspections performed by Mr. Stomfay-Stitz were surveillances only for
general information and not acceptance inspections.,

However,therecordsdonotclearlyreflectthisfact$

It should be noted that due to subsequent design and other changes
affecting bolting criteria the structural steel in containment is
presently being reinspected. (See Section C.4 of this report and
Reports No.50-454/83-02; 50-455/83-02 for additional information in
this area.) ;

i
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C. Inspection Activities

1. General

Based on discussions with cognizant Ceco and BBC personnel and a
review of loss and records it was de+ ermined that the specific
activities performed by Mr. Stomfay-Stitz while he was a QA/QC.-

inspector for Blount Brothers at the Byron Site were as follows:

Receiving Inspection

Items

Tendons and Accessories
Concrete Materials
Masonry Block and Accessories

- Grout
Structural Steel and Bolting Materials
Fire Proofing Materials
Cadwald Materials
Reinforcing Steel
Concrete Expansion Anchors .

Welding Materials (Via Hunter Corporation)

Storage Inspection

Items
.

'

Tendons and Acces.scries
Concrete Materials

) Masonry Blocks
t Embedments
| Cadweld Materials

Reinforcing Steel
Structural Steel.

Field Inspectier.s

Items
1

Concrete Batch Plant.

Structural Steel in Containment

Only those activities were reviewed where questions _or concerns were
expressed by Mr. Stomfay-Stitz in his affidavit. Specifically these
were:.

Receipt and Storage of Tendons and accessories, including.

inspection of tendon buttonheads while in storage.

Storage of concrete aggregate including segregation and.
,

quarantine of nonconforming aggregate.

!
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Receipt and Storage of Masonary blocks.

Field inspections relative to structural stool..

As previously stated this review involved discussions with cognizant
personnel and examination of documents including log books, inspec-
tion reports, deviation and nonconformance reports and memorandues by.

Mr. Stoefay-Stitz concerning his inspection activities and findings.
2. Receivina Inspections

a. Tendons and Accessories

A review of the Receiving and Inspection los took (No.1) which
is maintained by the Material Controller, indicated that the

j following receiving and inspection (R&I) reports involved
tendons and accessories received from INRYCO during the period,

October 18, 1978 through April 4, 1979.

Mr. Stomfay-Stitz's name or initials appear on all of these
reports, however, he was the accepting inspector on only the last
four (No's 2762, 2776, 2782 and 2827). Mr. R. Barnhart was the
reviewer and accepting inspector for the majority of the others.

R&I Report R&I Report R&I Report
No. Date No. Date No. Date

2546 10/18/78 2613 11/09/78 2679 12/05/78
2564 10/20/78 2636 11/06/78 2688 12/14/78
2563 10/25/78 2625 11/04/78 2684 12/11/78
2568 10/27/78 2637 11/17/78 2693 12/18/78
2575 10/23/78 2643 11/16/78 2697 12/19/78
2576 10/31/78 2644 11/21/78 2710 12/28/78
2579 11/01/78 2654 11/27/78 2714 12/21/78
2603 11/07/78 2655 11/28/78 2715 12/22/78
2606 11/08/78 2669 11/?O/78 2762 02/06/79
2612 11/09/78 2674 12/04/78 2776 02/09/79

2782 02/12/79
2827 03/07/79

The above listed Receiving and Inspection Reports were reviewed.-

.

All applicable inspection items on the check list for each report
were marked acceptable except for the following:

R&I Report No. probles.

j 2603 Ites 9, which concerns coatings and
: preservatives, was marked N/A (Not
i Applicable) by Mr. Stoefay-Stits.'

This was marked out and initialed
by Mr. R. Barnhart and the accept-
able column checked. -

|
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2613 Item 4, which concerns shifting of |
material, etc., indicated tendons
17DE and 14DE were rejected per
M. Pendelton (a Ceco employee). A
note signed by Mr. Stomfay-Stits
stated tendons had shifted during
shipping and fell off bloc' king. . .

separating the tendons causing
them to lie on top of each other.-
Follovup on the resolution of
rejected tendons 17 DE and 14DE
established that they were returned
to INRYCO. At the INRYC0 plant they4

were reconditioned, reinspected and
reshipped to the Byron site (Report
No. 2625) and all applicable inspec-
tion items were then found to be.

,

acceptable.

2625 Note on report stated, for docu-
mentation for tendons 17DE and 14DE.

see R&I Report No. 2613. For
tendons 39DT and 42DT see R&I Report
No. 2443.

2654 Item 3, which concerns possible
environmental damage, was marked ;

see note attached. The attached i

note, addressed to M. Pendleton,
CECO dated November 27, 1978,
1:45 p.m., stated: "Upon arrival
at the Byron Station the Rock
containing tendons 62DT and 65DT
(Part No. 572) was found to have
excessive moisture in bottom of
shipping bag and on dunnage. Mark .

I(Mr. Pendleton) said to accept them
and place a large slit in bottom of |
shipping bag. Inspection,of the ;.

tendons showed no nicks or rust.",

| The note was signed by both Hessrs..
j

|
Stomfay-Stitz and Barnhard. A
review of the original note revealed
two discrepancies: (1) the last
sentence was in'different colored

# ink, and (2) on the original note
! Mr. Barnhard's signature is below~

Mr. Stomfay-Stitz and on the copy
it is above his signature. The
significance of these discrepancies
is not known.

,

I

The storage and staging inspection
| reports (BB File No. 35.02.02) were
:

|
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reviewed for tendons 62DF and 65DF.
This inspection, which is conducted |

just prior to tendon installation. |
indicated that all applicable in- '

spection criteria was acceptable for
these tendons. The date of the

. inspection was October 27, 1981.-

Further the pull cards for these '

tendons was reviewed and they also
indicated the wire condition to be
"A" (highest level of acceptability).

2693 Items 7 and 14, which concern
'

documentation were marked as
deficiencies - Proper documentation
was not received with shipment for
tendons 15DE and 18DE Quarantine.

tag tio. Q11-271A & B applied.

2693A Dated January 8, 1979, stated
documentation received for tendons
15DE and 18DE Quarantine tags removed.

2715 Items 7 and 14 marked defective
documentation not received for
tendon 19FE.

2715A Dated February 1, 1979, stated
documentation received for tendon
19FE Quarantine tag No. Q11-272
removed.

2827 R&I report marked Nonsafety
Related - Items received were
wire samples.

A review of the Deviation Report log for the period January 1
1978 through April 4, 1979, indicated that five Deviation Reports,

were issued relative to receipt inspection of tendons and tendon
accessories. They were:

*
DR No. 274 dated March 29, 1978. Tendons 63BA and 64BA.

were dirty and were rejected and returned to INRYCO.
'

DR No. 275 dated April 12, 1978. Tendons 65BA and 66BA.

were dirty and were rejected and returned to INRYCO..

DR No. 295 dated May 15, 1978. Tendons V147 and V148 were. .

dirty and were rejected and returned to INRYCO.

As a result of the above DRs INRYC0 issued Nonconformance Report
No. 781-4 to resolve the probles. Subsequently the problem was
resolved and the tendons were reconditioned and reinspected and

*

.
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reshipped to the Byron site. R&1 Reports 2164 dated June 14,
1978 for tendons 63BA, 64BA, 65BA and 66BA and 2223 dated June 29,
1978 for tendons V147 and V148 indicated that the tendons met all
applicable inspection criteria. -

'

DR No. 309 dated June 21, 1978. Tendons D1-24, 25, 26,'27.

28 and 29 and tendons D2-24, 25 and 26 had evidence of water- ..

daeage. Tendons were rejseted and returned to INRYCO.
|

These tendons were recor.ditioned and reinspected by INRYC0 i

and reshipped to the Byron site on August 28, 1978. Receipt '

inspection on August 28, 1978 and documented on R&1 Report
No. 2417 indicated tendons met all applicable inspection
criteria. |

DR No. 327 dated September 8, 1978. Tendons 25CB, 26CB,.

f . 39DF and 42DF loaded incorrectly. Tendons were rejected
and returned to INRYCO.

Tendons were reconditioned and reinspected by INRYC0
and reshipped to the Byron site on October 5, 1978. R&1
Report No. 2498 indicates tendons met all applicable
inspection criteria.

The tendons represented by these Divietion Reports were
received prior to Mr. Stomfay-Stitz's employment as a QA/QC
inspector with Blount Brothers.

Mr. Stosfay-Stitz's allegation that many times he found noncon-
forming tendons during receipt inspection (Appendix & Item 1) is
not substantiated. His allegation that nonconformances resulted
from the mistreatment during transfer (Appendix A Item 3) is
substantiated in part, however, these nonconformances cecurred
before or after his employment as a QA/QC inspector for Blount
Brothers. Further the nonconforming tendons were properly
identified and the problems resolved in accordance with
requirements.

'b. Masonry Blocks

A review of the Receiving and Inspection Los book No. I which
is osintained by the Material Controller, indicated that the
following receiving and inspection reports involved masonry
blocks received from the Eller and Villey Block Company during
the period October 19, 1978 through April 4,.1979.

~

Mr. Stoefay-Stitz's name or initials appear on all of these
reports, however, he was the accepting inspector on only those
dated January 9, 1979 and later.

. T
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R&I Report R&I Report R&I Report
No. Date No. Date No. Date

2552 10/19/78 2676 12/06/78 2789 02/14/79
2560 10/23/78 2681 12/08/78 2790 02/15/79
2561 10/24/78 2685 12/12/78 2794 02/16/79

.- 2562 10/25/78 2687 12/13/78 2796 02/19/79
2570 10/30/78 2692 12/15/78 2797 02/20/79
2580 10/20/78 2694 12/18/78 2803 02/22/79 |
2581 11/01/78 2698 12/19/78 2805 02/23/79 |
2593 11/02/78 2702 12/21/78 2812 02/26/79
2594 11/03/78 2703* 12/26/78 2818 03/01/79
2600 11/06/78 2709 12/29/78 2819 03/02/79
2602 11/07/78 2721 01/08/79 2823 03/05/79
2609 11/08/78 2722 01/09/79 2825 03/06/79
2614 11/09/78 2726 01/10/79 2826 03/07/79'

2618 11/10/78 2731 01/11/79 2833 03/08/79
-

2628 11/14/78 2732 01/17/79 2837 03/09/79
2631 11/15/78 2736 01/18/79 2839 03/12/79
2635 11/16/78 2742 01/23/79 2847 03/14/79
2640 11/20/78 2749 01/30/79 2849 03/15/79
2646 11/21/78 2757 02/02/79 2853 03/16/79
2650 11/22/78 2760 02/05/79 2857 03/19/79
2659 11/27/78 2766 02/06/79 2859 03/20/79s

2660 11/28/78 2767 02/07/79 2862 03/22/79.

2663 11/29/78 2722 02/08/79 2866 03/23/79
2664 11/30/78 2774 02/09/79 2870 03/26/79
2670 12/04/78 2779 02/13/79 2871 03/28/79

*hr. Stomfay-Stitz was not involved in this inspection.

A detailed review was performed on the above listed Receiving
and Inspection reports. This documentation indicated that all
of the masonry blocks were found to be acceptable and met re-
quirements of all applicable inspection criteria. There were
a entries on these reports relative to wet or dirty blocks, inn
fact notations were on over 50 percent of the reports that the
blocks were tarped on the truck for weather protection.

~

A review of the Deviation Report los for the period January 1,
1976 through September 1, 1980, indicated three Deviation Reports

| were issued relative to receipt inspection of masonry blocks.
'Ihey were: ,

DR No. 250 dated January 13, 1978. The deviation description.

was that 96 8x8x16 inch hollow masonry blocks were damaged on,

arrival at the job site.

The damaged blocks were scrapped and the vendor notified to
use more care in loading.

T
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DR Wo. 330 dated September 18, 1978. The deviation de-.

scription was that the masonry units (blocks) delivered
! September 11, 1978 (R&I No. 2458)' vere not protected

sgainst moisture and became drenched during rainy weather.

The blocks were rejected and returned to the supplier.
...

DR No. 484 dated July 2, 1980. The deviation description was ;
.

that two pallets of block were broken during unloading. !

The blocks were rejected and returned to the vendor.
|

The masonry blocks represented by those Deviation Reports
,

were received either before or after Mr. Stomfay-Stitz's
employment as a QA/QC inspector with Slount Brothers.

!
-

Mr. Stoefay Stitz's allegation that many times concrete
blocks (masonry) would arrive wet or dirty (Appendix A,
item 10) is g substantiated.

3. Etorate Inspections

a. Tendons and Accessories

A review of the storage control log book, which is usintained by
the Material Controller, indicated that the following storage
inspection reports involved tendons and accessories during the
period October 27, 1978 through April 4, 1979.

Mr. Stoefay-Stitz's name or initials appear on all of these
reports, however, he was the accepting inspector on only those
reports dated December 29, 1978 and later. Mr. R. Barnhart was
the reviewer and accepting inspector for the majority of the
other reports.

R&I Report R&I Report R&I Report,

No. Dats No. Date No. Date
.

825 10/27/78 886 12/15/78 947 02/09/79830 10/27/78 888 12/22/78 952 02/09/79833 11/03/78 893 12/22/78 955 02/16/79,

838 11/02/78 897 12/29/78 960 02/16/79841 11/10/78 902 12/29/78 964 02/23/79846 11/10/78 906 01/05/79 969 02/23/79849 11/17/78 911 01/05/79 ~ 974 03/07/79854 11/17/78 914 01/12/79 979 03/02/79-

857 11/24/78 919 01/12/79 983 03/09/79
,

862 11/24/78 922 01/19/79 988 03/09/79
"

865 12/01/78 927 01/19/79 992 03/16/79
. 870 12/01/78 930 01/26/79 997 03/16/79'

873 12/08/78 935 01/26/79 1001 03/23/79
| 878 12/08/78 939 02/02/79 2006 ' 03/23/79 '

! 881 12/15/78 944 02/02/79 1010 03/30/79
1015 03/30/79
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A detailed review was performed on the above listed storage
inspection reports. (Although the log book did not indicate his
involvement two other storage inspection reports for tendons and

; tendon accessories had Mr. Stonfay-Stitz's signature on them.
L They were reports No. 817 and 822 both dated October 20, 1978.)
' This documentation (all the above listed reports) indicated that

.- the tendon storage conditions met all applicable inspection-

! criteria. There were no, adverse tendon storage condition noted
on any of these reports.

Subsequent to Mr. Stomfay-Stitz's employment with Blount Brothers
as a QA/QC inspector, rust was discovered on many of the tendons
and was contributed to storage conditions. This was documented
on BB Deviation Report No. 415 and resulted in an inspection of
all Unit I vertical and horizontal tendons. The results of this
inspection are documented in DR No. 415 dated August 20, 1979.

* Six horizontal tendons were rejected, one of which was cut up for
* testing. The results of this testing and an engineering evalus-

tion later resulted in accepting two of the remaining five
tendons. The rest were replaced by INRYCO.

Because Mr. Stoefay-Stitz had no direct knowledge that tendon
damage occurred during storrge (or if he did have knowledge ha
failed to note it on his inspection reports) his allegation con-
cerning improper tendon storage conditions is not considered
substantiated. (Appendix A Item 5)

Appendix A Items 2 and 6 concern allegations by Mr. Stomfay-Stitz
! whether all nonconforming tendens were completely repaired by the
i manufacturer and if all defective tendon button heads were

identified.

No record of the two day inspection participated in by
Mr. Stomfay-Stitz during the winter of 1978, could be located
(Appendix A Item 6). However, discussions with cognizant con-
tractor and CECO personnel confirmed such an inspection took
place. As explained by BB and CECO personnel, the purpose of
this inspection was not to determine acceptability or unaccept-
ability of each tendon buttonhead but to estimate the extent of
the problem to assist in planning corrective action.

,

! Personnel from INRYCO, the tendon manufacturer, conducted a
! field inspection on November 16 and 17, 1978, on the accessible

buttonheads of 46 tendons. The results of this inspection
indicated that buttonheads on 13 of the 46 teridons did not meet
the then existing buttonhead crack criteria in INRYC0 Specifi-

,

cation No. 1610 and should have been rejected in the INRYC0 shop.
Subsequent to this inspection finding, the following took place:

On November 28, 1978, CECO reported the matter to the.

NRC Region III office purusant to the requirements of,
10 CTR 50.55(e).

12
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On November 30, 1978, INRYC0 initiated Nonconformance Report.

No. 781-9.

On December 1, 1978. CECO notified BB that all tendons were| .

| on hold.
*

On December 1, 1978, Memo issued by R. Donica, BB QA Manager,. .

to Mr. Stoefay-Stitz advising his of the tendon hold status.

and directed him to verify that all three tendon storage
locations are signed accordingly.

On December 5, 1978, Ceco issued Nonconformance Report.

No. F-306.

On January 9-11, 1979, an inspection conducted by NRC; .

|, Region III inspectors included a preliminary review of the
( buttonhead deficiencies reported by Ceco (see I&E Inspect. ion

Reports No. 50-454/79-01; 50-455/79-01).

On January 19, 1979 NRC Region III inspectors initiated a.

followup inspection relative to the tendon buttonhead
deficiencies. (see IEE Inspection Reports No. 50-454/79-04;
50-455/79-04).

On February 7-9, 1979, NRC Region III inspectors conduct a.

second followup inspection relative to the status of the
resolution of the tendon buttonhead problem (see IEE
Inspection Reports No. 50-454/79-03; 50-455/79-03).

On March 26,1979. INRYC0 issued a report on resolution ofi .
'

INRYC0 NCR 781-9.

! On October 16, 1979, CECO closed out NCR F-306 based on.

! resolution of INRYC0 NCR 781-9. '

For additional details on the resolution of the buttonhead
deficiencies and other actions taken by CECO and BB to assure
that the post tensioning tendons installed at Byron meet design
requirements (see NRC Region III Inspection Reports-

No. 50-454/82-28; 50-455/82-22).
.

The allegations that INRYC0 did not completely repair nonconforming
tendons and that tendon buttonheads with excessive cracks may have
gone undetected is not substantiated.

b. Masonry Blocks
.

The storage inspection reports for masonry blocks was reviewed
; for the period August 4, 1978 through April 4, 1979 (BB File
| No. 10.02.01). The report numbers and dates of the inspections

are listed below. The inspections documented on Report Nos 134
through 810 were conducted prior to Mr. Stoefay-Stitz's invols e-
ment as a QA/QC inspector for Blount Brothers. The remaining
reports listed were signed by Mr. Stoefay-Stitz.

.

13
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R&1 Report - R&I Report R&I Report
No. Date No. Egg No. ggg
734 08/04/78 818 10/20/78 907 01/05/79

,

740 08/11/78 826 10/27/78 915 01/12/79746 08/18/78 834 11/02/78 923 01/19/79754 08/25/78 842 11/10/78 931 01/16/79
- ..

362 09/01/78 850 11/17/78 940 02/02/79770. 09/08/78 858 11/24/78 956 02/16/79778 09/15/78 866 12/01/78 965 02/23/79
i

'

786 ,09/22/78 874 12/08/78 975 03/02/79'792 09/29/78 882 12/15/78 984 03/09/79802 10/06/78 889 12/22/78 993 03/16/79810 10/13/78 898 12/29/78 1002 03/23/79
1011

Report No.1011 did not have an inspection date entered. It was
-

stamped received on April 4, 1979, by BB QA department.

No adverse storage conditions were noted on any of these reports
with the exception of Report No. 778. Report 778 references
DR No. 330. (See Report Section C.2.b above for a description of
DR 330)

No entries were made relative to wet or dirty blocks.

c. Concrete Amareaste .

This section of the report addresses, in part, the allegation
that some, if not all, condemned concrzte aggregate was used in
producing concrete for safety related structures. (Appendix A
Item 8) NRC Region III Inspection Report No. 50-454/82-28;
50-455/82-22 provides complete information on this and other

| related allegations in the Civil Engineering field including
l

post tensioning tendons and masonry blocks.

A review of inter-office menos relative to batch plant inspections
identified the following listed memos which concern concrete as-

*

gregate. All the menos are signed by Mr. Stomfay-Stitz and were
addressed to Mr. R. Donica unless otherwise noted. Mr. Donica
was the BB QA manager during Mr. Stoefay-Stitz's employment by

*

Blount Brothers.

Memo dated February 27, 1979
.

" Periodic check of the coarse agg. stock pile verified hold.

; status of " ENTIRE" stock pile in effect per failing gradation of
. the formerly acceptable south face of stock pile. No Category I

concrete was made today.

,

.
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Memo dated March 22, 1979

"Per failing gradation test done by Pittsburg Testing Lab, the.
entire eastern face of the coarse aggregate pile has been placed
on hold, marked with sign and yellow safety tape. Novever, the
south face of the stock pile was found to be acceptable. The, ,

Batch plant and-loader operator has been instructed to only use..

coarse aggregate from the south and of the stockpile. I will
periodically check to see that aggregate is only being taken
from the south side of stock pile. The failies aggregate is
being moved to a separate area ova
marked and used for backfill only.7' from stock pile and is being

Memo dated March 23, 1979

" Periodic checks of the stock pile of coarse agg. verified that.

hold signs and yellow safety tape are still in place along eastern.

face of stock pile. Batch plant and-loader operator was observed
removing 'oarse aggregate from acceptable southside of stockc
pile."

!

Nemo dated 3/26/79

" Periodic checks of coarse aggregate stock pile verified that hold
status of the eastern face of pile is still in effect. It is
signed and roped off accordingly. No concrete was made today."

Memo dated March 28, 1979

To Roger Weber "Due to failing gradation tests done by PTL at the
coarse aggregate stock pile, the entire pile has been placed on
hold."

"Please notify se of any future Cat. I pours on placement."

Memo dated March 29, 1979

To Pete Stomfay-Stitz from Roger Weber. "Please be advised
.

that there will be Category I concrete poured at the following
locations on March 29, 1979.

(1) 401 el. Lift out slabs 10 and L-Q
(2) 401 el. Block out in slab
(3) 439 Lift out slab

|

Memo dated March 29, 1979
,

i "Due to failing gradation tests done by PTL at the coarse Agg.'

stockpile, hold status is still in effect for entire stockpile.
Acceptable coarse Agg. has been deliver 6d on site and was used
today to batch Category I concrete. I observed the batch plant
end-loader operator removing aggregate from acceptable stockpile."

.
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Memo dated March 30. 1979

To Pete Stoefay-Stitz from Roger Weber. "Please be advised that :
'

a Category I pour is scheduled for March 30, 1979. The location
of the pour is: Safety valve room walls N.W. side of Cont. No. 2." |

Memo dated March 30, 1979..

"Due to falling gradation tests at the coarse Agg. stockpile,
hold status is still in effect for EhTIRE stockpile. Acceptable
coarse Agg. has been delivered onsite and was used today to batch,

Category I concrete. Signs stating " Acceptable Coarse Aggregate"
have been posted. I have observed the batch plant and-loader

,

,
'

operator removing aggregate from acceptable stockpile."

It would appear from these menos, which were the only ones
found concerning concrete aggregate, that not only was con-'

desned aggregate not used for safety related concrete but,

| that Mr. Stoefay-Stitz took added and appropriate steps to
j observe and verify that it was not improperly used. Further it

was determined during an interview with Mr. Stoefsy-Stitz on ,

January 29, 1983, that he had no first hand knowledge nor had
anyone ever informed him that nonconforming aggregate was used ;

, to produce Category I concrete. His allegation concerning
l improper use of nonconforming aggregate is not substantiated

(Appendix A Item 8).

, 4. Field Inspections

Structure Steel Boltinz -

The B1 cunt Brothers' QA/QC surveillance reports for structural steel
erection (File No. 11.01.01) were revievid for the period October 1978
to March 1980. *

No deficiencies were noted on any of the estimated 400 surveillance
reports for this period. Eight of these reports were initialled or
signed by Mr. Stoefey-Stits. They were dated:

1 .

| 2/14/79 2/20/79 3/2/79 3/8/79 3/20/79
| 3/22/79 3/30/79 4/2/79

As stated previously Mr. Stoefay-Stitz was never certified to inspect
structural steel bolting. Further, the BB inspector reviewing six of
the eight inspection reports by Mr. Stoefay-Stitz was also not certi-
fled. The BB inspectors reviewing the other two inspection reports.

by Mr. Stoefay-Stitz were certified.

See NRC Region III Inspection Reports No. 50-454/83-02; 50-455/83-02
for complete information on structural steel bolting activities by
Blount Brothers. ,

16
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5. Miscellaneous

In regard to Appendix A Item 12, which conceras allegation ofa.
repeated incidents of change in design, a determination cannot
be made as to validity without more specific information (i.e.,
was the design change properly reviewed and approved and was

; the work inspected to the revised design.). . .

Changes in design are not unusual and frequently occur en a large
project such as Byron. Dese changes are necessary for a number

| of reasons including advance technology, errors, interferences,
| changes in equipment or component designs by the suppliers and
'

additional NRC requirements. The design changes referenced by
Mr. Stoefay-Stits very likely were initially documented on
Nonconformance Reports, Field Change Notices (i.e., occurred
after design drawings issued), then later were incorporated

'

into the drawings. From Mr. stostay-Stitz's statement it- -

appears this latter step, where drawings are brought up-to-datei

(i.e., As-built) is the source of his concerns. This bringing
i the drawings up-to-date, frequently occurs after the work is

completed which could be misinterpreted as improper by someone
not familiar with the process.

This allegation (Appendix A Ites 12) is not substantiated.
However during the interview with Mr. Stoefay-Stits on
January 29, 1985, he alleged that on several occasions he
personally called someone in the Sargent and Lundy (S&L)
Chicago office and obtained commitments to issue design changes
when an installation did not meet the initial design require-
ments. Mr. Stoefay-Stits could not recall the name of the S&L
Engineer nor could he provide any specified information on what
the changes were other than they primarily involved missing
items of structural steel. Further review of this item is
planned (454/82-25-01; 455/82-19-01).t

b. Appendix A Item 14 involves an allegation that Blount Brothers
! QA/QC staff at Byron was not separate and independent from

Blount's production staff.

10 CTR 50 Appendix 3, Criterion I requires: The authority and
duties of persons and organizations performing activities.

affecting the safety related functions of structures, systems
and componenets shall be clearly established and delineated in

| writing. These activities include both the performing functions
of attaining quality objectives and the quality assurance func-
tions. The quality assurance functions are those of (a) assuring,

that an appropriate quality assurance program is established and
effectively executed and ('o) verifying, such as by checking,
auditing, and inspection, that activities affecting the safety
related functions have been correctly performed.

The persons and organizations performing quality assurance'
functions shall have sufficient authority and organizational
freedom to identify quality probless; to initiate, recommend,
or provide solutions; and to verify implementation of solutions.

17
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such persons and organisations performing quality assurance
functions shall report to a management level such that this<

required authority and organisational freedom, factedias
sufficient independence from cost and schedule when opposed
to safety considerations, are provided.

' *

The Blount Brothers organisation charts for the quality assurance.

'

functions were reviewed for the period during Mr. Stonfay-Stitz's
i assignment as a QA/QC inspector. At that time, as today, the

onsite QA manager reports to an offsite corporate QA manager who
f in turn reports to a company corporate executive. No evidence

could be found to indicate that persons or organisations per-
forming quality assurance functions for Blount Brothers at Byron
station did not have sufficient authority and organizational,

freedom to identify quality problems; to initiate, recommend or'

provide solution and to verify implementation of solutions.,

~ '

i The fact that the site QA manager may consuIt with production
management personnel on pay scales or time off for QC anspectors
does not establish that insufficient authority or organisational
freedos exists to identify quality problems. For example the QA
manager would need to know production schedules to determine need
for QC inspector coverage.

,

This Allegation (Appendix A Ites 14) is not substantiated.

6. Manatement Meetina

A routine exit meeting was conducted with licensee and licensee contractor,

| personnel on January 14, 1983, at the NRC Region III offices in Glen Ellyn,
i Illinois. Those in attendance are listed below. The purpose of the meeting
I was to discuss the inspection findings to date documented in this report
'

and in Reports No. 50-454/82-26; 50-455/82-20; 50-454/82-28; 50-455/82-22;
50-454/83-02 and 50-455/83-02. |

The licensee was told that we had not fully completed our inspection in
regard to Mr. geith's affidavit nor had we conducted the planned interview
with Mr. Stoefay-Stits, but that if significant changes in our findings
resulted from these actions they wwuld be informed.

The licensee was cautioned that " white outs" and " black outs" were observed
on several documents reviewed during the course of the inspection and that,
although we were able to establish the initial entries on these specific
documents, the practice of whiting or blacking out entries on quality
records was not acceptable. The licensee representative stated that this
had occurred in the past but effective corrective action had been taken.

and that this problem no longer existed.

Attendance (Manatement Meetina)

Commonves1th Edison Company (Ceco) ,

M. J. Wallace, Assistant Manager of Projects - Byron Station 1.

L. De1 George, Staff Assistant

13
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R. Tuotken, Assistant Superintendent - Syron Station '

J. Mihovilovich, Lead Structural Engineer
G. Marcus, Director of Quality Asentance
M. A. Stanish, QA Supervisor - Byron Station
T. R. Tramm, Nuclear Licensing Administrator
W. M. Kiefer, Supervisor of Offsite Review, ,

Isham Lincoln and Beale

M. Miller, Attorney
B. Becker, Attorney

Blount Brothers Corporation

H. V. Williams, Project Manager - Byron
.R. Bay, QA/QC Manager - Byron i

Nunter Corporation

M. Soesag, QA Supervisor

Nuclear Reaulatory Commission

R. C. Knop, Chief Projects Branch 1
D. W. Mayes, Chief. Projects hection 13
D. H. Danielson, Chief, Materials and Processes Section
W. L. Forney, Senior Resident Inspector, Byron
L. McGregor, Senior Resident Inspector, Braidwood
J. M. Hinds, Jr., Project Inspector
D. E. Keating, Enginec-ing Inspector
J. F. Norton, Engineering Inspector
I. T. Yin Engineering Specialist

.

|
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Appendix.A
Mr. Stomf ay stits

ations/ concerns sapressed by20, 1932.
in his Affidavit date Septemberl

Tho below listed items are al eg
any nicks,h

(as understood by the NRC)dons visually to determine whet erMany times I found
during shipping.of the noncomplying tendons

I was told to examine the ten I was told by
other damage had occurredand authorized the returnnoncomplying

Even though following instructionsry personnel that returning t evenience to Blount and CE.
h1.

wetness or
such nonconformances
to the manufacturer.both Blount and CE supervisoturer presented an incon

4

in 1979, but I believe itto completely
!

tendons to the manufacon site later in 1973 ornuf acturer (INRYCO) was ab e
l

INRYC0 personnel caseunlikely that the te,ndon sa safety

repair, the noncomplying tendons.lted from the mistreatment of the
2'

at the Byronis

Many other nonconformances resu and storage of the tendonsfr
related tendons during trans e and dry, were3.

d d to keep the tendons cleanfor transportation to
Many of the plastic bags nee ewere loaded and unloaded
site.

as the tendons tect the

and from storage areas. which did not adequately pro
4. torn open '

/

j'

stored in tendon barns don
were d dampness. a two day inspection of teni n was rushedTendons

tendons from dirt an
conditions buttonhead crac sckies. Because the inspect omay have existed

5 d in
winter of 1978, I participate k /

buttonheads for excessive craIn the6.
iced. i h specifications,

and under terrible weatherin the tendons but went unnot regate failed to comply w twas found that would pass'

re taken until one
After a sample of concrete aggrepeated additional samples weused in fabricating safety7.

,

requirements. gregate was

Some if not all of condemned ag used to fabricate concreteused in the

related concrete.
3

Good deal of bad aggregate was
>

wet or dirty.containment buildings. would arrive Category 119.

Many times nasonry blocks ossed to be used only on

Many masonry blocks that were supp
he10.

Design plans altered so that tto have met designstruction.
were used in Category I con11

in design. constructed would appear
, ,

Repeated incidents of change
Is

structure which actually wa
.

12

specifications.
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Appendix A 2

13. Support beams left out and rather than correcting the problem the design
plan was altered.

14, Never received proper training for inspecting bolting. Bumbled my wayi

; *through bolting inspections. Often did not inspect several bolts which*

'

required inspections.

15. Blount Brothers QA/QC staff at Byron was not separate and independent
from Blount's production staff.
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,
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*****g SLEN ELLYN. BLLINOGB 09137

REB 111l83
.

Docket No. 50-454 '

Docket No. 50-455

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATIN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

.

Gentlemen:

This refers to the special safety inspection conducted by J. Norton of this
office on December 1-29, 1982, of activitics at Byron Station, Units 1 and 2,
authorized by NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-130 and No. CPPR-131 and to
the discussion of our findings with your staff at the conclusion of the
inspection on January 14, 1983.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative records, observations, and in-
terviews with personnel.

No items of noncompliance with NRC requirements were identified during the
course of this inspection.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of
this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be placed in the NRC's
Public Document Room. If this report contains any information that you (or
your contractors) believe to be exempt from disclosure under 10 CFR 9.5(a)(4),j

it is necessary that you (a) notify this office by telephone within ten (10)
-

days from the date of this letter of your intention to file a request for
withholding; and (b) submit within twenty-five (25) days from the dato of
this letter a written application to this office to withhold such information.
If your receipt of this letter has been delayed such that less than seven (7)
days are available for your review, please notify this office promptly so
that a new due date may be established. Consistent with Section 2.790(b)(1),
any such application must be accompanied by an affidavit executed by the owner
of the information which identifies the document or part sought'to be withheld,

,
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Commonwealth Edison Company 2 FEE 11 r-E

l

and which contains a full statement of the reasons which are the bases for the
claim that the information should be withheld from public disclosure' This.

section inither requires the statement to address with specificity the con-
siderations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). 1he information sought to be
withheld shall be incorporated as far as possible into a separate part of the
affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this regard within the specified
periods noted above, a copy of this letter and the enclosed inspection report
will be placed in the Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.

Sincerely,

.Al.
-

.

W. S. Little, Chief
Engineering Inspection Branch '

Enclosure: Inspection iteports
; No. 50-454/82-28(DE) and

No. 50-455/82-22(DE)

cc w/ enc 1:
Louis O. De1 George, Director

i of Nuclear Licensing
V. I. Schlosser, Project Manager
Gunner Sorensen, Site Project

; Superintendent
,

R. E. Querio, Station
Superintendent

DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
[ Resident Inspector, RIII Byron
'

Resident Inspector, RIII
i Braidwood

Karen Borgstadt, Office of
Assistant Attorney General

Myron M. Cherry
Diane Chevez, DAARE/ SAFE

.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Reports No. 50-454/82-28(DE); 50-455/82-22(DE)

Docket Nos. 50-454; 50-455 Licenses No. CPPR-130; CPPR-131

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Facility Name: Byron Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: Byron Site, Byron, IL

Inspection Conducted: December 1-29, 1982; January 14, 1983

! g.T.%
Inspector: J. F. Norton 7./ll/85

Approved By:# C ief cif 13
lant Systems Section //

Inspection Summary

Inspection on December 1-29, 1982; January 14, 1983 (Reports No. 50-454/82-28(DE);
50-455/82-22(DE))
Areas Inspected: Special inspection to follow up on allegations / concerns
regarding construction deficiencies at the Byron plant. Nine allegations /
concerns are addressed in this report. These include uniformity of concrete;
specification conformance of aggregate; method of collecting aggregate samples;
quantity of water in concrete batches; oil contamination of cement; disposition
of damaged tendons; specification conformance of concrete blocks; excessive
construction pressures in concrete construction; and equipment maintenance.
Results: None of the allegations were substantiated.
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DETAILS

Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO)

*T. Tream, Nuclear. License Administrator
*L. De1 George, Staff Assistant
*G. Marcus, Director of QA

'

*M. Wallace, Assistant Manager of Projects
*W. Kiefer, Supervisor of Off Site Review
G. Sorensen, Project Construction Superintendent

*R. Tuetken, Assistant Project Construction Superintendent, PCD
*M. Stanish, QA Superintendent
K. Hansing, QA Supervisor

*J. Mihovilovich, Lead Structural Engineer
R. Guse, Structural Engineer
J. Klink, QA Engineer

Plount Brothers Corporation (BBC)

*R. Bay, QA/QC Manager
*H. Williams, Project Manager

Hunter Corporation

*M. Sonsay, QA Supervisor

Others

*M. Miller, Attorney
*B. Becker, Attorney

* Denotes those attending the exit meeting.

Functional or Program Areas Inspected

| This inspection addressed nine allegations and concerns regarding construction
'

in the civil / structural engineering area. These include mixing uniformity of
safety related concrete; specification conformance of coarse concrete aggregate;
aggregate sample collection methods; quantity of water in concrete batches; oil
contamination of cement; disposition of damaged post tensioning system tendons;
specification conformance of concrete blocks; excessive construction pressures
in concrete construction; and equipment maintenance. Quality records associated
with concrete, concrete materials, and post tensioning system hardware were

.| reviewed. Details of the functional and program areas inspected are documented
in the following sections of this report.

1. A11eastion: Concrete used in safety related structures was not uniformly
mixed.
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Findinz: In the course of addressing this allegation, the NRC inspector ,

reviewed licensee documentation related to the problem, examined pertinent |
NRC inspection reports, and interviewed construction and licensee personnel.
Documentation reviewed included the following: . ,

,

s. Mixer uniformity tests.
b. Concrete pour folders.
o. BBC Deviation Reports (DRs).
d. CECO Nonconformance Reports (NCRs).

' BBC site contractor Material / Services Requests (MSRs) relative toe.
concrete truck rental records.

f. BBC Procedures 4, 6, 16, and 49, all related to concrete production
and transporation.-

3 Sargent and Lundy (S&L) Specification No. F-2722 and F-2850.

The concern expressed in the allegation was that when the secondary or
back up batch plant was used, concrete not meeting mixing uniformity
requirements may have been delivered for placement in safety related
structures. The primary batch plant was a modern computerized central
mix unit manufactured by the Erie-Strayer Company. The back up plant
was a Ross Dry Batch Unit, wh!ch requires truck mixing during transport.

BBC deviation reports and CECO nonconformance reports were reviewed.;

| No reports were written on problems associated with non-uniform concrete.

Ten concrete trucks used were owned by BBC. These were all identical 1975
models, numbered BBC 4260 through BBC 4269. Specifications of the truck
mounted mixers are as follows:

a. The mixers are C.M.C. (Construction Machinery Corporation, Waterloo,
Iowa) model DDUK series, hydraulic drive, chainless,

b. All units are certified by the TMMB section of NRMCA to comply
with their standards and carry their rating plate with registry
number related to the manufacturers date plate on each unit.

c. The empty volume of each mixer is 450 c.f. Agitating and mixing
|

capacities are 10 c.y. Only 60% of the gross volume is used forI

'

in transit mixing or agitation versus the permissible 63% and 80%
respectively.

d. Each mixer is equipped with a cumulative revolution counter and
hydraulic operating controls at the discharge end and in the cab.

a. Each mixer is certified for speeds between 2 and 6 r.p.m. for in
transit agitation and 6 to 18 r.p.m. for charging and discharging.

Pittsbury Testing Laboratories performed concrete uniformity tests on
these units as well as the Erie-Strayer unit in accordance with ASTM-C-94
standards. These records were reviewed by the NRC inspector.
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In addition to the above described trucks, BBC rented five 1966 model
_|truck units from Material Services Corporation, Chicago, Illinois. 'Ibese 1

were 10 c.y. Redimix trucks numbered 576608; 57614; 643; 638; and 633. j
These trucks were on site from September 7, 1976 to February 8, 1977. i

|Also, two Ford Model LT 8000 trucks equipped with Rex 8 c.y. mixer unita
were rented from the Eighay Equipment Company, Rockford, Illinois. These |were onsite from April 19, 1978 to August 21, 1978. ASTM-C-94 uniformity i

tests were not performed on the seven rented trucks.

Four interdepending conditions were necessary for a potential safety
related concrete uniformity problem to exist:

s. Ross batch plant used in lieu of Erie-Strayer.i

b. Concrete placed was safety related.
c. Concrete was transported in rantal trucks.
d. Rental trucks were not capable of uniformly mixing the concrete. ,

,- A review of all safety related concrete pour folders revealed that 2
i pours were batched in the Ross plant-Nos. 1-C-401-0-2-W and 1-C-401-0-2-W.
I These comprised a 130 c.y. order for a line wall in the auxiliary building

on November 15, 1976. BBC truck Nos. BB4260, BB4262 and BB4263 were used
to transport the 16 loads. (one trip of 3 loads, 30 c.y. total, were
rejected because of excessive slump). Mixer uniformity tests were current
on these trucks.

Conclusion: No safety related concrete batched in the Ross plant was
transported in trucks without tested ASTM-C-94 uniform mixing capability.
No additional followup action is planned.

2. Allegation: Coarse aggregate used in safety related concrete cotained
| excessive amounts of fines (particle sizes smaller than the No. 200 seive

| size).
l

Findinas: Deviation reports documented by BBC and CECO nonconformanceI

reports were reviewed. Problems of excessive fine material in No. 57
coarse aggregate were documented in December 1975 and in March 1979,

s. Deviation Report Q3-105 was written by BBC on December 17, 1975.
Control tests on the coarse aggragate stockpile at the batch plant
indicated an excess of fines (material finer than the No. 200 sieve)
in the aggregate. These tests were taken before any concrete pro-
duction was accomplished using the coarse aggregate. Specifications
require aggregates to meet ASTM C 33 requirements, which limit the
minus No. 200 sieve fraction to 1.5*4 (by weight) if the fines are
essentially free of clay and/or shale. Furthermore, C-33 states "A
greater amount of material passing the 75-pa (200 Sieve) may be
permitted, provided the amount passing the 75-pa in the fine aggregate
is less than the specified maximum. In such case, the sum of the
amounts finer than the 75-pm sieve from the separate fine and coarse
aggregate shall not exceed the sum of the weighted maximum amounts
permitted for the coarse plus fine aggregate."
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The entire aggregate stockpile (approximately 3000 c.y.) was placed.

on HOLD status.

The supplier was notified and delivery of coarse aggregate was
immediately halted. On December 22, Sargent and Iandy approved use
of the aggregate for Category 1 concrete. This was done on the basis
of "The increased percentage passing the No. 200 sieve is predomin-
ately limestone material and will compensate for the low percentages-

in the sand passing the No. 50 and No.100 sieves."

The aggregate supplier, Western Material Company, was furnishing
Certified Material Test Reports (CMTRs) that the delivered material
was meeting ASTM C 33 requirements. It was discovered that subtle
differences existed between the quarry and onsite testing methods.
These differences were addressed in a meeting on December 30, 1975
and agreement was reached on interpretation of ASTM C-117 which
specifies the test procedures for determining the minus No. 200 sieve
material fraction. The meeting was attended by representatives of
Western Material Corporation, Ceco, BBC, Testing Engineers Inc. and
Wiss Janney Elstner and Associates. Also, Western Materials agreed
to re-test all materials in their quarry stockpile and set up a
washing / screening plant to assure specification compliance.

The first delivery to the Byron site of the washed / screened
material was on January 19, 1976. Also on January 19 Western
Materials submitted a revised production procedure incorporating the
washing plant. The procedure was approved the same day by BBC. The
aggregate production operation and review of the testing of coarse
aggregate by Gradation Test ASTM C-136 and Percent Finer than the
No. 200 sieve (ASTM C-117) were accomplished on March 8, 1976 by a
BBC QC inspector. The inspector verified that production and testing
were in accordance with in place specifications and procedures.

Region III NRC inspectors were aware of the problems encountered
relative to the non-conforming coarse aggregate, and addressed the
chain of events in Inspection Reports No. 50-454/75-05; 50-455/75-05,
50-454/76-02; 50-455/76-02, and 50-454/78-04; 50-455/78-04 performed
December 17-19, 1975, January 26-28, 1976 and May 24-25, 1978
respectively.

b. Deviation Report No. Q3-389 dated March 21, 1979 was generated by BBC.
The percent passing the No. 200 sieve for the No. 57 coarse aggregate
exceeded the 1.5% maximum. TVo retest samples had values of 1.9% and

.

2.1%. Further review revealed the samples had been taken in the ramp
area (east face) of the stockpile, which was being abandoned and

, removed. The material from the ramp area contained an inordinate
| quantity of fines due to repeated passes of a rubber tired front sn' d
; loader. Particle crushing and wheel mud apparently caused the

problem. Additional testing was accomplished to accurately delinaate
the area. The entire eastern face of the stockpile was placed on HOLD
and marked with signs and tape markers. Testing confirmed the south
face to be acceptable. The nonconforming material was removed to a
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separate area sway from the stockpile and was eventually used as
backfill. Seven BBC QC inspector menos written from March 22-30,
1979 document BBC surveillance and verification that the problem
material was not used for Category 1 concrete.

Conslusion: Excessive fine material in the No. 57 coarse aggregate was
idec+*'ied during December 1975 and March 1979, h e problems were docu-
mente,in Deviation Reports. H e DRs were properly dispositioned,
corrective measures were engineered by Sargent and Lundy, and implemented
by the contractor and the licenses. No additional followup action is
planned.

3. Allegation: The most significant problem with the aggregate testing
procedure was the practice of testing san.ple after sample until an
acceptable one was found.

Findina: Sargent and Lundy specification F-2850 covering inspection and
testing services was reviewed. Section 507.2-C6 of the specification
states the following:

If aggregate sample fails any test specified herein, two (2)
additional samples shall be taken immediately and the test not meeting
specification requirements shall be repeated on each. If both samples
meet requirements, the material shall be accepted. If one or both of
the retests fail, production shall be halted and the Consulting
Engineers shall be notified, to determine necessary action required.

The person that brought forth the allegation was a Level I Contractor'

Quality Assurance / Quality Control Inspector from October 1978 to March
1979. Region III NRC performed an inspection October 31 to November 2,
1978. The inspection is documented in Reports No. 50-454/78.-09;
50-455/78-09 Section III, Paragraph 1.g(1) of the report documents the
following:

"In process aggregate tests performed by Pittsburgh Testing
Laboratory were reviewed by the inspector and found to conform to
specification requirements."

Conclusion: No credible evidence could be developed to substantiate
improper methods of sampling aggregates were practiced. No additional
followup action is planned.

4. Allegation: Water in excess of specification limitations was often added
to concrete batches.

Findina: A review of the following was accomplished in the course of
addressing this allegation:

I a. S&L Specification F-2722.
b. S&L Specification F-2850.
c. B3C Procedure Four (Non-Conformances and Corrective Action).
d. BBC Procedure Six (Concrete Production and Transportation).

6
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BBC Procedure Sixcean (Batching Truck-Mixed Concrete).e.
f. BBC DR(s) and CECO NCR(s) addressing slump / water problems.
3 Selected concrete pour folders..

Mixing water consists of water added to the batch, ice added to the batch,
surface moisture present on coarse and fine aggregate, and water introduced
into the batch in the form of admixtures. Water requirements increase as
aggregates become more angular and textured, although this is offset by
improvements in other characteristics such er bond to the mortar. The
amount of mixing water required decreases as the maximum size of the
aggregate increases (provided it is well graded). It also decreases with
the entrainment of air and can be significantly reduced by certain chemical
admixtures. Several variables affect concrete slump for a given quantity
of total batch water. These include, but are not limited to, the
following:

Amount of surface moisture on the fine and coarse aggragste.
Variations of aggregate gradation.
Elapsed time from batching to placement.
How the batch is agitated or mixed while being transported.
Ambient temperature.
Humidity.
Wind Velocity.
Sunlight Conditions (cloudy, clear, night, day)
Conveying method at placement (pump, crane bucket, belt conveyer, crater

crane, etc.).
Distance conveyed.

BBC Deviation Reports addressing concrete slump were reviewed, a total of
; 52 were written addressing the problem covering the pariod from June 11,

1976 to September 22, 1980. All of these were for excessive (beyond
specification limitations) slump.

This represents approximately 191,000 c.y. of safety related concrete.
It is common practice in concrete work to crowd batch water toward upper
limitations in the belief it enhances placeability. Placeability
encompasses characteristics defined in the terms workability and con-
sistency. Workability is that property of concrete which determines its
capacity to be placed and consolidated properly and to be finished without
harmful segregation of the materials in the mix. Consistency is the
fluidity of the concrete and is measured with reasonable accuracy in
terms of the slump test (the greater the slump, the wetter the mixture).
It controls the esse with which concrete will flow during placement, and
although related to workability, it is not synononcus with it.

A sample of twenty of the fifty-two excessive slump pour NElders were
reviewed. Batch tickets for all of these indicate mix water was within'

,

design and specification limitations. Generally, the tickets showed
approximately 1.5 to 2.5 gallons per cubic yard water trim leeway
(calculated quantity of water below upper limitations).

7
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~ The primary batch plant was an Erie-Stayer central mix unit fully
integrated and computer controlled with capability of batch production ~
from 1 to 10 c.y. in increments of .10 c.y. All functions of the mixer
were protected by interlocks so no material could be introduced into the
drum after it had been charged until it was emptied and returned to
normal position mode.- A moisture probe in the fine aggregate compartment !transmitted a percentage figure for moisture content to the control panel :

and was used for compensation of water batch calculations. When crushed !
. fee was required, it was fed from a holding hopper via a hydraulic screw

drive conveyor to the batcher below. A dial scale measured the required i

amount to the batches. This was electrically transferred to, and could '

be read on, the computer control panel. The design mix batch volume of
| water was discharged to the batch tank by an air operated valve through
I an automatic meter with impulse contactor mounted adjacent to the mixer

charging chute. Each pulse registered 1 gallon. Again, digital readout
was transmitted to the computer panel electrically. The water transfer

; pump was interlocked so that when water was being discharged into the
mixer, none could be entering the batch tank. The moisture contents of
the aggregates were programmed into the console by the operator. The
console then automatically calculated the amount of water to deduct,
and aggregate to add, to the theoretical design mix quantity. Any'

further deduction of water was contra 11ed by the operator and was
indicated as " gallons /c.y. trimmed" on the batch ticket printout. The
Testing Agency Contractors were responsible for determining the moisture
content of the aggregates.

Conclusion: No evidence could be developed to substantiate the allegation
that batch water above design and specification limitations was added to
concrete batches. The number of DR's addressing excessive slump are not
considered out of the ordinary when weighed against the total quantity of,

| concrete placed and the many inherent variables which contribute to slump
variations. No followup action is planned.

5. Allegation: Coment was contaminated by oil from a blower.

Finding: Cement was transported to the site in Model 4000 Porta-Bulk
Mobile Storage Tank transport trailers manufactured by the Butler Company.
These units have 3975 cubic feet capacity and have the following features
for filling and discharging.

Air Line: 3 inch steel line with 3 inch check valve and two 18 PSI
- 2 inch pressure relieve valves, one at blower outlet, one

downstream.

Aeration: Central diffuser type, 34 inch diameter serator pad.

Air Control Valve: 3 inch butterfly valve.

Blow Down Line: 4 inch butterfly valve at top rear of tank operated by
lever from ground.

Discharge Line: 5 inch steel line reduced at rear outlet to 4 inch with
adapter and dust cap, rubber hose joint connections.
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Engine and Blower: Ford 300 engine with MD 4014-09 two stage blower |

mounted at front of trailer.

The alleged oil leakage into the cement was by leakage from the blower
when the cement was blowed from the hobile Storage Tank into the storage
silo.

BBC equipment maintenance records were reviewed. Two Contractor Material /
Services Request orders were for repair work on the blowers. Request
No. 17699 dated August 30, 1978 was for overhaul of Pneumatic Blower
Model 72-40:4-09-1350, S/N 918H73. ' Request.No. 17928 dated October 4,
1978 was for overhaul of Pneumatic Blower Model 72-4014-09-1350
S/N 937J74. The Model 72-4014-09 blower design provides a direct in line
drive from the blower engine crank shaft. Complete separatier. of engine
crankcase seals and blower seals are provided by a short length of open;

'

shaft. The two blower bearings are lubricated from oil cups on each
bearing which are manually filled. Any gross seal leakage would cause,

excessive bearing heat and failure in a short period of time, unless oil
was continually added.

The design mix for the BA-5500 concrete required 515 pounds of coment per
cubic yard, or 5150 pounds (or 54.0 cubic feet) for each 10 c.y. batch
(central mixer batch size).

Compressive strength records for the concrete were reviewed. The data
showed strengths to be in compliance with design and specifications. The.

data are in accordance with ACI 214-77 (Recommended Practice for Evaluation
of Strength Test Results for Concrete).

Conclusion: Small amounts of oil may have gotten into the cement through
the blower. Considering the amount of cement contained in each batch, and
the quantity of oil which could potentially be involved, the unit contam-
ination would of necessity be extremely low. Strength test data do not,

'

reflect any concrete below design values.

No evidence could be developed which indicated oil contamination
significantly affected concrete quality. No further followup action is
planned.

6. Allegation: Post tensioning tendons were improperly protected during
shipping, transfer and Lt. ege. Deficiencies existed such that some ~

nonconforming tendons may has) been installed without adequate repair.
,

Findings: CECO, contractor, and NRC documentation relative to the post
tensioning accomplished at Byron Station were reviewed. The following
chronology briefs salient aspects of the post tensioning program,

s' . November 28, 1978 - CECO notified NRC under 10 CFR 50.55(e) require-
ments that deficiencies existed in post tensioning tendons for Byron
Units 1 and 2. The reportable item involved 13 tendons that did not
meet INRYCO specification 1610, Buttonhead crack criteria on the
shop heads.
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b. November 30, 1978 - INRYCO documented nonconformance/ corrective
action (NC/CA) No.~781-9. This NC/CA addressed shop head buttonhead
nonconformance with INRYCO Criteria 1610. A test program was proposed

; to determine H buttonheads not meeting 1610 Criteria would perform
i satisfactorily when subjected to design stress values. Based on this
| proposed test program, INRYC0 1610 acceptance criteria would be
! modified (relaxed accordingly). Also, the recommendation was made
j that during the interim period before test results were determined,.

all tendons fabricated with shop applied buttonheads that did not
' meet the INRYC0 buttonhead acceptance Criteria 1610 be used.

c. December 12, 1978 - CECO audit of INRYC0 QA/QC, Report No. 1-78-61.
The purpose of the audit was to determine INRYC0 compliance to the
following documents:

(1) Post-Tensioning Procedure Revision dated 7/21/78.
(2) Quality Assurance Manual Revision dated 12/26/74.

'

(3) Quality Assurance Procedures Revision dated 7/21/78.

The audit documented eight findings and four observations. The
! deficient items were in the areas of receiving inspections, NC/CAs,
| document. control, equipment calibration, and personnel qualifications.

d. December 14, 1978 - S&L letter documenting review comments of INRYCO
NC/CA No. 781-9. The letter, among other things, specified the
Recommended Disposition portion of NC/CA 781-9 be revised to indicate
that all tendons be placed on HOLD until the revised Buttonhead
Acceptance Criteria was reviewed and approved by Ceco and S&L. The
basis for the revised acceptance criteria was to be a test program.
Also, S&L demanded a 100% visual and 100% physical measurement
inspection of all buttonheads accessible at the site in lieu of the
limited inspection proposed by INRYCO.

e. December 15, 1978 - INRYCO letter to CECO committing to a visual
inspection of stored tendons.

f. January 3, 1979 - INRYC0 letter to CECO. This letter conveyed noti-
fication that INRYCO was suspending fabrication of post-tensioning

,

tendons as a result of Ceco Audit No. 1-78-61. The suspension was|
! t'o remain in effect until mutual resolution of deficiencias were
' '

satisfaicorily resolved.

3 January 4,1979 - INRYC0 issued a revised NC/CA No. 781-9 which
incorporated S&L review comments of December 14, 1978. This document
placed all tendons on HOLD, outlined proposed test program criteria,
committed to 100% inspection prior to HOLD release, ar l revised

| Buttonhead Inspection Procedure F6.6.
1

h. January 10, 1979 - S&L letter approving revised NC/CA No. 781-9
subject to review comments requesting incorporation of minor changes
in Procedure F6.6.

i. January 15, 1979 - S&L letter approving INRYC0 Procedure F6.6.

10
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j. January 18, 1979 - INRYC0 letter to Ceco responding to the eight' j
findings and four observations described in the December 15, 1978 -!

,
'

Audit Report No. 1-78-61.
|

k. ' January 19 - February 6, 1979 - NRC Region III performed an inspec- -
tion, documented in Report No. 50-454/79-04; 50-455/79-04, of the
Post-Tension Program. This inspection included witnessing post-
tensioning tendon system performance tests accomplished at Wiss,-

Janney, Elstner and Associates Laboratories, Northbrook, Illinois.
Also, Ceco's followup ~ audit of unsatisfactory conditions in the
INRYC0 shop, which were identified in CECO audit No. 1-78-61, was
monitored.

1. February 26, 1979 - S&L cnd INRYC0 held a meeting to review the,

| revised buttonhead specification and conclusions of the test raport,
which had been sent on February 16. The purpose was to define a j
plan of action for implementation of the results.

P

a. March 1, 1979 - INRYC0 issued Quality Control Procedure QC5.1.
|

| n. March 9,1979 - INRYC0 issued a report on Investigation of Buttonhead
Defects and also a Field Inspection Report for Buttonhead Tendons.
NOTE: NRC Inspection Report No. 79-17'(Byron) addresses the documents
mentioned in Paragraphs (m) and (n).

o. March 14, 1979 - Post-tensioning Procedure F781-1 "Buttonhead cut-off",

was issued.

p. March 16, 1979 - CECO letter to INRYC0 authorizing INRYC0 to resume
proouction at their Post Tensioning Division. It was detarmined on
that date that INRYC0 had implemented satisfactory corrective actions
to correct certain deficiencies previously identified in the
December 12, 1978 Audit (No. 1-78-61). .

q. March 26, 1979 - INRYC0 NC/CA No. 781-9 was resolved.

r. April 9, 1979 - S&L letter approving INRYC0 Procedures F-781-2
(Buttonhead Inspection), and F-781-3 (Buttonhead Cut-Off).

s. April 19, 1979 - CECO conveyed to NRC " Final Report on Byron 1 and 2
Resolution of Containment Tendon Deficiencies" reported under
10 CFR 50.55(e). NRC reviewed and closed out the 50.55(e) in
Inspection Report No. 79-17 (Byron). The inspection was accomplished
December 11 and 12, 1979.

~

t. June 5 and 6,1979 - BBC documented DR Q3-415R.1. Certain tendons
were found to have rust of a severity which exceeded the acceptanc's
criteria of BBC Procedure No. 44.

u. July 50, 1979 - Addendum A was added to BBC Procedure No. 44
(Installation of Post-Tensioning Tendons). This addendum modified
rust acceptance criteria.

11
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v. August 20, 1979 - BBC letter to Ceco conveying results of Unit I
tendon inspection. The inspection was accomplished using a wire
comparison method engineered by S&L and described in Addendum A
written for BBC Procedure 44 after the rust problem was identified.
The inspection found all vertical tendons to be acceptable. Six
horizontal tendons were rejected. R ose were Nos. 1AC, ISRA, 34BA,
35BA, 39BA and 63CB.

.

w. August 23, 1979 - Report issued titled " Performance Tests to Evaluate
the Effect of Rust on Tendon Wires at Byron." Wiss, Janney, Elstner
and Associates, Incorporated, Northbrook, IL, performed the tests
specified by S&L. h e tests concluded that the state of rust had not

| caused significant tendon damage..

I

x. August 29, 1979 - S&L letter to CECO reviewed the test report on rust
and approved Addendum A to BBC Procedure No. 44, using the test report

, as a basis.

Other NRC Inspections addressing post tensioning at Byron are documented in
the following inspection reports.

| No. 50-454/79-03; 50-455/79-03. Inspection was accomplished February 7-9,
1979. Inspection was performed on status of reported 50.55(e) item
involving containment tendon buttonhead cracking.

No. 50-454/81-13; 50-455/81-11. Inspection performed August 19-21, 1981.
Observation of post-tensioning work activities, review of post-tensioning
QA implementing procedures, review of QA post-tensioning records and
inspection of storage facilities for post-tensioning tendons and hardware
was accomplished.

No. 50-454/81-17; 50-455/81-13. Inspection performed October 21-23, 1981.
Observation of ongoing post-tensioning work activities and review of post-
tensioning quality records was accomplished.

No. 50-454/82-25; 50-455/82-19. Inspection performed during December 1982.
This . inspection addresses, in part, aspects of post tensioning tendon and
associated hardware material receiving and storage inspections and records.

Summary

INRYC0 submitted NC/CA No. 781-9, dated November 30, 1978, for Byron
Units 1 and 2. The nonconformance concerned a field inspection of the
tendons shipped to the Byron site which did not meet the INRYC0 Button
Head Acceptance Criteria 1610.

INRYC0 performed field inspections on November 16, 1978 and November 17,
1978 on the accessible button heads of 46 tendons using a feeler gauge
and found 13 rejectable tendons based upon the crack criteria in INRYC0
Specification 1610. The rejections were based upon the existence of
splits oriented between 30' and 45', and greater than 0.002" wide; and
the sua total of all splits or the opening in excess of 0.060" of one
split oriented at less than 30'.

12
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The INRYC0 NC/CA No. 781-9 notified CECO that shop applied buttonheads
were shipped to the Byron job site which did not meet the INRYC0 Button
Head Acceptance Criteria 1610. The primary concern of Ceco was the
failure of the INRYC0 Quality Assurance Program to prevent this occurrence.

INRYC0 contended that the Button Head Acceptance Criteria 1610 was con-
servative and stated that, in their opinion, flaws of the type and number

; observed in the Byron button heads did not significantly impair the
structural capacity of the tendons. In this regard, INRYC0 proposed a
test program to substantiate that a more liberal acceptance criteria would

! not compromise the structural integrity of the tendons delivered to the
Byron job site.

The testing was performed by independent consultants, W'.ss, Janney, Elstner
and Associates Incorporated of Northbrook, Illinois. As a result of the
INRYC0 test program on button head deficiencies documented in their report
titled " Report on Investigation of Button Head Defects" dated March 9,
1979, it was determined that INRYCO's existing Button Head Acceptance*

Criteria 1610 was conservative. NRC inspectors visited the testing,

facility and observed the ongoing tests. On the basis of these tests,
it was determined that the acceptance criteria for buttonhead defects
given in INRYC0 Buttonhead Criteria 1610 could be relaxed without
compromising required structural capability of the tendons.

The test program conducted by INRYCO, Inc. included:

a. greater than 200 single wire static tensile tests.
b. 10 single wire high cycle dynamic tests.
c. one 90 wire tendon low cycle dynamic and static tensile test.
d. two full 170 wire tendon low cycle dynamic and static tensile test.

'

e. two 30 wire tendon high cycle dynamic cud static tensile test.

The individual wires and tendon specimens used in the tests incorporated I

the buttonhead deficiencies found in the Unit I dome tendons at Byron
Station. Based on this investigation, acceptance Criteria BH102 was
developed and was included as Appendix A of the above reference test,

program report.

The proposed corrective action to resolve INRYCO, NC/CA No. 781-9 is
given in INRYC0 " Resolution of NCR 781-9," dated January 4,1979. The
report contains a summary of the results of an inspection of tendons,
the statistical analysis of the field inspection data and the finals ,

disposition of all tendons. l
'

Field inspections were conducted of the shop applied buttonheads at Byron i

Station using the existing buttonhead criteria 1610 to quantify the nature |

and extent of the buttonhead defects. The results of inspecting 100% o'f
the Unit 1 dose tendons are documented in INRYCO, " Field Inspection Report

,

for Buttonhead Tendons", dated March 9, 1979. Using INRYCO, Inc. Field 1

Installation Procedure F6.6, Buttonhead Deficiencies, including slips,
splits and eccentricities were measured and recorded for each of the 170
wires per tendon of the 120 Unit 1 done tendons. Inspection was performed
on the remaining Units 1 and 2 horizontal and vertical tendons at Byron in

' accordance with INRYCO, Field Installation Procedure F781-2.

13
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The proposed acceptance criteria for tendons on site had acceptance
limits on buttonhead defects between the values given in BH 102 and the
acceptable limits determined in the test program.

,

Disposition of tendons at Byron Station on " HOI 2" status was based on
! comparing tendon inspection results with Buttonhead Criteria BH 102-781.

INRYC0 either repaired or replaced tendons not meeting this criteria in
accordance with Field Installation Procedures F781-1 and F781-3.

Commonwealth Edison Company conducted an audit of INRYCO's Quality
Assurance Program to assess deficiencies in this program to prevent future
recurrence. INRYC0 satisfactorily implemented corrective action for
deficiencies determined from the audit of December 12, 1978, and was
authorized to resume production on March 16, 1979.

In June of 1979 routine storage inspections revealed several tendons
exhibiting rust. BBC Deviation Report No. Q3-415 documented the rust
problem. The problem tendons were not acceptable under BBC Procedure
No. 44 Rust Acceptance Criteria. The tendons had been in storage 14 to
19 months at that time. S&L proposed modified rust acceptance criteria
in a letter dated June 27, 1979. Based on the results of a test program
described in the letter, S&L planned to issue to the field wire samples
exhibiting varying degrees of rust. The wires were to be used to
establish a procedure to determine acceptability of tendon wires by a
comparison method. The method criteria was incorporated with BBC
Procedure 44 as Addendum A. A test program was accomplished. An
independent testing laboratory, Wiss, Janney, Elstner and Associates.
Incorporated, Northbrook, Illinois, was retained to do the testing.

The test report, titled " Performance Tests to Evaluate the Effect of Rust
on Tendon Wires at Byron Nuclear Power Station" was issued August 23, 1979.
The conclusions, as stated in the report are as follows:

From the tests ccaducted by WJE and Inland Steel Company, using the sample
wires supplied by Sargent & Lundy, Engineers, the following observations
may be made:

a. The ultimate static tensile strength of all the wires was in excess
of the minimum guaranteed ultimate tensile strength of 240 ksi.

| b. The percentage elongation, location of breaks, and percent reduction
| in area did not indicate any significant variation in behavior between*

the rusty wires and clean wires.

.

c. Only one sample out of 32 broke within the rusted area, whereas all
other breaks were away from the rusted areas.

| d. Fatigue strength of sample wires subjected to cyclic loads as
| specified in the Code were not affected by the rust.

From the tests, we conclude that the amount of rust formations observedI

in the samples would not endanger the structural integrity of the tendons,
and therefore, the tendons composed of rusty wires are acceptable.

!
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BBC completed inspection of Unit I tendons on August,1979 under the
revised rust acceptance criteria. Six tendons were rejected as not
meating the criteria. Four of these were scrapped. Two (Nos. 34BA and
35BA) were subjected to additional testing engineered by S&L and later
accepted. Site records show a total of ten tendons which had been stored
at the site were rejected and never used. Five of the ten were due to
problems associated with rust and buttonheading (which includes the four

,

n'entioned above). Four were due to shop anchorhead problems which
; occurred after the tendons were stressed, and one was due to bent wires.

Post-tensioning t endons and hardware storage facility adequacy was a
concern voiced in the allegations. NRC Inspection Reports No. 50-454/81-13;'

50-455/81-11 mentioned previously in this report specifically addresses the
storage areas. The Region III NRC insoector verified that the storage
facilities met requirements for Level D storage as described in ANSI N45.2.2.

Conclusions: Some post-tensioning tendens sustained damage attributable
to deficiencies in the shop fabrication program, inadequate protection from.

the elements during shipping, problems encountered in field buttonheading,
and damages which occurred during transferring and handling at the con-
struction site. A total of ten tendons, which were at one time delivered
to the site and stored for planned use, were ultimately rejected and not
used. Deficiencies were identified in several other tendons in contractor
and licensee NCRs. The NCRs were properly dispositioned and appropriate
remedial measures engineered by the design engineer, S&L. Implementation'

of the remedial measures was accomplished under CECO QC surveillance which
is documented. No additional followup action is planned.

7. Allegation: Concrete blocks which were wet or dirty when received at the
site, were used in Category 1 construction.

Findings: Concrete masonry block receiving and storage records, BBC
Procedure 10 (Receiving, Storage and Handling), applicable specifications,
testing laboratory r* ports, and pertinent NCRs were reviewed in addressing
this allegation. Thrt. BBC DR's were written on concrete blocks found to
be noncor. forming on receipt. DR No. Q3-330 was written September 18, 1978.
Solid masonry units delivered September 11, 1978, supplied by Eller and
Willey Block Company were not protected against moisture, and became
drenched during rainy weather. Labor was not available to unload or place
protective covering on the blocks due to an ongoing boilermaker's strike.
The blocks were rejected and marked for removal from the jobsite. The
Receiving and Inspection (R&I) report No. for the shipment Q6-2458. DR

: No. Q3-330 was the only one addressing wet (or dirty) blocks. The other
two DRs addressed damaged material. DR Q3-250, dated January 13, 1978,
was for 96 each 8x8x16 hollow masonry blocks units which were damaged on
arrival. These also were delivered by Eller and Willey Company. All
damaged units were scrapped. DR Q3-484 was written July 7, 1980 (R&I

~

No. 3829). Two pallets of 64 each 4x8x16 solid units were broken during
unloading when the boom and rail section separated from the truck bed.
These blocks were rejected and returned to the supplier.

15
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The Region III inspector verified that periodic storage inspections were
accomplished and documented. The inspections are documented on a Storage
and Control Report. n e reports were filed weekly, and reviewed and
certified by the contractor QA Manager. They are contained in File
10.02.01 F5 and F6. -

,

Additional information regarding concrete masonry blocks Receiving and
Storage inspections is contained in NRC Reports No. 50-454/82-25;
50-455/82-19. This inspection was performed during December and January
1982 and 1983.

Conclusion: No evidence was developed which substantiates the allegation
that wet and/or dirty concrete blocks masonry units were used in safety.
related construction. Problems attributable to material exposure to the
elements and breakage did occur. These problems were identified and

' appropriately dispositioned engineering-wise. No further followup is
planned.

8. A11eastion: Excessive pressures to accelerate completion of concrete
construction were applied by the licensee and contractor.

Findinas: It is assumed the concern was raised in the belief that
raaagement pressures were applied of such magnitude as to short circuit
or circumvent the QA/QC program. This inspection required extensive
review of concrete related QA/QC documentation. A feeling of QA program
conscientiousness level and understanding of site personnel knowledge of
the program was also obtained during this and other inspections accom-
plished by this inspector at Byron. Nothing was observed or discovered
that would indicate the concrete QA program was not administered diligently
and conscientiously.

Conclusion: No evidence was developed to substantiate this allegation.
No additional followup action is planned.

9. A11eastion: A Blount QC employee told an NRC inspector that weekly
and monthly maintenance checks were being performed when in fact such
inspections were only conducted when machinery broke down.

Findinzs: An interview was held with the individual that raised the
I concern on November 24, 1982. In the course of the interview, specific

discussion was held on the concern'. The question NRC had was whether the ,

maintenance involved QC required machine calibrations and/or inspections, |

or routine contractor equipment maintenance and servicing. Routine main-
tenance was involved. It was explained that this is not within NRC's |
jurisdiction to prescribe or enforce routine maintenance,.but rather is
the responsibility of the contractor.

Conclusion: No additional followup action is planned.

10. Summary and Closure

None of the nine allegations / concerns were substantiated. Therefore NRC
does not plan additional followup action due to the allegation / concerns
treated in this report.

16
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During the course of this inspection, documentation review in the concrete
slump and concrete aggregate areas revealed five licenses NCRs (No. F-56,
F-128, F-142, F-152 and F-161) which lacked clarity in documentation. They
did noc exhibit adequate writeup in the areas of Cause of Nonconformance
and Corrective Actions to Prevent Recurrence. Careful review revealed that
the NCRs were in fact dispositioned correctly and appropriate engineering
action was administered. In the future, it is recommended that careful
review of all NCRs (and any record, especially of " lifetime" duration)
contain all pertinent entities of the problem and action taken so that a
reviewer can readily ascertain a clear picture of the chain of events which
occurred.

11. Exit Interview

The iniyector met with licensee representatives (denoted under Persons
Contacted) on January 14, 1983. The inspector summarized the findings
and concerns as documented herein.

|
|

|

|

|

|

|
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Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

Cos.monwealth Edison Company
ATIN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:

This refers to the specia) safety inspection conducted by Mr. I. T. Yin
of this office on December 27-29, 1982, and January 25-28, 1983, of ac-
tivities at Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, authorized by NRC Construction
Permits No. CPPR-130 and No. CPPR-131 and to the discussion of our findings
with Mr. G. Sorensen and others of your staff at the conclusion of the
inspection.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative records, observations, and in- -

tarviews with personnel.

No items of noncompliance with NRC requirements were identified during the
course of this inspection.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy
of this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be placed in the
NRC's Public Document Room. If this report contains any information
that you (or your contractors) believe to be exempt from disclosure under
10 CFR 9.5(a)(4), it is necs.ssary that you (a) notify this office by tele-
phone within ten (10) days from the date of this letter of your intention
to file a request for withholding; and (b) submit within twenty-five (25)

,

days from the date of this letter a written application to this office
to withhold such information. If your receipt of this letter has been
delayed such that less than seven (7) days are available for your review,
please notify this office promptly so that a new due date may be estab-
lished. Consistent with Section 2.790(b)(1), any such application must
be accompanied by an affidavit executed by the owner of the information
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Commonwealth Edison Company 2

which identifies the document or part sought to be withheld, and which .

contains a full statement of the reasons which are the bases for the
claim that the information should be withheld from public disclosure.
This section further requires the statement to address with specificity
the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The information sought
to be withheld shall ba incorporated as far as possible into a separate-

part of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this regard within
the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter and the enclosed
inspection report will be placed in the Public Document Room.

! We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.
!

Sincerely,

W. S. Little, Chief
Engineering Programs Branch

Enclosure: Inspection Reports
No. 50-454/82-26(DE) and
No. 50-455/82-20(DE)

cc w/ enc 1:
Louis O. De1 George, Director -

of Nuclear Licensing
V. I. Schlosser, Project Manager
Gunner Sorensen, Site Project-

Superintendent
R. E. Querio, Station

Superintendent
DMB/ Document Contro,1 Desk (RIDS) ,

Resident Inspector, RIII Byron
Resident Inspector,.RIII

Braidwood
Karen Borgstadt, Office of

Assistant Attorney General
Myron M. Cherry
Diane Chevez, DAARE/ SAFE

,

l
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|b.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III
-

.

Reports No. 50-454/82-26(DE); 50-455/82-20(DE) !

Docket Nos. 50-454; 50-455 Licenses No. CPPR-130; CPPR-131
, ,

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

.

Facility Name: Byron Station, L'aits 1 and 2

Inspection At: Byron Site, Byron, IL

Inspection Conducted: December 27-29, 1982, and January 25-28, 1983 ;

S /* $)* '

Inspector: I. T. Yin

A. - , i

Approved By: . H. Danielson, Chief N / 0//.I.
Materials and Processes Section

Inspection Summary

|
Inspection on December 27-29, 1982, and January 25-28, 1983 (Reports
No. 50-454/82-26(DE); 30-455/82-20(DE)) -

Areas Inspected: Followup on allegations relating to piping support instal-
lation and QC inspection deficiences. The inspection involved a total of 24
inspector-hours onsite by one NRC inspector.
Results: Within the areas inspected, no items of noncompliance or deviations
were identified.

,
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DETAILS

.

Persons Contacted

CECO .

*G. Sorensen, Construction Superintendent
*R. Tuotken, Assistant Superintendent, Project Construction Department (PCD)
*M. A. Stanish, QA Superintendent
*M. E. Lohmann, Project Mechanical Supervisor, PCD
*J. T. Vesterseier, Project Engineering Staff
*W. F. oegersell, Project Engineering Staff
*J. F. Marchut, Field Engineer, PCD
*K. J. Hansing, QA Supervisor
*R. Westberg, QA Staff

S&L

*R. J. Netzel, Senior Structural Project Engineer
W. We11 born, Field Engineer

Hunter

*M. Gossay, QA Supervisor

US NRC - Region III

*K. A. Connaughton, Resident Inspector

* Denotes those attending the management exit interview on January 28, 1983.<

Functional or Program Area: Inspected

Mr. Michael A. Smith, a former Hunter Corporation site esployee within
their QA organization from October 1978 to January 1980 signed an affidavit
on September 21, 19'82 stating a number of problems at the site. A followupI

inspection relative.to the safety related technical issues was conducted by
the inspector. -

| The findings are as follows:

|

1. A11eastion: Policies regarding Concrete Expansion Anchors and piping
supports were inadequately defined in the areas of installation and
inspection.

The inspector reviewed the following Concrete Expansion Anchor procedures:

a. D e present date pr:Aedure,. Hunter SIP No. 20.513, " Installation -

of Concrete Expansic,n Anchors," Revision 12, dated September 8, 1982.
D e procedure incorporates S&L ECN No. 2999 " Standard Specification
for Concrete Expansion Anchor Work" Revision 17, dated October 6,

2
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1982 and is a part of the S&L Specification No. 2722, " Plant
Structure." SIP No. 20.513 is considered to be acceptable in
the areas reviewed, including:

(1) minimum embedmont depth, . ,

(2) torquing,
(3) minimum edge distance,
(4) minimum bolt distances,
(5) repair of abandoned holes,
(6) allowable plate hole relocation,
(7) prohibited hole drilling areas.

Relative to various manufacturers products, including Hilti
Kwik-Bolt, ITT Phillips Red Head Wedge, Trubolt Wedge, Rawl-Stud
Wedge, and Parabolt Wedge, the inspector questioned: (1) whether.

or not they had all been qualified in accordance with the IEB
79-02 (refer to Paragraph 1.c for discussion) requirements, and
(2) whether or not the unique sets of installation values provided>

in the S&L Specifications could cover all the manufacturer's
product capacity / rating requirements. This is an unresolved ites
(454/82-26-01; 455/82-20-01).

b. Hunter SIP No. 20.513, Revision 1, dated July 10, 1978. As a
result of the review, the inspector determined that the procedure
contained the essential elements in Concrete Expansion Anchor
installation. However, this procedure had less detail and coverage
when compared with Revision 12, the revision presently in use.

The generic problems relating to the design and installation ofc.

concrete expansion shell and wedge type anchor bolts were dis-
covered in 1979. As a result of various licenses reports and
NRC inspections and studies, an NRC IE Bulletin No. 79-02,
Revision 1, " Pipe Support Base Plate Designs Using Concrete
Expansion Anchor Bolts" was issued on August 20, 1979 to address
and to correct the industry wide problems and deficiencies.
Since then, the inspection of Concrete Expansion Anchors,

.

including the design considerations being given to base plate
stiffness,and the associated prying effect which results in'
bolt load' increases, had been incorporated into the overall
NRC review / inspection program.

In conclusion, the inspector could not substantiate the specific
alleged item relative to the Concrete Expansion Anchor installation.
However, the failure of the QC inspection program to include Concrete
Expansion Anchors and the general problems within the industry were
substantiated (Paragraph 2).

i

2. Allegation: The QC inspectors would inspect only the welding process ,

but not the location of any piping support. Could not verify location
because they had no tools.

.
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The inspector reviewed:!

Hunter SIP 20.509, "To provide instruction for the installation.

of hangers," Revision 2, dated February 14, 1977. T.se procedure .

did not require timely QC hanger inspections to verify location,
'

configuration, and deficient conditions.

In Ceco General Office QA Audit Report, dated May 31, 1979.

Observation No. 4 states, "There is no evidence to indicate that
the major mechanical contractor, Hunter, has any QC inspections
of piping support installations other than the associated welding.
They are not being inspected to verify location and completness
of installation. Hunter QC does a quarterly surveillance of

| hanger installations (S.I.P. 20.509), but this only covers
reviewing the blocking devices."

The allegation was substantiated. Relative to the statement that
there were no tools to verify support locations, the site repre-
sentatives stated that the tools were available but since there were
no program requirements, they were not used by the QC inspectors.

>

The Region III inspection conducted in March 1980 also identified
the Hunter QC' inspection program shortcomings. The finding is
discussed in the Inspection Reports No. 50-454/80-05; 50-455/80-05,
Paragraph 4. The Region III followup inspection to ensure licensee
program improvements is discussed in Paragraph 8 of this report.

3. Allegation: In October and November 1979, one support was fcund
without any documentation, and the more extensive audit of 100 to 150
supports drawn out.at random showed 100T non-compliance with the proper
locations indicated by the design drawings.

The one support without documentation appears to be ICC12004R
(Auxiliary Building 383'). The hanger Jco Travel Package (JTP) has
a handwrittentnote showing 100% completion yet there is no indication
of weld rod be,ing consumed. The installation date was October 20,
1977. As to the 100 to 150 supports drawn at random, the inspector
selected 10 from the hanger population contained in the QA Audit
Report No. 059-3, dated July 19 through August 28, 1979 for review
and evaluation in addition to the ICC12004R hanger.

JTP 1CC12004R was reviewed in the areas of welding, location,
.

orientation, and configuration QC inspections. The hanger was
installed on September 20, 1977 per S&L drawing, Revision A,
dated Jar.uary 15, 1977. The Weld Material Record, dated

ISeptember 20, 1977 for field welds No. 1, 2, 3, cnd 4 showed
electrode type, size, and heat numbers. S&L revised the design /

subsequent to installation, and the new configuration is shown
on S&L drawing Revision B, dated June 28, 1979. However, i

modification to the hardware installation was not initiated until ;
|recently. The record shows that hanger rework was completed on

January 28, 1982 to S&L drawing, Revision C, August 14,1981 with
1
1
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proper location / configuration QC inspection. There is no record
for the original installation, but the modified installation was
signed on February 2, 1982.

The following 10 hangers were reviewed in the areas of QC inspectica,
*

'

.

location, and orientation in accordance with design:

Installation QC Inspection
S&L Hanaer No. Completion Date Date

1AB09003X, Revision C 01/14/82 01/14/82
1AF01011R, Revision C 03/15/82 03/16/82
1CC22006R, Revision C 09/01/81 09/02/81
IFP05002R, Revision B 11/12/81 11/16/81
2SX40007R, Revision A 08/27/79 08/10/81
2FP03075R, Revision B 09/16/82 09/17/82
IS121007S, Revision D 12/08/82 12/20/82

| 2SX40015R, Revision B 04/20/82 04/21/82
(FCR No. 53351 01/05/83
dated 12/23/82)

-2SX40017V, Revision B Hanger was deleted'

IS101006S, Revision D @4/09/82 04/13/82
(Saragate)
07/14/82

i (Snubber)
|

As a result'of the review, and in conjunction with the fact that'

hanger-location deviation tolerances were not provided to the sits
until December 20, 1977 (S&L M-916 Drawing, " Byron /Braidwwod Station
Units 1 and 2 Component Support General Notes and Details" Sheet 12,
Revision A, dated November 14, 1977), it is the inspector's conclusion
that from start of work to December 1977, very few, if any hangers cculd
be installed " exactly" per design drawing locations.

The approximate number of supports listed in Audit No. 059-3 and the
followup audip were 91 and 50 respectively. Subsequent to the review-

of the audit report, the inspector concluded that it is possible that*

("100% non-compliance with the proper locations indicated by the design
drawings") M-916 Drawing tolerances had not been utilized during hanger
installation, and the crafts did not provide QA adequate as-built

- documentation for review and verification (see Paragraph 4).
.

However, present site inspection results show that the installed
hangers do receive QC inspections relative to location, orientation,

.

and configuration.

4. A11enation: No one had given the QA department any as-built data.
We did a followup audit to verify that the problems stated in my
findings had been corrected or that as-built documentttion was
provided. That is, the drawings and documentation for each support
were changed to shov as-built data and properly signed. In all but

a few instances, this was done. In the cases where it was not done,
nonconformance reports (NCRs) were written up and the matter was out
of my hand.

5
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With regard to the allegation that 100-150 hangers installed between
April 1978 to August 1979 were without adequate craft produced as-built
drawings; this finding is identified in Hunter Audit Report 059-3
Findings No. 6, No. 7, and Observation No. 2. The use of inter-office
memorandum (HC-QA-23) to instruct craft to make as-built drawings, and '

to require QC to verify their adequacy was cited as a noncompliance
item in Region III Inspection Report No. 50-454/80-05 and 50-455/80-05.
H e basis for the citation was that interoffice memorandum bypass the
site document control QA procedural requirements.

By reviewing the as-built drawings contained in Audit No. 059-3, and
comparing them with the present JTP file as-built drawings, the
inspector concluded that the deficiencies observed by Mr. Smith were

! factual. This could have resulted from an inadequate procedure
(HC-QA-23) being used at the time of his audits.

The inspector also reviewed the following past and present Hunter
procedures relative to as-built drawing documentation requirements:

SIP 4.000, " General Requirements for Fabrication and Installation.

of Safety Related Components," Revision 1, dated May 2,1978.
The procedure contains no as-built documentation requirement.

SIP 4.000, " Process Control," Revision 2, dated March 31, 1980..

This procedure states in Paragraphs:

9.1 Component supports that cannot be installed per the con-
struction copy drawings, may be installed per the A&E M-916
adjustments tolerances. When the M-916 tolerances are used,
the cognizant supervisor must provide as-built data relative
to the extent of the changes.

.

9.1 As-built data shall be provided on either the face of the
construction copy drawing (CCD) (for simple changes) or on
the back of the drawing (for complex changes). Changes
shall be noted witit a contrasting color (perferably red).

9.1 Changes beyond M-916 tolerances shall be proces. sed in
accordance with Section 10.0 (Method for JTP Revision).

SIP 4.000,'" Control of Construction Processes," Revision 9j .

j dated July 26, 1982. H is procedure states in Paragraphs:

9.1 All component support installations shall be performed in
accordance with the requirements of the support CCD
(relative to configuration details and location details -
when pipe line fixed point dimensions are provided in the
key plan) and the corresponding line - when the sdpport

l CCD does not provide fixed point pipe line locations in the
; key plan.

9.1 When interferences prevent installation of supports per the
CCDs, the A&E support tolerances shall be employed.

6
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9.2 The tolerances used shall be graphically described on a
Component Support /CEA Discrepancy Report (Form HC-99), which
shall be marked "As-Built" and initiated as specified in the
SIP that addresses Design Control.

,

The inspector audited the same ten hangers discussed in Paragraph 3
above to verify whether or not the SIP 4.000, Revision 9, as-built
documentation requirements had been implemented by Hunter
Corporation. The review findings are as follows:

As-Built Drawing As-Built Drawing
S&L Hanzer No. No. (HC-99 Form) Date

ICC12004R, Revision C 7586 02/01/82
1AB09003X, Revision C 7135 01/14/82
1AF01011R, Revision C 8913 03/16/82
1CC22006R, Revision C 2426 09/02/81
IFP05002R, Revision B 3792 11/18/81
2SX40007R, Revision A 4153 07/28/81
2FP03075R, Revision B 19232 09/16/82
ISI21007S, Revision D 13281 12/20/82
2SX40014R, Revision B 26966 01/05/83
1S101006S, Revision D 5911 04/09/82

To summarize the findings: (1) there was an informal as-built data
collection requirement during the time frame of Mr. Smith's employ-
ment at the site, (2) the first formal site procedural requirement
for obtaining as-built drawings was established on March 31, 1980,
shortly after Region III inspection conducted on March 25-26, 1980,
(3) the present as-built documentation requirement was checked and
is being implemented effectively by Hunter Corporation, (4) the,

( inspector substantiated the allegation that the hanger as-built
'

documentation was deficient at the time of his audit, and (5) there
was no NCR issued to identify and to resolve the alleger identified
problems. t

5. Allegation: T'he report as we wrote it pointed to two areas of
i

| concern: production and QC inspection. Sousay (QA Supervisor)
changed the report so that it did not necessarily imply that these
were problem areas...he did this quite often.

The inspector reviewed the Hunter Corporation audits including hand
written notes and manuscripts that were prepared by Mr. Smith, to
verify whether or not any parts of audit findings were deleted by
the QA Supervisor. The following is the inspectors olservation:

No. 1-01, 1/8-17/79, " Welder Qualification Log," and Second.

! followup report, dated 8/23/79.

No deletion was observed.

i
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No. 1-03, 2/6/79, "Non-destructive Examination," and followup.

report dated 3/20/79.

No deletion was observed.
.

No. 057-2, 5/22/79, " Authorized Inspector.".

No deletion was observed.

No. 058-2, 6/25-28/79, "QA Organization and Training," and.

followup report, dated 7/24/79.

The following handwritten statements were deleted:

"In any event, this undoubtedly indicates a lack of indoctrination
and training of personnel performing activities affecting quality
as necessar to assure that suitable proficiency is achieved and
maintained.y'

"This accounts for the fact of recording training to an obsolete
SIP, as m utioned above, but it cannot be accepted as an excuse
for type of unprofessional act."

"It is also recommended that the Engineering Department is
being trained and documented in a uniform manner to facilitate
the minimum training requirements provided in Section 1 of the
Hunter Corporation QA Manual."

"Due to the quantity of Hunter Corporation personnel who have
to be trained to the SIPS or QA Manual or other required codes,
documented training will be a recurring problem. Training is
conducted on a continuous scheduled basis by the QA Training
Coordinator or Division Supervisor, consequently, at any given
date, there will be personnel deliquent in documented training."

,

No. 061-3, 9/18-10/26/79, " Piping Process Control," and followup.

report dated 2/12/80.
'

No deletion was observed.

No. 062-4,.10/29/79 to 1/4/80, " Procurement Control," and followup.

report dated 2/12/80.

No deletion was observed.

No. 059-3, 7/27-8/28/79, " Hanger Process Control," and followup.

report dated 3/20/80.

'Ihe following handwritten statements were deleted:

8
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"For the purpose of this followup sudit, only those component
supports installed after January 12, 1979 vere selected for
verification of proper as-built data being supplied on
Construction Copy Drawings (CCDs) or Manger Field Problems
(MFPs). This is because it was the first date of authorisation ~

-

for Area Foremen to utilize the S&L M-916 ad
without initiating MFPs, if they so elected.justment tolerances

.
'

i "It was dacidad that several component supports would be
' selected that were installed prior to this time period, in

ordertoidentifysometypeoftrendinnotreprtingcomplete
; as-built information by the cognizant foreman

In review of the deleted paragraphs, it is the opinion of the inspector
that the deleted statements were mostly t'ne individual auditor's
personal convictions and recommendations, and that they could either be
endorsed or rejected by the organizations management. The inspector
concurs with the alleger's desire "to identify some type of trend in
not reporting complete as-built information by the cognizant foreman"
however, it would be more appropriate to first establish action re-
quirements so they are a part of the approved site procedures. In
conclusion, the inspector stated that he could support the alleger's
claim that editorial changes had been made on his report write-ups,
however, based on the fact that the report did address the auditor''

findings, and that the deleted paragraphs were mostly personal
concerns, no additional safety investigation / inspection followup is'

planned.

6. A11emation: Because the suports are not in the exact locations the
engineers had designed, it is questionable how much stress the joints

| and pipes can take in their present positions.

In conjunction with the discussions documented in Paragraphs 2, 3, 4,
and 8 in this report, the inspector concluded that the present hanger
QC inspection.and documentation programs had been substantially
improved since March 1980. These improved program requirements have
been implement *ed in accordance with the approved procedures. As-built
components including valve weights, valve operator orientation and
locations, and suspension system locations, configurations, and
orientation compared with the computer analysis stress isometric'

models will be a part of the Region III review of IE Bulletin
No. 79-14. " Seismic Analyses for As-Built Safety Related Piping
Systems" activities. These review items have been incorpod o' into

the overall NRC hanger inspection program, and will be car.tec v.1 at
the A-E's offices at the appropriate time, normally after sy6ta
turnover for start-up and hot functional testing.

'

.

7. A11emation: 'Ihe followup audit did not satisfy my concern, because
the desiga engineers had not approved the altered locations of the
support. I talked with design engineer Bill We11 born from S&L. He
said that this would be handled at a later date and that he didn't

i think it was serious enough to be dealt with.

.
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The inspector interviewed Mr. We11 born on January 26, 1983 at the
: site. Mr. We11 born stated that between 1978 and 1980, he was a
! Field Engineer employed by S&L and assigned to Hunter Corporation

working with the Hunter hanger installation engineering department
-,

to supplement the Hunter task force. He stated that he had been~

given no authority to clarify or interpret design drawing require-
monts. He had been assigned some responsibility for coordinating
field encountered problems during support erection by transmitting
the Hanger Fi9ld Problems (HFPs) to the S&L office for resolution.
In October 1977, at the request of Ceco field construction,
Mr. We11 born was assigned the responsibility to establish the EFF
system to redude or to eliminate some of the apparent communication
problems that existed relative to the closeout of Hunter requests.
Mr. We11 born is presently assigned to the Ceco project management
turnover / start-up group and is respew ible for coordinating transfer
of completed systems from CECO field construciton to the Technical
Staff (Operation Department). In regard to Mr. Smith's statement that,
"...he didn't think it was rerious enought to be dealth with.",

.

Mr. We11 born stated that he did not recall that he had made such a
statement. In view of the fact that Mr. Wellborn has n:ver been a
design engineer at the site, sad had not been assigned responsibility
for determining when and how the altered supports would be reviewed

j by the design engineers, the inspector concluded that he could not
substantiate Mr. Smith's allegation.

i

l

8. Pipina suspension System Re-Inspection

The NRC-Region III inspection conducted in March 1980 (Region III
f Inspection Reports No. 50-453/80-05; 50-454/80-05), identified

piping suspension systems that were not QC inspected in concurrence
with installation activities. As a result, a licensee re-inspection
program was soon initiated based on the revised Hunter Procedures
SIP 2.201, SIP 4.201, and SWI No. 2 which included more detailed
process control checklists and expanded QC inspection criteria.
However, during a NRC-Region III followun inspection conducted in
July 1981 (Ingpection Reports No. 50-453/81-09; 50/454/81-08), a
number of snubbers in Unit I con:einment were again found without

! timely QC inspections. D ese snubbers were subsequently inspected
,

and a licensee review was initiated to identify all other supports
and restraints that had not been inspected using the current

|

procedures. *

'

During discussions, the licensee staff stated that during December
1981, the re-inspection of supports was not progressing in accordance

|
with the schedule, and that Hunter had been instructed to step up their
review of QC inspect ion records and to document any support assemblies
that were without current inspections in NCRs. To January 1982, appro-
ximately 8500 supports were reviewed per the current inspection
procedural requirements. Fifty-five supports did not have inspections!

'

; completed, however, they were being re-designed and were documented in
|

NCR No. 286. R ose 55 supports were revised and inspected in September
|

1982. The inspector reviewed the following pertinent documentation
and considerd the licensee QC hanger re-inspection effort adequate.l

.
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NRC-Region III Inspection Reports No. 50-454/80-05; 50-455/80-05..

Inspection was conducted on March 25-26, 1980.

CECO response 2etter, dated May 27, 1980..

.

NRC-Region III Inspection Reports No. 50-454/81-09; 50-455/81-08..

Inspection was conducted on July 29-31, 1981.

Ceco response letter, dated September 24, 1981. '.

CECO letter to NRC-Region III, dated March 8, 1982. 1his letter.

reported the status of the pipe support inspection effort that
was committed in CECO response letter, dated September 24, 1981.

CECO Byron Site QA Surveillance of Hunter Corporation Report.

No. 3200 (QF 2739.03.22.2), dated September 28, 1981, for the week
of September 21-25, 1981. This report verified that only the most
current approved procedures were used in the field. It also,

documented hanger inspections conducted in the Unit I containment.

CECO Surveillance of Hunter Report No. 3200 (QF 2739.03.22.2,.

QA 54.3), dated November 13, 1981. This report documented snubber
inspections conducted in the Unit 1 containment and in the
Auxiliary Building. The identified deficianies were closed on
December 8, 1981.

'

CECO Surveillance of Hunter, Report No. 3415 (QF 2739.03.22.1),.

dated January 29, 1982. This report closed out Audit
No. 6-81-358, Finding No. 1, that identiff d a lack of timely
QC inspection of snubber installations in some locations. This
resulted in Hunter issuing NCR No. 286 identifying the 55
supports as deficient.

Hunter NCR No. 286, issued on January 22, 1982 stating that,.

"11 hangers in the Containment Build.ing and 44 hangers in the
Auxiliary Building were installed, but not examined within the
intent of timely inspection." These items were inspected, and
the NCR was closed on September 13, 1982.

( Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of noncompliance,
or deviations. The unresolved item disclosed during this inspection is
discussed in Paragraph 1.a.;

I Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives at the conclusion of the
investigation on January 28,1l983. The inspector summarized the scope and
findings of the investigation. The licensee acknowledged the findings
reported herein.

; -
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Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATIN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Mr. D. E. Keating
of this office on January 3-7 and 10, 1983, of activities at Byron Station,
Units 1 and 2, authorized by NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-130 and
No. CPPR-131 and to the discussion of our findings with Mr. R. Tutken and
others of your staff at the conclusion of the inspection.

.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative records, observations, and in-
tarviews with personnel.

No items of noncompliance with NRC requirements were identified during the i

course of this inspection.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure (s).

will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,
by telephone, within ten days of the date of this letter and submit written ,

application to withhold information contained therein within thirty days of
,

the date of this letter. Such application must be consistent with the re-
quirements of 2.790(b)(1). If we do not hear from you in this regard within'

the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter and the enclosed
( inspection report will be placed in the Public Document Room.

|
:

,
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Commonwealth Edison Company 2

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.

Sincerely.

hkeet-

W. 5. Little, Chief
Engineering Prograns Branch

Enclosure: Inspection Reports
No. 50-454/83-02(DE) and
No. 50-455/83-02(DE) -

cc w/ enc 1:
Louis 0. De1 George, Director

of Nuclear Licensing
V. I. Schlosser, Project Manager
Gunner Sorensen, Site Project

Superintendent
R. E. Querio, Station

Superintendent
DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII Byron
Resident Inspector, RIII

Braidwood
Karen Borgstadt, Office of

Assistant Attorney General
Myron M. Cherry

- Diane Chevez, DAARE/ SAFEj

-,

.
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U.S. NUCIZAR REGUL&1 DRY COMMISSION

REGION III

., .

Reports No. 50-454/83-02(DE); 50-455/83-02(DE)

Docket Nos. 50-454; 50-455 Licenses No. CPPR-130; CPPR-131

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

! Facility Name: Byron Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: Byron Station, Byron, IL

Inspection Conducted: January 3-7 and 10, 1983

.2/reh.$Inspector: D. E. Keating

h
Approved By: D. H. Danielson, Chief a2 /d/l.3

Materials and Processes Section

Inspection Summary

Inspection on January 3-7 and 10. 1983 (Reports No. 50-454/83-02(DE):

| 50-455/83-02(DE))
Areas Inspected: Review of procedures, work activities, and records for
re-inspection of structural steel bolting in containment, auxilary building,
river screenhouse, and fuel handling building; followup on allegations
relating to safety-: elated structures. The inspection involved a total of
48 inspector-hours onsite by one NRC inspector.,

Results: Of the flve areas inspected, no items of noncompliance or
,

'

deviations were identified.

.
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DETAIIS

|

Persons Contacted.

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO)

*R. Tutken, Assistant Superintendent, Project Construction
,

*J. Mihovilavich, Project Construction Lead Structural Engineer;

G. Sorenson, Project Construction Suprintendent
K. J. Hansing, QA Supervisor

*M. Stanish, QA Superintendent
E. Wohler, QA Inspector

Blount Brothers Corporation (BBC)

*R. H. Bay, QA/QC Manager
D. Hoffman, QC Inspector
R. Heinman, QA/QC
R. Barnhardt, Project Engineer
W. Moloznick, Ironworker Superintendent

j Pittsburah Testina Laboratory (PTL)

'

J. H. Johnson, Ac' ting Site Supervisor

* Denotes personnel present at exit interview.

Functional or Program Areas Examined

The purpose of this special inspection was to determine the validity of some
of the allegations expressed by Mr. Stomfay-Stitz in his affidavit filed in
support of DAARE/ SAFE Motion for Reconsideration dated September 23, 1982,
and to determine the status of re-inspection activities for Byron Station
Structural Steel Bolting. The findings of this inspection support those
documented in Regiqn III Inspection Reports No. 50-454/82-25; 50-455/82-19.

:

1. Documents Reviewed

A review of the following documents was performed:

S&L Drawing S-1097, Revision U, dated October 15, 1982..

S&L Drawing S-1141, Revision U, dated June 11, 1982. -
.

Blount Brothers Procedure BB QA/QC-21, " Structural Steel Erection".

Issue 3, Revision 2, dated August 29, 1977.
Blount Brothers Procedure BB QA/QC-21, " Structural Steel Fabrication,.

Repair, Modification, and Erection," Issue 10, Revision 9, dated
December 22, 1982.

PTL Procedure IS-BY-A6-SBI, " Instruction Sheet for High Strength.

Bolted Connections," Revision 1, dated November 16, 1982.
PTL Procedure IS-BY-47-SC, " Instruction Sheet for Torque Inspection.

of Bolted Connections," Revision 0, dated December 23, 1982.

;

2
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PTL Procedure QC-CEA-1, Revision 10, dated August 17, 1982, " Concrete.

Expansion Anchor Inspection."
PTL Procedure IS-CEA-1, Revision 1, dated February 11, 1980,..

" Instruction Sheet for Calibration of Torque Wrenches Owned and
Used by Other Contractors."

During the period October 1978 through April 1979 Procedure BB Q&/QC-21
Issue 3, Revision 2 was in effect. This allowed the use of A307 bolts
for all expansion connections. 1he requirements for structural steel
bolting installation was to use two (2) nuts. The first to be tightened
fingertight and the second to be brought snus-tight against the first
nut. Snug-tight being as defined in the AISC Steel Construction Manual,
7th Edition.

The procedure in use today is BB QA/QC-21. Issue 9. Revision 8, dated
December 1, 1982 with Sargent and Lundy comments. This is being
revised and is presently in the approval stage and will be Issue 10
Revision 9. This further requires a bolt projection beyond the second
or jam nut of one hcif the height of the jam nut. This is a minimum ;

of 1/4" projection. This also permits the use of A325 bolts and
' hardened washers as a substitute for A307 bolts and standard washers.
These provisions are compatible with Sargent and Lundy Specifications,
Commonwealth Edison site construction procedures and the 7th edition
of the AISC Steel Construction Manual.

The licensee and the steel erection contractor have committed to a 100%
re-inspection of the expansion connections in centainments 1 and 2, the
auxilary building and the river screenhouse. The licensee and'the steel

erection contractor have also committed to an additional method of
segregation and identification of used bolts from friction connections,
which is to place the nuts on the used bolts, up-set or mutilate the
threads of the bolts by some convenient method, and discard the bolts in ,
a trash bin. This method will provide positive assurance of segregation
for re-usable expansion connection bolts and nuts.

,

The review of the above procedures indicated that the recognized industry,

standards had been referenced and adhered to from late 1978 through aid
1982, at which time a specific torque range was specified for snug-tight,
i.e., 50-100 foot pounds. This applied to jam nut installation only.

The commitment to 100% re-inspectica of the expansion connections and
the change in inspection criteria is a response to findings based upon
an Region III inspection at the utility's LaSalle County Station in
early 1982. The results of the LaSalle inspection are also the basis
for re-examination of other nuclear facilities within the region
designed by the same A/E.

! Blount Brothers Procedure BB QA/QC-21 Issue 10, Revision 9, and the
other procedures mention above, are the procedures used in the re-
inspection of containments 1 and 2, the auxilary building, the fuel

; handling building, and the river screenhouse.
:

.
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Based upon the above review and fie,1d inspection of the related areas |
no items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

2. Personnel Certification
.

The inspector reviewed the personnel certifications of several
Pittsburg Testing Laboratory and Blount Brothers Corporation
inspectors.

With two (2) exceptions, the above inspectors' certifications
appeared to be adequate for the work activities in which they were
engaged. Of the two (2) excepcions, the length of "related inspec-
tion experience..." prior to being hired by PTL does not meet the
requirements of ANSI 45.2.6, 1974 edition. The other exception does -

not meet the length of related inspection experience as well. .Also
this inspector has been certified as a Level II NT technician as well
as a Level II PT technician with no previous trainis.g and/or certifi-

'

cation or experience in either discipline. This is contrary to the
requirements of ANST SNT-TC-1A, June 1975. The licensee's corrective
actions relative to the following noncompliance will address this finding.

An item of noncompliance relating to certa 3n contractor inspectors not
being adequately qualified and/or trained to perform safety-related
inspection functions was identified in Region III Inspection Reports
No. 50-454/82-05; 50-455/82-04, Appendix A. Item 2. In responding to
this noncompliance, the licensee was required to describe the actions
taken or planned to assure that: (1) other quality control inspectors
are properly trained and certified, (2) quality control inspectors
working for contractors that have completed safety-related work and no
longer have personnel onsite were properly trained and qualified to
perform the inspection functions assigned, and (3) inspections performed
by quality control inspectors that were improperly trained and qualified
were valid.

3. Allegation Followup

*
The inspector pursued the allegation of beams and other structural
elements being.,omitted from construction areas and the performance of
engineering analysis to justify and support the omission.

The inspector identified four (4) areas of construction where these
conditions appeared to occur. These were containments 1 and 2
and the two (2) temporary personnel access bridges from the steam
tunnel to containment 1 and 2.

During erection in the containments, areas would be reachdd were, in
order to proceed with construction, certain framing members would have
to be temporarily left out to permit the installation of equipment.
After equipment installation the members left out would be erecthd.

4
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The other areas were the two (2) temporary personnel access bridges
mentioned above. During earlier phases of construction as erection
and relocation of equipment necessitated, modifications to the
framing and bracing of these structures were made. Before these
modifications were incorporated in the design Sargent and Lundy would
be requested to perform an engineering analysis or evaluation to assure
the structures, as modified would not be over-stressed.

n ese requests were documented on Field Change Requests (FCR's) and
Engineering Change Notices (ECN's). Since these were temporary
structures, there are no elements that remain on site. 'Ibe last of
the material was disposed of late last summer.

Based upon this review the allegation could not be substantiated. In
addition, there were no items of noncompliance or deviations identified.

-

Exit Interview

The inspector met with site representatives (denoted in Persons Contacted
paragraph) at the conclusion of the inspection. The inspector summarised
the scope and findings of the inspection noted in this report.
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